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'lhe upper Frobisher-Alida interval of western North Dakota was 
studied in order to detennine the depositional envirorments, 
bioturbation features, arxl the diagenetic history of these carronate 
arrl evaporite rocks. 
Detailed examination resulted .in the identification of six 
distinct lithotypes: 1) crinoid, coral packstone-wackestone (LT-1); 
2) brachiopcxi, skeletal wackestone (LT-2); 3) skeletal, rurrc,..,ed 
111Jdstone-wackestone; 4) intraclast, peloid packstone-grainstone; 5) 
peloid, intraclast, ostracode packstone-wackestone; 6) nodular arrl 
beajed anhydrite (LT-6). Lithofacies generally follc,.., a depositional 
sequence of thick units of sublittoral carronates, followed by a 
thin sequence of littoral carbonates, arrl culminat~ in a thick 
unit of sublittoral evaporites. SUblittoral rocks dominate the basal 
lithologies througha.rt: the study area. 
Depositional environments illustrate a regressive sequence: 
nonnal marine wackestones arrl packstones; marginally restricted 
1 
wackestones; restricted wackestones arrl mudstones; littoral to 
sublittoral shoal carplex with daninantly peloidal packstones; 
lagoonal nudstones; arrl littoral flats arrl porrls with anhydrite 
lithologies. 
Early cementation of J:::urrows inhibited c:x:,npaction of oorrowed 
carbonates. Rocks without evidence of early cementation of l:urrows 
'WO.ll.d m::>re readily coopact arrl thus inhibit m:,vement of pore fluids. 
Diagenetic effects upon the rocks studied were varied arrl 
carplex. Diagenetic effects which cxmnenced prior to carplete 
lithification included mechanical coopaction, micritization arrl 
inversion of aragonite. Eogenetic diagenesis was the result of 
infiltration of hypersaline brines frc:an overlyin;J evaporite areas. 
Differential coopaction, cementation arrl replacement were prevalent 
eogenetic diagenetic effects. 
Mesogenetic diagenetic effects were due to periods of pore 
fluid ioovements. Mesogenetic diagenesis included dolanitization, 
silicification, replacement, chemical coopaction, pressure solution 
arrl ~- MJJ.tiple dolanitization episcxles were due to the 
ioovements of magnesium-rich pore fluids released durin;J pressure 
solution. 
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ABSTRACT 
'lhe upper Frobisher-Alida interval of western North Dakota was 
studied in order to determine the depositional envirornnents, 
bioturbation features, arrl the diagenetic history of these carl:xmate 
arxi evaporite rocks. 
Detailed examination resulted in the identification of six 
distinct lithotypes: 1) crinoid, coral packstone-wackestone (LT-1); 
2) brachiopod, skeletal wackestone (LT-2); 3) skeletal, b.lrrowed 
mudstone-wackestone; 4) intraclast, peloid packstone-grainstone; 5) 
peloid, intraclast, ostracxxle packstone-wackestone; 6) ncx:iular arrl 
l:Jedded anhydrite (LT-6). Lithofacies generally follow a depositional 
sequence of thick units of sublittoral carbonates, followed by a 
thin sequence of littoral carbonates, arrl culminatin;J in a thick 
unit of sublittoral evaporites. SUblittoral rocks daninate the basal 
lithologies throughout the study area. 
Depositional envirornnents illustrate a regressive sequence: 
nonnal marine wackestones am packstones; marginally restricted 
wackestones; restricted wackestones arrl llD.ldstones; littoral to 
sublittoral shoal c:x:.ttple.x with daninantly peloidal packstones; 
lagoonal nu:lstones; am littoral flats am pon::ls with anhydrite 
lithologies. 
Farly cementation of bJrrows inhibited c:x:.ttpaction of b.lrrowed 
carbonates. Rocks without evidence of early cementation of b.lrrows 
would 100re readily c:x:.ttpact am thus inhibit ioovement of pore fluids. 
xii 
Diagenetic effects upon the rocks studied were varied arrl 
camplex. Diagenetic effects which canmenced prior to complete 
lithification included mechanical carrpaction, micritization arrl 
inversion of aragonite. Eogenetic diagenesis was the result of 
infiltration of hypersaline brines fran overlyirg evaporite areas. 
Differential c:anpaction, cementation arrl replacement were prevalent 
eogenetic diagenetic effects. 
Mesog'enetic diagenetic effects were due to periods of pore 
fluid moverrents. Mesogenetic diagenesis included dolomitization, 
silicification, replacement, chemical carrpaction, pressure solution 
arrl neaooqru.sm. Multiple dolomitization episodes were due to the 





'Ihe study area is located in McKenzie an::l Billin:Js Counties of 
~ North Dakota, an::l includes all or part of eight townships 
fran T143N to T146N an::l fran R100W to R102W (Fig. 1) • 'Ihe Elkhorn 
Ranch, Roughrider an::l adjoinin:J fields of z.k:Kenzie an::l Billings 
Counties are situated on the western an::l northern flanks of the 
Billings Anticline (Fig. 2). 'Ihese fields are prolific oil producers 
with cumulative production of over 21 million barrels of oil fran the 
Madison pools (Halvorson, 1984). Significant production is also known 
in this area fran the Devonian Duperovl an::l Bakken Fo:rmations an::l fran 
the Ordovician Red River Fo:rmation. 'Ihe interval studied is part of 
the Mississippian Olarles an::l Mission canyon Fo:rmations of the 
Madison Group. 
Purpose 
'Ihe ?,JrpOSe of this study was threefold: 1) determine the 
depositional envirorunents of the uwer Frobisher-Alida beds of 
~ North Dakota, 2) determine the significance, if any, of the 
bioturbated rocks of these beds, an::l 3) deioonstrate sane of the 
relationships between the envirornnents of deposition an::l the 
sul:sequent diagenetic history of the rocks in this study area. 
1 
2 
Figure 1. I£X::ation of study area. Well symbols are those 
used on the North Dakota Geological SUrvey's field maps am. 
are presented to shcM mawin;J control }?Oints. Circled well 
symbols denote a well with rock core. 
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Figure 2. I.Dcation of structural features in the Williston 
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Regional Geologic Setting 
'Ihe Williston Basin is a large intracratonic basin coverir:g 
a~ox.i.nately 200,000 square miles (Sheldon an:l carter, 1979) of 
central North America, including western North Dakota, eastern 
Montana, an:l portions of South Dakota, southern Manitoba. an:l southern 
Saskatchewan (Fig. 2). '!he basin is centered near Watford City, North 
Dakota, where approximately 16,000 feet of sedimentary rocks CXNer 
basement (Gerhard arrl others, 1982). 
Major structural features of the Williston Basin include the 
Billings, Little Knife, Nessen, arrl Cedar Creek anticlines, the Sheep 
Mountain Syncline arrl the Poplar J:)aoo. '!he area of this study lies on 
the western arrl northern flank of the Billir:gs Anticline (Fig. 2). 
'lhe sedimentary history of the _pre-Phanerozoic of the Williston 
Basin is not known due to deformation of these rocks. Peterman an:l 
Hedge ( 1964) dated the crystalline basement rocks of North Dakota at 
1. 7 to 2. 4 Ga. , am suggested that the border of the SUperior am 
Churchill orogenic provinces lies within the Williston Basin (Fig. 
2). 'lhe earliest known Paleozoic rocks were deposited during a rate 
cambrian (about 520 Ma.) transgression (I.eFever arrl others, 1987). 
Evidence presented by I.eFever arrl others ( 1987) imicates that the 
initial sul::sidence arrl origin of the Williston Basin itself began no 
later than deposition of the Ordovician Deadwood Fonnation (about 490 
Ma.). 
Peterson (1981) noted that a structural connection existed 
between the Mississiwian Williston Basin am the Central Montana 
Trough. Bickford arrl others (1986) postulated that basement faulting, 
7 
associated with the contact between the SUperior arrl Cllurchill 
orogenic provinces, may have affected Paleozoic sedimentation within 
the Williston Basin. 
By Mississippian time the Williston Basin was sutsi~ rapidly, 
arrl deposition of about 2500 feet of section occurred durin:J the 
Paleozoic (carlson arrl Arrlerson, 1965). Open marine comitions 
prevailed durin:J deposition of the lodgepole Fonnation as sutsiderx::e 
overtook sedimentation within the basin. '!he Mission canyon Formation 
is late Osagean to early Meramacian, arrl was deposited in an 
increasin:Jly restricted sea with altematin:J periods of carbonate arrl 
evaporite deposition. Eventually evaporite deposition dominated 
within the basin as evaporites prograded towards the basin center 
(carlson arrl Arrlerson, 1966). 
Madison Group Nanenclature 
'Ihe stratigraFh,ic :ncm:mclature of the Mississippian of the 
Williston Basin has been in a state of transition arrl flux sirx::e 
attempts to exterrl surface :ncm:mclature into the sul:surface were 
first made. Peale (1893) first named the Madison Fonnation while 
"WOrkll¥J in the 'lhree Forks region of Montana. Peale did not define a 
type section 1:ut divided the Madison into an upper massive "jaspery" 
limestone, a middle massive limestone, arrl a lower laminated 
limestone (Fig. 3). Weed (1896} considered the Madison Fonnation type 
section to be in the Madison Range south of 'lhree Forks, Montana. 
Collier arrl cat.heart (1922) divided the Madison into two formations, 
the I.cxigepole arrl the Mission canyon, thus elevatin:J the Madison to 
8 
Figure 3. Nanenclature of the Madison Group. 
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group status (Fig. 3). Both of these fonnations were named for 
exposures alo~ l.Ddgepole canyon am Mission canyon in northwest 
?-klntana. 
Sloss arrl Hamblin (1942) noted the widespread extent of the 
Madison arrl suggested that the tenns l.Ddgep:::>le am Mission canyon be 
used throughout ?-klntana am Wyanin:J. '!hey also sul:x:ti vided the 
l.Ddgepole into the uwer Woodhurst member am the lower Paine shale 
member. Hollarrl (1952) was the first to locate a Madison Group type 
section precisely. He did detailed stratigraphic and paleontologic 
work on the l.Ddgepole Fonnation. 
Seager (1942) first introduced the tenn Cllarles Fonnation into 
the subsurface to describe a series of interbedded limestone, 
dolanite, anhydrite, arrl shale beds .located between the Madison Group 
arrl the overly~ Big SncMy Group in a well on the Cedar Creek 
Anticline of eastern ?-klntana. He placed the Cllarles Fonnation at the 
base of the Big SncMy Group. Sloss arrl ?-klritz (1951) placed the 
Cllarles Fonnation into the Madison Group after canpar~ the 
subsurface dolanites of the Williston Basin to Madison outcrops in 
sa.rt:hwestern ?-klntana. Nordquist (1953) redefined the top of the 
Cllarles to be the top of the first massive salt bed. 
"As pet:roletnn exploration arrl developnent exparx:led throughout the 
Williston Basin, workers attenpted to use gamma-ray logs for 
correlation. 'lhanas (1954), wor~ in the northeastern Williston 
Basin, sul:xlivided the Mission canyon Fonnation into five horizons, 
designated MC-1 through MC-5. He considered these persistent log-
marker horizons to be silty beds of regressive depositional cycles. 
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Fuller (1956) also used log-marker horizons to redefine the Madison 
in the subsurface. He designated a "Lower Madison" limestone, an 
"Upper Madison" limestone, arrl charged the Ola.rles Fonnation to the 
"Ola.rles" evaporites. '!he Upper Madison Limestone was sulxlivided, in 
ascerxtirg order, into the MC-1 Limestone, . MC-2 Anhydrite, Forget-
Notti.nJham Limestone, Hastings-Frobisher Beds, Midale Beds, arrl 
Ratcliffe beds. 'lhe Saskatchewan Geological Society (1956) m:xlified 
the work of Fuller arrl suggested that the Madison Group be sulxlivided 
in a.scen:lirq order into the Souris Valley, Tilston, Frobisher-Alida, 
Midale, Ratcliffe, arrl Poplar beds as log-marker defined units (Fig. 
3). 
Increased sul:surface data prompted Harrison arrl Flood (1956) to 
ptcp::,se a sulxlivision of the Mission canyon arrl Ola.rles Fonnations 
based on log-marker horizons in northeastern North Dakota. In 
ascerxtirg order, they used the infonnal units MC-1 through MC-5 arrl 
C-1 through C-8. 'lhe top of the MC-5 or the equivalent Mission canyon 
was at the base of the "State A" log-marker. Harrison arrl Flood 
(1956) recognized that their marker-defined units could not be 
carried tCMards the basin's center with any confidence. Fdie (1958) 
lithologically recorded the Ia::lgep::>le, Mission canyon, arrl Ola.rles 
Fonnation.s at stratigraptlcally lower position tCMards the basin edge 
when cx:mpared to log-marker defined units. 
Smith (1960) defined the Madison Group based on log-marker 
horizons while recog:nizirq that these markers crossed facies 
boun::laries. He nn:lified the tenninology of the Saskatchewan 
Geological Society (1956) by replacirq the teDn "Souris Valley" with 
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"Bottineau" ard addirq the "Rival subinterval" to the top of the 
Frobisher-Alida interval ard addirq the ''Midale subinterval" to the 
base of the Ratcliffe interval (Fig. 3). 
Harris ard others (1966) recognized six depositional "cycles" 
based on thin widespread silty marker beds fourrl in cores ard gamma-
ray logs in north-central North Dakota. In ascerrli.ng order these were 
the I.arx:la, GlenbJrn, Mohall, ShenJOOd, ard Bluell "beds". 'lhese 
cycles are separated by the I.arx:la, K-3, K-2, K-1, Shawocxi 
Argillaceous arrl the state A marker beds. 
'!he :noroonclature of Bluemle arrl others (1980), used in this 
study, is similar to Smith (1960) ard is currently used by the North 
Dakota Geological SUrvey. '!he interval studied is within the upper 
Frobisher-Alida interval ard exterrls fran the Fryrurg Gamma Ray 
marker up to the Rival subinterval (Fig. 4). 'lhe top of the Mission 
canyon Fonnation is placed at the base of the lowest eva:p:,rite bed, 
so that the interval studied includes the ur.penoost Mission canyon 
Formation arrl the lowenoost Cliarles Fonnation. 
For a 11¥)re detailed arrl carprehensive review of the Madison 
Groop stratigraiily arrl nanenclature ref er to Arrlerson ( 1958) , Samo 
arrl Dutro (1974), Obelenus (1985), arrl Carlson arrl I.eFever (1987). 
Previous Works 
'!he rn.nnerous studies on the Mississippian Mission canyon ard 
Cliarles Fonnations can be broadly grouped into three (3) categories: 
1) basin-wide or regional studies, 2) central arrl eastern Williston 
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Figure 4. Typical lCXJ resp::>nse of the upper Mission canyon an1 
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Basin studies an:i, 3) western Williston Basin studies. Regional 
studies within the Williston Basin were initiated in the late 1950's 
with the developnent of newly discovered oil fields. Edie (1958) 
characterized the rocks of the Mission canyon an:i lower Charles 
Formations as havin;J been deposited within four envirornnental 
settinJs: basinal, open marine, shoal, an:i lagoonal. Edie suggested 
that early corrpaction of the carlx>nates had resulted in reduced 
prilllary porosity. Harris an:i others (1966) recognized four similar 
rock types which were described as cx::currirq in six shoalirq-upward 
cycles. 
Central an:i eastern Williston Basin studies were a result of the 
developrent of oil fields in which depositional envirornnents an:i 
t;rawirg mechanisms within the Frobisher-Alida interval were 
evaluated. Gerhard an:i others (1978) postulated that vadose 
dissolution of pisolites resulted in the develcpnent of porous 
intervals at the Glenb.n:n Field. Elliott (1982) djscussed lithofacies 
in a restricted circulation envirornnent dlaracterized by shoalin;J-
upward cycles in the Haas Field. Elliott attriruted porosity 
developnent in pisolith litholO:Jies to mesogenetic diagenetic 
processes an:i not depositional processes. Beach an:i Schumacher (1982) 
attrib..rted differential mechanical corrpaction as the petroleum 
trappirg rrechanism for the stanley Field. Shanley (1983) suggested 
that the Frobisher-Alida interval represents deposition of peritidal 
sediments on a tidal flat which separated an evaporitic lagoon fran 
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an open marine shelf. Shanley p:,stulated that &ma praninent gamna-
ray marker l::>eds could be considered as time-stratigraphic because 
they represented eolian deposition durin:1 "eustatic sea level 
lowstan::ls." Obelenus (1985) described the Frobisher-Alida interval as 
havirg been deposited in a catplex IOOSaic of carbonate arrl evaporite 
facies. Obelenus, in contrast to Shanley (1983), concluded that 
lateral lithologic variations were not the result of sea level 
fluctuations rut of lateral migration of facies. 
Western Williston Basin studies have enpiasized study of the 
dolomite reservoirs arrl stratigraphic tra.PPirg mechanisms of 
producirg oil fields. studies include: the Little Knife Field 
(Lirrlsay an::l Roth, 1982), Flaxton Field (Schwartz, 1987), arrl the 
Billirgs Anticline area (Marrler, 1980; Altshuld arrl Kerr, 1982; 
S'teFhens, 1986; Horner, 1986; arrl Durall, 1987). A catprehensive 
analysis of hydrodynamic trappin:1 arrl ~ility developnent in the 
Billirgs Anticline area can be foum in Petty ( 1989) • 
Methcx:ls 
Preliminary v.10rk involved the examination of 265 sets of 
wireline logs of wells (on file with the North Dakota Geological 
survey) drilled within the study area (see Appen:lix A). Fonnation 
tops, intervals, l::>eds, arrl thicknesses of porosity were identified 
based upon log response (Appen:lix B). Cores described in this study 
are pennanently stored at the Wilson M. Laird Core arrl Semple 
Library, operated by the North Dakota Geological SUrvey in Grarrl 
Forks, North Dakota. 
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All known cores that were available were examined. Approximately 
1195 ft (365 m) of core fran a total of 15 wells within the Elkhorn 
Ranch, Roughrider and adjoini.rg fields were described (Apperx:lix C). 
stratigraphically, all cores examined were from the Rival and UE=Per 
Frobisher-Alida intervals of the lower 01.arles and~ Mission 
canyon Formations respectively (Fig. 4). A total of 874 ft (266 m) of 
the total core len:Jths lay between the state A and Fryrurg gamna ray 
marker beds. Core lergths described varied between 15 ft ( 4. 6 m) 
(NLGS 5258) and 101 ft (30.8 m) (ND3S 4455) and averaged about 65 ft 
(19 m) in length. 
Continuous slabs were prepared from portions of all cores prior 
to description. Core surfaces were etched with dilute HCl (10%) to 
aid in the identification of dolostone, limestone and anhydrite gross 
mineralogies. Slabbed surfaces were polished with a mixture of water 
and #220 emery grit followed by #400 grit and then #600 grit. 
Polishin:J revealed rock textures and bioturbation structures to be 
ioore distinct. Cores were visually described usin] a reflecta:l light 
binx::ul.ar microscq>e and a ham lens (lOX). Core sanples were 
described usin] the textures of Dmham ( 1962) and Maiklem and others 
(1969) with m:xlifiers. Coral genera were identified by cx::mparison 
with Eilotograi;:tis in Waters (1984). Burrows were identified usin] the 
figures and drawin:Js of Olamberlain (1978) and Ekdale and others 
(1984). Descriptions of core were prepared and logged (see Apperx:lix 
C). selected representative polished slabs were coated with glycerin, 
obliquely illtnninated and then EilotograEiled. 
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Small slabs were cut frc:m representative portions of core for 
the preparation of 183 petrographic thin sections. An additional 102 
thin sections were made available frc:m the North Dakota Geological 
SUrvey arrl Tenneco Oil Conpany. 'Ihin sections described frc:m each 
cored well ran;1ed in quantity frc:m 1 (Nl);S 4455) to 36 (Nl);S 4088) 
arrl averaged 20 per well. All 285 thin sections were polished with 1 
micron grit solution to aid in detailed examination. '!he surface of 
awrc,ximately one-third of each slide was stained usirg alizarin red-
s (Friedman, 1959) to help differentiate between calcite arrl 
dolc:mite. A polarizirg petrographic microscope was used to identify 
allochems arrl orthochems, arrl to identify rock textures, sedimentary 
features arrl porosity. A microfiche reader was used to describe 
textures arrl fabrics, particle packin;J relationships, to con:luct 
grain size measurement, am to estimate relative porosity values. 'Ihe 
JEDL 35C sca.nJ'lirg electron microscope/electron probe microanalyzer 
was used to aid in mineral identifications. 
Mechanical well logs made available by the North Dakota 
Geological SUrvey were used to pick stratigraphic intervals (see 
~ B). structure contour maps, an isopach map of porosity, arrl 
a stratigraiitlc cross-section were also constructed. 
Six distinct lithotypes have been differentiated in this study. 
PetrO:J)'.aID,ic analysis of thin-sections an:l megascopic core 
otservations were used to describe each lithotype. Lithotype 
distinctions were ba.sed upon cc:moon textural features, the relative 
ab.Jn:1ances of allochems, an:l the asscx:::iations between allcdlems. 
Significant sedimentary structures, bioturba.tion features, ortho-
chems, arrl diagenetic features were also utilized in differentiatin:J 
lithotypes. 
Lithotype Descriptions 
crinoid Coral Packstone-Wackestone (LT-1) 
Of the total core examined in this study, 249.4 feet (76 m) were 
of the crinoid coral packstone-wackestone lithotype with an average 
bed thickness of 6.4 feet (2.0 m). '!he crinoid coral lithotype (LT-1) 
is the stratigrcq;ru.cally lowest unit ol:served in this study (Fig. 5). 
'!his lithotype is often interbedded with arrl overlain by beds of the 
brachiopod skeletal wackestone (LT-2) or the skeletal~ 
lllldstone-wackestone (LT-3) lithotypes. Colors of this lithotype are 
JOOSt cx:umall.y brownish gray or grayish black. '!he beds of LT-1 are 
massively bedded an:l visible sedimentary stl:uctures are absent (Table 
1). :sun:u.., Il'Dttlin:J arrl bioturba.tion are present in nuch of the core. 
A total of 44 thin sections of LT-1 were examined. Rock textures 
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Figure 5. stratigraptl.c cross section A-B-C-I>-E showirg the 
relationship of lithotypes arxi marker defined intervals. Gamma-ray 
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Table 1. :Relative aturrlances of allochems arrl other features. 
Predaninant= inmediately obvious, daninates visually; ab.lrrlant= 
major cx:mp::>nent; ccmm::>n= occurs thralghout sanple; sane= scattered 
oocurrerx:::es; rare= occurs with limited searchin;J; trace= occurs 
with extensive searchin;J; none= no occurrences, even with 
extensive searchm]. 
LT-1 






















Halo burrows None 
Bloturbated Some 
Thick Laminae None 
Thin Laminae None 
X-Lominae None 
TABLE 1 
LT - 2 LT - 3 LT - 4 LT- 5 LT- 6 
Abundant Abundant Somo Somo None 
Common Common Trace Trace None 
Common Common Trace None None 
Common Abundant Some Some None 
Rare Rare Rare Common Rare 
Rare Trace Trace Rare None 
Trace Rare Rare Rare None 
Trace Rare None None None 
Rare Trace Trace Some None 
Trace Rare None None None 
Some Rare Some Common Rare 
Trace Rare Trace Some Trace 
Some Common Abundant Common None 
Some Common Common ABiundant None 
Rare Rare Trace ommon None 
None None Rare Rare None 
None None Somo Some None 
Rare ~undant None Common None 
Trace mmon None None None 
None Some None None None 
None Some None None None 
Abundant Predominant Rare Common None 
None None Common Abundant Some 
None None Rare Abundant Some 




of LT-1 are wackestones an:l packstones (after Dunham, 1962) (Fig. 6). 
Skeletal an:l non-skeletal grains are rrore poorly sorted than the 
matrix an:l exhibit point an:l lon;Jitudinal grain cx:>ntacts after Taylor 
(1950) an:l Kahle (1966). Concavo-convex an:l sutured grain contacts 
are also cx::mron (Fig. 7). 
'lhe rock type of LT-1 is lil'llestone to dolcmitic limestone. 
Micrite is the rrost c:oram;)n orthochem of LT-1 (Table 2) • 
Microcrystalline dolcmite (<40 um in crystal size) is c:oram;)n an:l 
coarser dolanite (average size of 60 to 80 um) is present in lesser 
anounts. Microspar is ccmron an:l characterisitic of this lithotype, 
an:l pseudospar grades downward in size to microspar. Sane calcspar 
ocx::urs together with pervasive dolcmite in the 100re porous sections. 
Bitumen ocx::urs in intercr:ystalline pores adjacent to dolcmite. 
Pressure solution features which occur in LT-1 include the Type 
I an:l Type II stylolites of Wanless (1979). Type II stylolites, or 
microstylolites, are abJnjant in LT-1 (Fig. 8) an:l are associated 
with the less dolanitic sections an:l the low porosity limestones. 
Type I stylolites, or sutured seam stylolites, are c:x::mt0nly fourxi in 
two ran;Jes of anplitu::le; <0.5 to 4.0 en for low stylolites, an:l 3.0 
to 9.0 en for high anplitude stylolites. 
Porosity of LT-1 is generally poor to absent. Moldic porosity is 
cx::mron in LT-1 an:l visually ran:Jes, where present, fran 5 to 10%. 
Intercrystalline porosity is rare. Microfractures occur in isolated 
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Figure 6. Core ?lotograJ;Xl of LT-1 shcM~ wackestone-
packstone texture. Note the ab.m::1ant crinoid columnals an:i 
scattered coralites. Bar scale is 1.0 in. (2.5 cm) lorg. NtGS 
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Figure 7. Photanicrograiil of LT-1 showin;J grain contacts. Note 
SU'b.lred (S), concavo-convex {C), arx:l lo03itud.inal {L) grain 
contacts. Bar scale is 0.04 in. {LO mm). NOOS 5258 at 9340.5 ft 
{2840 m). 
Figure 8. Photanicrograpl of LT-1 showin;J microstylolitic 
laminae. Note crinoid column.a.ls {C). Bar scale is 0.02 in. (0.5 
mn). NOOS 5258 at 9347 ft (2841 m). 
2b 
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Table 2. Relative ab.Jnjances of orthochern.s am diagenetic 
features. Predaninant= immediately obvioos, daninates visually; 
abJmant= major cx:mp:>nent; CXJtm:>n= ocx:::urs throughout sample; 
sane= scattered cxx::urreireS; rare= ocx:::urs with limited 
searchirg; trace= ocx:::urs with extensive searchirg; none= no 







Coarse Oolomlte Some 
Saddle Dolomite Trace 
Calcspar Some 
Dedolomlte Rare 
Intend Anh}'drlte Some 
Cryatollotoplc Anhy None 
Anhydrite Nodules None 
Celeatlte Trace 
Delrltal Quartz Trace 
Chert Cement Rare 







Ologenetic Mottl ea None 
Chemical Packing Abundant 
Dewaterlng Plumes None 
Micro fractures Rare 
TABLE 2 
LT-2 LT-3 LT-4 LT-5 LT-6 
Abundant Predominant Common Abundant Rare 
Some Some Rare Some None 
Trace Trace None None None 
Abundant Predominant Common Common Trace 
Common Predominant Trace Rare None 
None Common Trace Trace None 
Trace Common Rare Common Trace 
Some Common Trace Trace None 
Common Common Rare Abundant None 
Trace Rare ~one Trace Common 
Rare ·Some race Abundant Predominant 
Rare Some Rare Some None 
Trace Trace Trace Trace Trace 
Trace Some Trace Common Trace 
None Common None Some None 
Some Some None Rare Trace 
Some Common Trace Rare None 
Some Common Rare Common Trace 
Some Common Rare Some None 
Rare Common Trace Trace None 
Rare Some None Some None 
Some Some Rare Some None 
None None None Rare Rare 




sections, arx:l in all cases are filled with calcite or anhydrite. 
'!he relative al:urmnces of allochem.s of the various lithotypes 
is illustrated on Table 1. F.chinodenns fragments are the predaninant 
allochem of LT-1; unabraded crinoidal cohnnnals are fran o. 3 to 2. o 
nm across. Locally, the ah.lrdance of crinoidal columnals is such that 
thinbedded packstones were formed (Fig. 9). 
Corals arx:l coral fragments are ab.lrrlant in LT-1. Corals of the 
genera Vesiculophyllum, Syringopora, Sychnoelasrna, arx:l 
stelechophyllum banffense are present in bioclast accumulations arx:l 
are occasionally in growth position. Brachiopods rarge in size from 
0.1 to 4.0 mm. Bioclasts are a CXJl'[ll'[¥:)Il allochem in this lithotype, arx:l 
are the debris of various skeletal allochems in a size rarge of 0.1 
to 0.4 mm. Intraclasts are rourrled arx:l rc1n:1e fran 0.2 to 2.0 mm in 
size. other allochems present in LT-1, in decreasin; ab..ln:ian::e to 
trace arra.mts, are: peloids, IIDlluscs, forams, bryozoans, gastropods, 
trilobites, ostracxx:les, calcispleres, arx:l pellets. 
Brachiopod Skeletal wackestone (LT-2) 
Of the total core examined in this study, 143 feet (43.6 m) was 
assigned to the brachi~, skeletal wackestone lithotype (LT-2). 
'!his lithotype has an average bed thickness of 5.5 feet (1. 7 m) in 
the cores examined. LT-2 is interbedded with LT-1 arx:l LT-3. '!his 
lithotype is often a transitional lithotype between LT-1 arx:l LT-3. 
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Figure 9. Photanicrograµi of Ul'-1 showing packstone texture. 
Note the sutured grain contacts (S) arrl crinoid ex>lumnals (C). 
Bar scale is 0.04 in (1.0 mm). NOOS 5258 at 9347 ft (2841 m). 
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Dark yellow brown an:i dusky yellowish brown are the IOOSt daninant 
colors of the brachiopod, skeletal wackestone lithotype. 'Ihi.s 
lithotype is massively bedded an:i bioturbated (Fig. 10). Ichnogenera 
Chon:1rites an:i Zoochycos have been rarely identified in this 
lithotype (Table 1). 
A total of 34 thin sections were examined fran th.is lithotype. 
Wackestone rock texture characterizes th.is lithotype with local beds 
of mudstone texture. Allochems are poorly sorted from the micritic 
matrix, arrl exhibit no packirq. 
Ort.hoc.hems cx:mprise the l::ulk of th.is lithotype; the mineralogy 
is calcitic dolostone to dolostone. Micrite is the IOOSt ab.lrrlant 
orthochem, al<DJ with microcrystallµie dolanite (<40 urn). Coarse 
dolanite (30-120 urn) arrl intercrystalline anhydrite are ccmm:m. 
Dedolanite arrl traces of calcspar also oocur. Bitumen, micro-
crystalline pyrite, metasanatic anhydrite oodules, arrl microspar are 
also present in LT-2 (Table 2). 
Microstylolites arrl sutured seam stylolites are present in LT-2. 
IOttl anplitude stylolites rarqe fran 0.7 to 3.0 cm anplitude, an:i high 
anplitude stylolites rarqe fran 4.5 to 10.0 cm. 
Intercrystalline porosity is c::xml'On an:i rarqes from 3 to 8% 
visually. Moldic porosity is also present arrl visually rarqes fran 1 
to 9% in those sections where it is fourxl. Microfractures are rare 
an:i are anhydrite-filled. 
Crinoid columnals are relatively ah.lJ'mnt (Table 1) an:i rarqe 
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Figure 10. Core i;ilotcxJraPl of the brachiopod, skeletal 
wackestone lithotype (LT-2) • Note l:m:rc7.t1s (B) an:l ex>rallite (C) • 





fran 0.3 to 2.0 mm diameter. Pseudopmctate brachiop:xi fragneits are 
c:x:moon with dimensions of 0.5-1.0 mm thickness arrl 1.0 to 6.0 an 
width. strOEilanenid brachiopods of the genus Schelwienella have been 
tentatively identified arrl are characteristic of this lithotype (LT-
2). corals are cxmoon arrl include Vesiculg;hyllum, Syri.rpopora, arrl 
Sydmoelasma. other alloche.ms present in LT-2 are, in decreasirq 
order of al::on::3ance: ostracodes, m:>lluscs, gastropods, arrl peloids. 
Bioclastic debris arrl allochem fragments includirq those of 
foraminifera, trilobites, bryozoans arrl calcispheres occur in lesser 
annmts (Table 1). 
Skeletal Burrowed Mlldstone-Wackestane (LT-3) 
'!he skeletal bJrrowed nuistone-wackestone lithotype (LT-3) is 
the IOOSt c::cmoon lithotype examined in this study. Altogether, 357.5 
feet (109.0 m) of this lithotype were described with an average bed 
thickness of 6.0 feet (1.8 m). Rocks of LT-3 are massively bedded arrl 
are interbeaied with those of LT-1 arrl LT-2. Color is nnst c:x:moonly 
dusky yellowish brown arrl brownish gray. 
Deposits of LT-3 \tt'ere extensively bJrrowed by the idmogenera 
Olorxirites, Zog:hycx,s, Tiechichnus, Planolites, arrl Corophiodes 
(Figs. 11, 12 arrl 13). Burrows are predaninant arrl sairples 
occasionally show ccnplete bioturbation. Halo-type rurrows 
(Olamberlain, 1978) are also present (Fig. 14). Anhydrite nodules arrl 
chert nodules also occur in the skeletal, b.Jrrowed nudstone-
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Figure 11. Core ~ of the skeletal, l:urrowed mudstone-
wackestone lithotype (LT-3) showi.rg l::m'row's ZOOphycos an::l 






Figure 12. core i;notograpl of LT-3 showirq l::mrow Teichichnus. 






Figure 13. Core i;notograph of LT-3 shcMi.rg l:m:row Planolites. 







Figure 14. Core piotograi;il showinJ halo 1:urrc:,ws (H) . Note 
corallite (C). Bar scale is 1.0 in (2.5 en). NOOS 5258 at 9331 







waclcestone lithotype (LT-3). '!he nodules are roun:l to oblate am are 
often bourrled by stylolites (Fig. 15). Sizes of nodules rarxJe fran 1 
to 3 cm, am occasionally reach 8 cm in diameter. '!he nodules are 
often m1ifOS0d of silicified skeletal packstones. 
A total of 119 thin sections were examined fran this lithotype. 
Rock textures of LT-3 are nu:lstones an:i waclcestones an:i exhibit no 
particle packinJ. Rare cherty nodules show packstone textures, which 
is attriruted to diagenetic processes ( see diagenesis section) . 
'!he gross mineralogy of LT-3 is dolostone to calcitic dolostone. 
Orthochems fourrl. in LT-3 include micrite, microcrystalline dolanite 
(<40 \.llll), an:i coarse dolanite (30-120 \.llll), which corrprise the b.llk of 
LT-3, since this lithotype is matrix-5lJR)Orted. Micrite sanetimes 
grades to microspar in thin section. Saddle dolanite is mmx:m am is 
c::haracterisitic of this lithotype. Poikilitic calcite, as dedolanite 
an:i calcspar, an:i pore-fill.in; microcrystalline anhydrite are CXl'll'OC)n. 
Anhydrite nodules present rarxJe in size fran 0.2 to 7 .o cm diameter 
an:i often ocx::ur alcnJ the margins of sutured seam stylolites. Cl'lert 
nodules an:i chert cement occur in LT-3 an:i are associated with 
:t:urrowed an:i bioturbated sections. 
Pressure solution features CXl'l1'0C)Illy include microstylolites, an:i 
low am high anplitude stylolites (up to 10 cm). '!hick (0.8 to 2.0 
cm) seams of stylolites are characteristic of the skeletal, wrrowed 
ltlldstone-wackestone lithotype (Table 2). 
Arurrlant (5 to 12% visual) intercrystalline porosity is 01::served 
in LT-3 am is associated with the m::>re dolanitic beds. ?tk>ldic 
porosity is also present rut is minor in carparison. 
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Figure 15. Core J,ilotograJ,il of LT-3 shc,r,..rinJ anhydrite ncxiules. 
Note the microstylolites (M) outlinmJ the ncxiule (A) • Bar scale 





crinoid coltnnnals an:i fragments fran 0.3 to 2.0 mm diameter are 
relatively arurrlant {see Table 1). Bioclasts am skeletal fragments 
are also arurrlant. 'Ihin shelled brachiopods {eg. strOEilanenids such 
as Schelwienella) are canm::m am r«m:Je in width fran o. 5 to 2. o en. 
Corals am coral fragments also occur, with the genera Syri.mor::x:>ra 
an::l sychnoelasma tentatively identified. Ostraaxles, gastropods, am 
benth.ic forams are present in minor aioount. 
Non-skeletal allochem.s are comrocm in the skeletal, rurrc:Med 
nudstone-wackestone lithotype {LT-3). Discoidal am roomed 
intraclasts range in size fran 0.2 to 2.0 mm diameter. Peloids are 
ccmoon as subrourrled micritic allochem.s of less than 0.2 mm diameter. 
'lhese particles often grade to sizes irrlisti.n:Jui_shable fran the 
micrite or matrix material {Fig 16). 
Intraclast Peloid Packstone-Gra.instone {LT-4) 
'!be intraclast, peloid packstone-grainstone lithotype {LT-4) is 
the nost variable of the lithotypes examined in this study. A total 
of 125.5 feet (38.3 m) of core was examined. Rocks of this lithotype 
are interbedded with am nost often urx:lerlain by beds of the 
skeletal, b.n:rowed ITlldstone-wackestone lithotype (LT-3) (Fig. 17). 
'!his lithotype {LT-4) often grades into am is interbedded with 
packstones am wackestones of LT-5 am the anhydrites of LT-6. Rock 
color of this lithotype r«m:Jes fran dark yellc:Mish brown to dusky 
yellc:Mish brown. strata are C01lll00nly thickly laminated, an:i r«m:Je in 
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Figure 16. Photanicrograph of LT-3 showing micritic/peloidal 
matrix. Bar scale is 0.04 in (1.0 mm). mx;s 4088 at 9356 ft 
(2844 m). 
Figure 17. Core plOtograp:l of a contact between the skeletal 
l::urrc:Med lil.ldstone-wackestone lithotype {LT-3) the intraclast 
peloid packstane-grainst lithotype (LT-4) • Note the D.II.TCM 
(B) whidl had II¥JVed peloids fran LT-4 down into the sediments of 
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thickness fran thinly laminated to thinly bedded. Cross-laminated 
beds are relatively al::urxlant in th.is lithotype. 
Non-skeletal allochems are predominant over skeletal allcx::hems 
in th.is lithotype. Intraclasts up to 4.0 nm diameter are ab.llnant. 
'1hese intraclasts are micritic arxi occasionally appear clotted in 
thin-section. Peloids are also catm:)n arxi characteristic of LT-4 
(Table 1). Rourrled intraclasts are variably sized arxi are often 
in:listinguishable fran peloids (Fig. 18). Ooliths are also present, 
although ooid sarxis are rare arxi/or minor in lateral extent. Minor 
skeletal allochems include, in decreasirq order of ab.lrrlance, 
crinoids, calcispheres, ostraccxies arxi forams (Fig. 19). Larger 
skeletal allochems often have micritic envelopes. 
A total of 31 thin sections were examined fran th.is lithotype 
(LT-4) • Packstone arxi grainstone textures are IOC>St c:amroc>n. Point 
packin:J contacts are predominant. Bu.rrowin;J arxi bioturbation features 
are rare or al:sent. Rock type of LT-4 is limestone arxi dolanitic 
limestone. 'Ihe matrix is catm:)nly micritic, arxi microspar arxi 
calcspar are rare. Isopachous marine cement is catm:)n arourx:l 
allochems where micrite is al:sent. Isopachous chert cement arxi 
intercrystalline cherty cements are rare. Anhydrite intraparticle arxi 
crystallotopic cement are catm:)n in LT-4. Microcrystalline dolanite 
is a corrm::>n cement, . arxi is often isopachous arourx:l grains. 
Pressure solution features are generally not evident in th.is 
lithotype, arxi stylolites arxi nodules are rare. 'lhese rocks 
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Figure 18. Photcmicrograi:n of the intraclast, peloid packstone-
grainstone lithotype (LT-4). Note peloids arrl clotted 
intraclasts. Bar scale is 0.02 in (0.5 mm). NrGS 5258 at 9347 ft 
(2841 m). 
Figure 19. Photanicrograpi of .LT-4 show~ ostracode. Note 
carapace (C) filled with pellets. Bar scale is 0.04 in (1.0 nm). 
~ 4088 at 9367 ft (2848 ft). 
S4 
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generally have insignificant annmts of porosity an:i only trace 
anomts of I!Oldic an:i intercrystalline porosity are fam:l. 
Rocks of this intraclast, peloid packstone-grainstone lithotype 
are probably variable enough to be denoted as three separate 
lithotypes. Ha.,,ever, the thinness an:i rarity of beds called for 
classification as a sin;Jle lithotype based upon a carm:mality of 
texture an:i grain sizes. For descriptive p.irposes, three (3) 
sublithotypes are designated LT-4a, b, an:i c. 
Cross-laminated sublithotype (LT-4a) 
'!he cross-laminated sublithotype (LT-4a) is a distinct 
sublithotype based upon packstone texture an:i the presence of low 
an:Jle current laminations (Figs. 20 . an:i 21) • An;JU!ar an:i roomed 
intraclasts an:i peloids are the predaninant allochem.s in LT-4a. 
Forain Algal Packstone sublithotype (LT-4b) 
'!he foram, algal packstone sublithotype is dist~ by the 
presence of benthic foraininifera an:i algal clasts. Ccxliacean algal 
clasts are often large (>2.0 nm) an:i give a roostone to packstone 
texture (Fig. 22). 
Oolith Pisolith Packstone-Q:-ainstone sublithotype (LT-4c) 
'!he oolith, pisolith packstone-grainstone sublithotype is 
characterized by the presence of micritic, superficial ooliths an:i 
sane rare, radially fibrous ooliths which rarge in size fran 0.3 to 
2.0 nm. Pisoliths occur in radially fibrous fonn, an:i as whole or 
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Figure 20. Core }XlOtogra:Eil of LT-4a. Note cross laminations 
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Figure 21. Core~ of LT-4a. Note cross laminations (XL) 
am the chert nodule (CH) l::x:lun:ied by stylolites in the uwer 
lithology (LT-3). Bar scale is 1.0 in (2.5 an). NOOS 4088 at 
9377 ~ (2851 m). 
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Figure 22. Core piotograpi of the foram, algal packstone 
sublithotype (LT-4b) overlyin;J the oolith, pisolith packstone-
grainstone sublithotype (LT-4c). Note the foram/algal clasts 
(FA) an:l the thin crusts (CR) • Bar scale is 1. o in (2. 5 en) • 
NOOS 4455 at 9373 ft (2849 m). 
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broken grains. Pisoliths rar¥;Je in size from 2. O to 4. o nm diameter 
am often awroach rudstone texture (Fig. 22). 
Packstone am grainstone beds often exhibit graded beddfr¥;J am 
current riwles. Allochem.s are isopachously cemented with calcite or 
are replaced by anhydrite. 
Peloid Intraclast Ostraccxie Packstone-Wackestone (LT-5) 
Of the total core examined in this study, 208.3 feet (63.5 m) 
were of LT-5. '!he average described bed thickness is 3.9 feet (1.2 
m). LT-5 beds are often overlain or interbedded with the anhydrites 
of LT-6 am occasionally grade into the bedded anhydrites of LT-6. 
Color of LT-5 rar:ges fran pale yellc:,,,,rish brown to dark yellc:,,,,r brown. 
Beds of this lithotype are thickly to thinly laminated (Fig. 23) • . 
Packstone am wa.ckestone lamina are interspersed with thin laminae of 
ltlldstone texture. Many thick laminae resemble the subaerial crusts 
described by Elliott (1982) • 1-hldcracks am m.Jdchip aca.mw.ations are 
present (Fig. 24). cross-laminations similar to those of LT-4a also 
occur. Anhydrite-filled fenestra are present in LT-5. 
A total of 50 thin sections w1ere examined from this peloid, 
intraclast, ostraccxie packstone-wack.estone lithotype. Point, 
lorqitudinal am con::avo-convex packin:J occur in this lithotype. 
Peloids, pellets am intraclasts are the daninant allochem types 
(Table 1). Packstone am wackestone textures predominate, with a 
terrlency towards grain-supported fabric. 'lbe matrix is carprised 
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Figure ·23. Core J;h.otograiit of the peloid, intraclast, ostraccx:le 
packstone-wackestone lithotype (LT-5). Note the inclined 1:m:row 
(I) crossin;J laminations, arxi the 1:m:row m:,ttiin;J (M) • Bar scale 
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Figure 24. Core photograph of LT-5 showing laminated 
carbonate. Note the mudcracks (M) , am possible teepee structure 
(TP). Bar scale is 1. 0 in (2 .5 en). NOOS 4455 at 9307 ft (2829 ~- . 
Figure 25. Photamicrogaph of LT-5 shcMing crystal.lotopic 
anhydrite. Note the f elted anhydrite texture (F) am the 
pseud<:llIOqtls after gypsum (G). Bar scale is 0 . 02 in (0.5 mm). 
NDGS 5328 at 9291.5 f t (2825 m). 
,. 
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of micrite. Muddier, or rcore micritic, sections exhibit rurrow 
structures including, the ic.hnogenera Planolites. Ostracodes are 
cat1[[¥)n an:i characteristic of LT-5. carapaces ran;e up to 1.0 mm in 
diameter an:i are both articulated an:i disarticulated. other allochems 
in LT-5 are, in decreasin] order of al:::urmnce, are calc~eres (50 
to 100 tnn thick, double walled), ooliths, gastropods, codiacean 
algae, crinoids, forams, rcolluscs, an:i pisoliths. 
'Ihe rock types ran;e from dolostone to anhydritic dolomitic 
linestone. Micrite is the ltK)St al:mrlant orthochem an:i is gradational 
to microspar. Microcrystal.line dolomite is cat1[[¥)n an:i ran;es in 
crystal size from 10 to 30 microns. Intercrystalline anhydrite is 
ab.Jnjant an:i often replaces matrix arxi allochems. Anhydrite nodules 
are also arurx1ant an:i ran;e from o. 5 to 2. o cm in diameter. Anhydrite 
nodules increase in size an:i number as proximity to the massive 
anhydrites increases. Crystallotopic anhydri~ textures (Maiklem an:i 
others, 1969) are also present in this lithotype (Fig. 25). 
Microstylolites are cat1[[¥)n arxi sutured seam stylolites also 
occur. Diagenetically IrOttled sections are characteristic of LT-5 an:i 
are discussed in the pressure solution subchapter to follow. 
Porosity is poorly developed in this lithotype. Interparticle 
an:i fenestral porosity are the only pore types ol:served arxi are 
poorly developed to inuneasurable. 
Nodular an:i Bedded Anydrite (LT-6) 
Of the total cx,re examined for this study, 111 feet (33.8 m) 
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were assigned to the nodular an:l bedded anhydrite lithotype (LT-6). 
'!he anhydrite lithotype coirprises the~ portion of the studied 
section. LT-6 is un:lerlain by, an:l occasionally interbedded with, the 
laminated rocks of LT-5. cryptalgally laminated carbonates often 
un:lerlie an:l are intercalated with bedded massive anhydrites of LT-6. 
Anhydrite structural types an:l textures (after Maiklem an:l others, 
1969) include, in decreasing order of ab..lrrlance, massive, bedded 
massive, nodular m:::,saic, distorted bed:'led, an:l variations of those 
textures. '!hick an:l thin laminae of dolomite an:l clay are scattere:i 
throughout the bedded an:l nodular anhydrites (Fig. 26). 
A total of 7 thin sect.ions were examined from LT-6. Alloc.hems 
are rare in this lithotype. Rare anounts of double-walle:i 
calcispleres (80-150 tnn diameters), ·ostraccxies, arrl codiacean algae 
are present within the beds of nodular anhydrite. 
Dewatering plumes are present in the massively bedde:i 
anhydrites. Microstylolites are interspersed with organic laminae 
am:n:J nodules. Anhydrite pseudaroq:hs of gypsum crystals cx::cur as 
laths. elastic anhydrite is rare an:l is in the fo:rm of lithifie:i, 
~llize:i gypsum san:l (Fig. 27). 
Interspersed with anhydrite nodules are pale yella.,., brown to 
brownish gray dolarudstone laminae (Fig. 26). Anhydrite color is very 
light to meditnn gray an:l occasionally light blue gray. Petro:JJ.aptlc 
examination of the anhydrite reveals subfelted an:l felted crystal 
textures in the nodular lithologies an:l cryptocrystalline to 
subfelted textures in the massive anhydrite lithologies. 
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Figure 26. Core Itiotograpl of the nodular am bedded anhydrite 
lithotype (LT-6). Note the clay laminae (C), am laminated 
carbonate (L) between the nodular beds (N). Bar scale is 1.0 in 
(2.5 cm). Nrx;s 2667 at 9537.5 ~ (2899 m). 
clrite 
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Figure 27. Core J:XlOtogra{il of the bedded anhydrite lithotype 
(LT-6). Note relict gypsum clasts (G) resembling a gypsum sarrl. 




'lhe interpretation of the enviroranent of deposition for each of 
the previously described lithotypes is based upon c:x:rrparison with 
lithologies fran ancient ard m:xlern envirornnents as described in the 
literature. Textures, sed.ilrentary structures, mineralogy, 
stratigraEitlc relationships, bioturbation features ard other 
characteristics -were used to establish that the carlxmates ard 
evaporites in this part of the Williston Basin were deposited in 
envirornnents rar¥3irq fran open marine to sabkha. Biotic associations 
fran IOOdern envirornnents are used (Heckel, 1972) to interpret fossil 
assemblages ol:served in this study. 
In an intracratonic basin, such as the Mississippian Williston 
Basin, the influerx::e of diurnal tides may have been minimized or 
absent. :UWin (1965) postulated that the depositional settirq of the 
Williston Basin was an epeiric sea. Shaw ( 1964) postulated that an 
epeiric sea would have gentle bottan slopes rar¥3irq fran 0.1 to 0.5 
ft/mile ( O. 02 to O .1 m/km) • Shaw stg::Jested that paleogeograpty 
limited the rar¥3e of tidal iootions ard that win::l-generated wave 
actions -were responsible for features fourrl in marginal marine 
envirornnents. Obelenus ( 1985) however, proposed that tides did have a 
significant inptct upon deposition in the Frobisher-Alida, ard 
produced conm:>n intertidal or tidal flat features in the basin 
margins. 
'lhe depositional center durirq Mississippian time has been 
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reconstructed to lie between 5 an::l 15 degrees north of the equator 
(Habicht, 1979; Scotese an::l others, 1979). Q.linn (1986) fourrl that a 
reconstruction of trade win:i directions would have brought warm, dry 
air fran cxmtinental areas westward over the epeiric sea. Generally 
evaporitic con:litions would then have been a daninant factor 
influencin';J deposition. Luther (1987) theorized that dense evaporitic 
brines, together with an influx of marine waters enterin';J through the 
Central Montana Trough, would have set up salinity gradients within 
the sublittoral waters of the basin. 
Since there is no m:x:iern exanq:>le of an epeiric sea, an::l the 
influence of diurnal tides may be in question, this study will use 
the tenn.s sublittoral, littoral, an::l supralittoral as suggested by 
Hea:Jpeth (1957) in place of the terms subtidal, intertidal, an::l 
supratidal. 
Lithotype Interpretations 
Crinoid Coral Packstone-Wackestone (LT-1) 
IJl'-1 was deposited in a sublittoral settin';J, on a surface of 
gentle slope, in mcxierate to low energy, an::l in oonnal marine waters 
with good circulation. '!he preseoce of stenooaline organisms (Fig. 
28) in::licate oonnal marine salinity of 30-40 ppt (Heckel, 1972, p. 
234). '!he relatively unabraded crinoidal cx:>lunu,als, the presence of 
unbroken brachiopod shells, an::l the preservation of whole cx:>rals 
suggest low-energy con:litions with little skeletal transport. 
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Figure 28. Photanicrogra{Xl of LT-1 showin:J crinoids (C), 
brachiopods (B), am. nolluscs (M). Note the roncentration of 
organic microlaminations, am. the overpacked texture. Bar scale 
is 0.04 in (1.0 nm). NIXiS 5258 at 9310 ft (2830 m). 
Figure 29. Core piotograp1 of· LT-1 showirg bioturbate texture. 
Note l::urrows Olorxlrites (C) cuttin:J throogh dark organic areas. 
Bar scale is 1.0 in (2.5 cm). mx;s 4088 at 9419 ft (2863 m). 
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Packstone or overpacked textures may .in:licate periods of higher 
energy variations within this enviromnent, l::ut this texture is 100re 
likely a result of chemical packirg of grains (see cc:anpaction 
section). Localized packstone textures may also be a result of 
periodic stonns or reflect an increased energy regimen due to the 
nw::,vement of oceanic density currents within the basin (Luther, 1987). 
'!he significant mud fraction of this lithotype .in:licates that 
little winnowing cx:x:::urred. '!he micrite or lime mud may have resulted 
fran winnowing of adjacent higher energy enviromnents, in-situ 
degradation (stockman arrl others, 1967) of less resistant carbonate 
skeletons, or the biogenic activities of 1::m:"rowing arrl boring 
organisms. 
'!he relatively dark color of this lithotype often seems to be 
related to the presence of black organic micro-laminations (Figs. 8 
arrl 28). Pet.rogratiric examination reveals that diagenetic pressure 
solution (see pressure solution subchapter) has resulted in the 
concentration of insoluble clay minerals, so that pseudolaminations 
occur in this lithotype. '1he lack of stratification would ordinarily 
i.n:ticate low energy to stagnant corxtitions, l::ut the normal marine 
biota arrl the wackestone-packstone textures seem to preclude this. 
'!he lack of stratification is primarily due to the actions of 
1::urrowing organisms. Burrowers would churn or bioturbate the soft 
sediment in order to feed, 100Ve arrl dwell. Burrowers would seek out 
organic-rich laminae for feedirq arrl in the process would destroy any 
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sedimentary structures. '!his results in a haoogenized texture sudl as 
in Figure 29, whidl resembles a massively bedded sediment. 
'Ihe presence of stenahaline organisms arx:l a prepon:ierance of 
organisms m:wing on am through the substrate in:iicate well-
oxygenated arx:l organic-ridl con::litions. 'Ihe bioturbated textures 
in:licate a soft, readily rurrowed substrate. 
Bradliopod Skeletal Wackestone (LT-2) 
LT-2 was deposited in a shallow sublittoral setting, on a 
hunm::x::ky bottom surface, urrler low-energy con::litions arx:l in 
transitionally restricted waters. 'Ihe presence of stenohaline 
crinoids, rugose corals, arx:l bradlicp:ids in:iicate that salinity was 
within the nonnal marine ran;1e (30-40 wt). 'Ihe a~ of 
eu:ryhaline ostracodes, bivalve nolluscs, algae, arx:l gastropods 
in:ticate that the enviromnent of LT-2 was periodically hypersaline 
(Heckel, 1972, p.234) relative to the envirornnent of LT-1. 'Ihe thin 
(0.5-1.0nun) shells of the bradliopod Schelwienella also in:iicate a 
stressed, perhaps restricted, envirornnent with elevated salinity. 
Water depth was in the sublittoral ran;1e, with occasional storm-
generated o..xrrents dep::lSiting thin, localized packstone zones. 'Ihe 
winnc:7.ving of ll'D.lds was minor as evidenc.ed by the ab.1rrlance of micrite. 
Bioturbation is a daninant influence upon the texture of this 
lithotype. Primary sedimentary structures were destroyed by the 
intense action of rurrowing organisms. cross-cutting rurrows observed 
(see Figs. 11 arx:l 13) suggest either intensive or nultiple periods of 
l::A.lrrowinJ, in:iicative of a soft substrate. 'Ihe presence of the fixed 
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feedin:J trace Zoophycos (aroc>f¥3 others), SLJFP=)rts this interpretation 
of a soft sul::strate arrl near-nonna.l oxygenation arrl salinity at the 
se::llinent-water interface. A fixed feedin;J trace would require 
ab.Jrrlant organic material for feedin;J an:l sufficient water 
oxygenation to penneate the substrate. 
Lithotype 2 offers sanewhat conflictif¥3 evidence of nonna.l an:l 
restricted salinity. '!his lithotype appears to be m:xlerately 
restricted, with recurrent replenishment frc:m adjacent open marine 
waters. 'Ihis lithotype is often transitional with LT-1 arrl LT-3. A 
hunmx:ky sediment surface of very low relief is suggested by the lack 
of current generated stJ:uctures, an:l the massive beddj f¥3. steady 
biologic generation of car1::x:>nate is irrl.icated by the pervasiveness of 
bioturbation. 
Skeletal Burrowed Mlldstone-Wackestone (LT-3) 
LT-3 was deposited in a sublittoral settif¥3, on a un:iulatif¥3 
bottan surface, with low energy corrlitions arrl in waters of 
restricted circulation. '!he m.Jdstone an:l wackestone textures irrlicate 
low energy con:titions with little winnow'if¥3 of lt'llds. Urxiul.atif¥3 
bottan surfaces are suggested by the lack of current generated 
sedimentary structures. Contrastif¥3 textures suggest varyif¥3 
interstitial oxygenation levels. 'llrin beds of organically-laminated 
111.ldstones aa::urrul.ated urrler locally anoxic corrlitions within low 
areas of the sed.unent surface. 'llrin beds of skeletal wackestone 
accunulated on elevated areas, which were less anoxic. 'lhese beds 
were not ol:served to be continuous frc:m one core to other cores as 
close as one-half mile away. Massive bedcHf¥3 of this lithotype 
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suggests steady generation of micritic carl:onate. '!he brown colors of 
this lithotype are suggestive of reducin;J corrlitions. 
Faunal forms suggest a wide ran;1e of salinity. Al:urxiant crinoid 
columna.ls, corals an:i other stenohaline bioclasts were present. '1hese 
suggest that salinities were in the nonnal marine (30-40 ppt) ran;1e. 
Hor,Jever, stressed corrlitions are in:iicated by the relative thinness 
(0.5 to 1.0 mm) of the brachiopod shells an:i the lack of corals in 
growth position. other faunal forms, including ostracodes, benthic 
forams an:i gastropods are relatively minor, rut suggest hyper-
salinity (Heckel, 1972). Bioclasts an:i skeletal debris are pervasive 
in this lithotype. 'lhese allochem.s include many stenohaline forms 
which probably were derived from the adjacent nearshore shoals or 
'Nere carried from open marine waters. '!be very small sizes of these 
allochems an:i their fragmental corrlition suggest that they were 
b.loyed by currents or upwellin;Js into this quieter, ll'Ore restricted 
envirornnent. 
Bioturbation an:i 1:m:"rc:,...rin;J processes are inportant to the 
interpretion of the dep:>sitional environment of this lithotype. '!be 
bioturbation structures preserve a recx:,rd of sutstrate an:i 
interstitial oxygenation corrlitions (Fig. 30). Feedin;J l:m:"rows such 
as z.oodlycos in:iicate that interstitial oxygenation was good. '!his is 
because the bJrrower remains in one area for a period of time (Fig. 
11). Vertically oriented l:m:"rows (Figs. 12 an:i 31) not only in:iicate 
a soft sul:strate that can readily be penetrated, rut also suggest 
\t.1811-oxygenated waters. '!his is because oxygen nust be able to reach 
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Figure 30. Schematic bioturbation profile for the skeletal, 
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Figure 31. Core photograph of LT-3 showin;J vertical t:urrow. 
Note how the bJrrow changes direction at a brachiopod shell (S). 




the rurrower at the bottan of the rurrow for nourishment. Narrow, 
horizontally oriented rurrows such as Olooorites suggest less 
oxygenated (dysaerobic) waters (Valvik, 1988). '!his is because they 
often occur where other rurrow traces are absent, am within organic-
rich laminated beds. Branley am Ekdale (1984) suggested that the 
creators of Olooorites could tolerate lower oxygenation levels than 
any other trace fossil progenitor because they are often the last to 
disappear in a sequence charY:JinJ from aerobic to anaerobic. '!he trace 
fossil Olooorites CCll1IOC>l1l.y cx:::curs in the absence of other trace 
fossils in euxinic am disaerobic envirornnents such as the Lower 
Cretaceous black micrites of northern Ellrope (Ekdale am others, 
1984). 
Olert ncxiules in this lith~ (Fig. 32) have replaced 
carbonate in rurrow structures. '!he ncx:lules are often cuclfX)SE!d of 
silicified skeletal debris with packstone textures (Fig. 33) within 
beds of mudstones or wackestones. Diagenetic prcx:esses have altered 
these beds rut the rurrows themselves have provided foci for later 
enrichment of silica. 
Non-skeletal allochem.s are predominantly intraclasts am 
peloids. Intraclasts are roun:led, which suggests transp:>rt from 
deeper littoral areas. Many peloids within this lithotype are also 
derived from winnowed littoral envirornnents rut the agglcaneration of 
carbonate mud by rurrowinJ activities or fecal means is considered to 
be significant. 
A shallow sublittoral settin:J with regular influxes of winnowed 
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Figure 32. Core photograph of LT-3 sho.vin:J silicified nodule. 
Note cherty packstone nodule (C). Bar scale is 1.0 in (2.5 an). 
Nrx;s 2667 at 9601.5 ft (2919 m). 
Figure 33. Photanicrograpl of LT-3 showin:J chert cemented (C) 
peloidal (P) packstone. Bar scale is 0.008 in (0.2 mm). NOOS 
5380 at 9237 ~ (2808 m). 
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allcx::hem.s from adjacent sublittoral shoals is postulated for LT-3. 
'llle sul::strate is considered to have been soft am variably 
oxygenated. A marginally euryhaline fauna am an al:mx3ant ichnofauna 
are considered to have been in:iigenous to th.is enviromnent. 
Intraclast Peloid Packstone-Grainstone (LT-4) 
LT-4 was deposited in a shallow sublittoral settin:,, on a 
platfonn edge a:tTplex of low shoals ard channels, in m:x:lerate to well 
circulated waters. Topographically positive areas persisted where 
wave agitation am the influence of currents had produced grainstone 
lithologies. Deposition took place arourrl these broad shoals where 
currents winnc:Med nuds, fragmented fossils, am introduced 
lithcx::lasts. Packstone deposition occurred in areas not directly 
subjected to winnowirg currents. Skeletal allochem.s are often have 
coatin:,s of micrite, am suggest considerable iooverrent of grains 
prior to deposition. 
'llle presence of grainstone ard packstone fabrics ard of 
sterdlaline fauna suggests a well oxygenated enviromnent with gocxi 
circulation. 'llle ab.Jrrlance of non-skeletal allochem.s such as an;ular 
intraclasts am peloids suggests that these grains were carried into 
the shoal a:tTplex from adjacent sublittoral flats durin:, storms or 
periods of increased oceanic circulation. 
'llle shiftin:, sul::strate may have been unsuitable for an infauna! 
cx:mnunity; however, evidence of soft-l:xxtied. infaunal dwellers would 
have been obliterated by the nearly constant m:,vement of grains. 
'Ihese shallow shoals may have acted as a physical barrier to the 
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adjacent restricted sublittoral flats. 'Ihe shoals may have dampened 
circulation enough to cause restricted corrlitions to persist 
shoreward of these shoals. Pericx:lic sto:nns an:i oceanic currents would 
have constantly shifted the shoals laterally, often resultin;J in 
irregular breaches of the shoal complex. 
Due to the paucity of deposition within this envirorunent, beds 
of this lithotype are relatively thin. '!he thinness of these beds may 
be a result of the current-energy which held the sediment in 
suspension while in the shoal area. Deposition occurred when the 
current-energy lessened, often in the adjacent depositional 
environment. 
Cross-laminated sublithotype (LT-4a) 
LT-4a ·was deposited in a shallCM littoral settin;J of wi.nnowin;J 
currents an:i sh.iftin;J shoals. 'Ihe mixture of ~ar an:i well rourxied 
allcx::hems suggests variable influxes of grains from proximate 
sublittoral sarxi :t::x:xties. '!he IOC>re roun:ied grains would have been 
subjected to IOC>re intensive abrasion within the shoal; the IOC>re 
an;JUlar grains spent less time within the shoal to be abraded. 'lhe 
presence of fragmented fossils alol'X} with occasional graded beds also 
Sl.JR)Ort the sh.iftin;J ,shoal interpretation. l.o«-an:Jle cross-
laminations, characteristic of this lithotype, suggest the lateral 
sh.iftin;J of sublittoral shoals. 'Ihese sediments are not likely to 
have been tidal channel deposits because of the a1:sence of channel 
lag pebble COl'X}lacerates an:i large lithoclasts. 
Foraxn Algal Packstone sublithotype (LT-4b) 
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LT-4b was deposited in a littoral settin;J of low shoals with 
slightly restricted water circulation. 'Ihe relatively poor sortin;J of 
grains suggests that this environment was not subjected to the 
novement of strong currents. 
Slightly abraded angular grains arrl the li.IOO mud matrix 
suggest rapid deposition arrl little winnowin;J of the llUlds. Variable 
sortin;J arrl the presence of algal rip-up clasts, suggests that these 
sediments were laid down rapidly by strong currents or stonn surges. 
'!his probably cx::curred durin;J pericx:iic stontl.S which would carry algal 
lithoc:.:lasts from nearby littoral mud flats arrl drop them onto the 
shoreward edges of the shoal corrplex. 
Ah.ln::iant benthic forans cx::currin;J with algal lithoc:.:lasts suggest 
that the forams may have originated in the sublittoral areas of the 
shoreward mud flats. 'Ihe presence of euryhaline forams suggest that 
Ul'-4b had waters of slightly elevated salinity, which would also 
in:ticate that restrictive circulation patterns existed. Deposition 
cx:x:::urred on the shoreward margin of the sublittoral shoal cc:mplex, 
un::Jer cornitions of elevated salinity, subject to pericx:iic influxes 
of stonn carried lithoc:.:lasts. 
Oolith Pisolith Packstone-Grainstone sublithotype (LT-4c) 
Ul'-4c was deposited in a shallow sublittoral to littoral settin:J 
of good water circulation on, arrl adjacent to shoals. Agitated water 
cornitions allowed for the winnowin;J of nruds from this environment. 
Grainstones of ooids arrl pisoids in:ticate steady agitation of 
sublittoral waters. Ooliths observed are micritic in origen. Radially 
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fibroos ooids are minor in this study area. SWirydczuk. (1988, p.342) 
cx,nsidered radially fibrous ooids to be primary with " •• radial 
fabrics recx,rdi.n3' originally calcitic cortices". Modern radially 
fibroos ooids an:l pisoids are fourrl in quiet water environments 
(Loreau an:l Purser, 1973; I..an::l an:l others, 1979). Friedman an:l others 
(1973) an:l Halley (1977) considered radial ooids to be characteristic 
of hypersaline environments. Kahle (1974), Davies (1976), an:l Loreau 
am Purser (1973) each disp..rted the need for hypersalinity in the 
fonnation of ooids. 'lhe ooids in this study area are often 
gradational to micrite coated intraclasts or peloids. Micritization 
of grains is in:licative of the activities of 1:x:>rin;J algae in shallow, 
warm marine environments (Bathurst, 1966). 
Elliott ( 1982) , Obelenus ( 1985 >·, am Schwartz ( 1987) have each 
interpreted the radially fibrous ooids of the Frobisher-Alida to be 
subaqueous. Estaban (1976) proposed that pisoids formed subaqueously, 
in contrast to Dunham (1969) , who p:>Stulated a vadose origin. 
'lhe paucity of a stenohaline fauna is suggestive of hypersaline 
carrlitions (Elliott, 1982; Heckel, 1972). Ellryhaline organisms are 
also unc:amon in LT-4. lack of fauna! evidence suggests a shiftin;J 
sul:strate. 'Ihe presence of graded b?ddinJ am current laminations 
SlJR)Orts an interpretation of an active sublittoral shoal. 'lhe 
presence of broken ooids ani pisoids as the nuclei for newer ooids 
an:l pisoids suggests m:>verrent of grains by waves an:l currents an:l 
thus discounts a suba.erial (Dunham, 1969) origin. Comroc>n isopachous 
cement also supports a marine interpretation for this sublithotype. 
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Peloid Intraclast Ostracode Packstone-Wackestone (LT-5) 
LT-5 was fonned in a restricte:l lagoonal envirornnent of high 
salinity, low energy, an::l low oxygen availability. 'lhese rcx::::ks were 
deposited in an area shoreward of the sublittaral shoals an::l seaward 
of the strardline. 'lhe sublittoral shoals acted as a barrier to 
ciro.llation an::l danpenej wave energy to fonn a restricte:i lagoon in 
the lan::lward direction. 'lhe barrier was described above (see LT-4) as 
nore or less discontinuous with periodic to infrequent breaches of 
the barrier which allowed influxes of normal saline, oxygenated 
waters into the lagoon. 
'lhe rock colors rarge fran light to dark. 'lhe darker colors 
i.rxiicate reduc:in; corrlitions in the sul:strate. Conversely, lighter 
colors represent influxes of well oxygenated seawater. Kerrlall an::l 
Skipwith (1969) associated darker colored lagoonal sediments in the 
Persian Gulf with restricte:i lagoons an::l light colored sediments with 
nore open lagoons. 
Mechanical abrasion,~, an::l sort:in; of allochem.s are 
minimal in LT-5, an::l reflect a low energy depositional envirornnent. 
Peloids, intraclasts an::l pellets are the IOOSt arurrlant allochem.s of 
this lithotype. I.llther (1987) reviewed the various nodes of fonnation 
of these grains. Pellets by definition are considered to be fecal in 
origin (Bathurst, 1975). Peloids an::l intraclasts in this study are 
considered to have been fonned by the brecciation of lagoonal nuds 
(I.llther, 1987, p. 38) upon dissolution of eva!X)ritic minerals within 
the partially lithified mud. Intraclasts may also have fonned dur:in; 
periodic stonn events which rip up lithified mud from the lagoon 
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bottan, or may have been derived fran nearby exposed littoral muds 
which form mud chips upon desiccation or dewateri.rq. 
'Ihe ab.lrrlance of euryhaline organisms such as ostraccx:ies, 
gastropods an:l algae, i.n:licates that elevated salinity (40-60 ppt) 
prevailed (Heckel, 1972) • Al::umant ccx:iiac:ean algae an:l calcispheres 
also i.n:licate restricted con:litions as well as depths shallow enough 
for :(i1otosynthetic algae to flourish. Moostone laminations 
interspersed with discontinuous packstone laminae i.n:licate that 
current energy within the lag(X)n was variable. Restriction of 
circulation (Fischer an:l others, 1987) allowed for evaporation to 
elevate salinity to the point where IOOSt biogenic activity ceased. 
Only organisms highly tolerant of salinity an:l low oxygenation could 
survive to feed on the arganic-rich ·secliment. Evaporitic con:litions 
\tJOUld eventually allow for the precipitation of anhydrite in the form 
of ncx:iules or as laths interspersed in the laminated carbonates of 
LT-5. Upon increased current activity, salinity would decrease an:l 
oxygen levels increase, thus allowin;; organisms to re-establish 
themselves. 
Ncxlular an:l Bedded Anhydrite (LT-6) 
LT-6 was deposited in a shallow sublittoral to supralittoral 
setting, urrler evaporitic corxlitions shoreward of protected 
restrictive lag(X)ns. Nodular anhydrites are well documented in the 
IOOdern sabkha settin;; of the Trucial Coast (e.g. Butler, 1969; Wood 
an:i Wolfe, 1969; Shearman, 1978) • Nodular anhydrite is often 
interspersed with dolanitic mudstones an:l cryptalalgal carbonates. 
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'lhese features are interpreted to irxticate dep:>5ition in littoral 
flats where precipitation of anhydrite cx::curs in heated, briny pore 
waters, or through the replacement of gypsum crystals (Schreiber arxi 
Hsu, 1980). Crypt.algal carbonates of LT-6 formed in areas of lowered 
salinity, where algal activity can flourish in marine waters 
introduced during stonn surges. ostracodes, calcispheres, arxi 
codiacean algae also occur in these dep::>sits, which would irxticate a 
coastal rather than continental origin for these evaporitic 
lithologies. Red beds, caliche and fluvial dep:>5its are all absent 
fran this lithotype, which also supports a coastal origin (Schreiber 
arxi others, 1982). 
'lhe interspersed anhydrite crystals arxi lenticular gypsum 
crystals grCM and displace the carbonates to fonn ncxiules (Schreiber, 
1981), and result in bedded ncxiular anhydrites. Nodular nosaic 
anhydrites develop as the ncxiules increase in size. '!he ncxiules 
eventually plSh aside the surroun:iing sediment, resulting in thin 
dark laminations which wrap arourrl the nodules (Fig. 26). 'lhe growth 
of anhydrite ncxiules is penecont:enp:>raneous with sediment deposition 
and is considered a primary depositional feature (Sheannan, 1978). 
'!he displacive growth of the anhydrite nodules often results in 
rupture of overlyirq algal-laminated structures (Kerrlall, 1984), 
whidl may give rise to an occasional teepee structure (Fig. 24). 
Bedded and massive anhydrites often grade laterally into the 
ncxiular anhydrites of this lithotype. Massive anhydrite was 
deposited subaqueously in sublittoral porns and lagoons (Kerrl.all, 
1984). SUlfate precipitation would occur due to the elevated salinity 
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arx:l tenperature of these areas isolated frc:an marine waters. 'llti.ck 
accurm.ll.ations of massive anhydrite would ocx:::ur as suooidence kept 
pace with deposition. lateral shiftin;J of lithofacies would cause the 
interbeddin;:, of massive arrl nodular lithologies. 
Depositional Model 
Deposition of sediments fran the upper Frobisher-Alida beds of 
this study area was in a broad epeiric sea. Deposition durin:J 
Mississippian time occurred in envirormmts which ran:Jed fran open 
marine with normal marine ex>ooitions to sabkha with evaporitic 
corditions. 
'!he Madison Group (Mississippian) can be described as an overall 
regressive sequence of sediments beginnin:J with transgressive open 
marine carbonate units, arrl tenninatin:J with a regressive evaporitic 
unit. Examination of st:J:uctural maps (Figures 34 arxi 35) shor.,.,s a 
close ex>nfonnity of the distinctive Fryh.n:g arxi Rival marker beds 
(Fig. 4). Harris arrl others (1966), Shanley (1983), arxi Quinn (1986) 
suggested that these marker beds were isochronous units. Quinn (1986, 
p.98) postulated a nearly flat Williston Basin depositional surface 
with a :maxiim.nn slope of 1 foot per mile (0.2 m per km). '!he nearly 
flat Frobisher-Alida dep::)sitional surface is ex>nsistent with the 
gentle bottan slopes of epeiric seas (Irwin, 1965; Shaw, 1964). 
'!he Frobisher-Alida interval was ex>nsidered by Obelenus ( 1985, 
p.130) as one large carbonate to evaporite cycle. studiers of the 
Billin;;JS Anticline (Altshuld arrl Kerr, 1982; stephens, 1986; Petty, 
1989) interpreted these rocks as a shallowin:J-upward succession 
produced by basinward progradation. '!he lower Frobisher-Alida beds 
are dominantly open-marine carbonates beginnin:J with a transgressive 
event followin:J the Tilston evaporitic unit (Himebaugh, 1979). Open 
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Figure 34. structure contour rrap/ Top of Rival. Well 
syml:x>ls are those of the North Dakota Geological SUrvey's 
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Figure 35. structure contour rrap/ Top of Fryl:::urg gamma-ray 
marker. Well symbols are those used on the North Dakota 
Geological SUrvey's field maps arxi are presented to show 
mawinJ control points. 
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marine corxlitions prevailed through Frobisher-Alida time until a 
regressive Etiase daninated deposition as shown by a progradational 
sequence of littoral am supralittoral rcx::ks. '!he progradational 
sequence cul.mi.nated with Rival deposition of transgressive open 
marine carbonates {Fig. 5). 
Lithofacies thralghout the study area generally follow the same 
depositional sequence of thick units of sublittoral carbonates, 
followed by a thin sequence of littoral carbonates, am cul.mi.natin;J 
in a thick unit of supralittoral evaporites {Fig. 4). SUblittoral 
rcx::ks dominate the basal lithologies throughout the study area; 
skeletal packstones-wackestones are the cx:moon basal unit. 'Ihese 
rcx::ks {LT-1) were deposited in the nonnal marine enviro:nne1t. 'Ihe 
thick tminterrupted sequence of these rcx::ks irxlicates that carbonate 
production could keep up with basinal subsidence. 'Ihese rcx::ks are 
overlain by the skeletal wackestones of LT-2 am the J::urrowed 
111.ldstones of LT-3. 
'Ihe skeletal wackestones of LT-2 irxlicate a nonnal to slightly 
restl:icted envirornnent. '!his marginally restricted enviro:nne1t often 
is gradational to normal marine an:l is intercalated with rocks of LT-
1. Shoreward of this enviro:nne1t, areas of restricted circulation due 
to increased~ effects caused dysaerobic corxlitions to 
develop within isolated lows on the bottan. Deposition of carbonate 
m..ld {LT-3) occurred in the lows an:l skeletal wackestones {LT-2, LT-3) 
on the highs. 'lhese lithotypes became interbedded with the packstones 
of the nonnal marine LT-1 as the progradational phase caused. lateral 
shifts of facies {Fig. 36). 
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Figure 36. Depositional m:xlel diagram showin;J the 
progradation of facies basinward. 
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Littoral an:i related sublittoral rocks (LT-4 an:i LT-5) increase 
upward in the section. 'Ihese reflect the progradation of a littoral 
to sublittoral c:c:.ttplex of shoals. Oolith an:i pisolith grainstones 
(LT-4c) developed on ·shoals near or within wave base. Cross laminated 
packstones (LT-4a) developed seaward of the shoal as the shoal 
prograded or laterally shifted. I..an:iward of the shoal aca.nrulations 
of foram algal packstones (LT-4b) collected on the protected leeward 
side of the shoals. 
A shoal c:c:.ttplex c:1rurpmed wave effects an:i restricted circulation 
larxiward of the shoals. '!his restriction created lagoonal con:litions 
in w.ich circulation was absent, except for breaches of the shoal 
barrier by stonns an:i influxes of storm surge waters. Evaporitic 
oorrlitions caused a drawa..m of the. lagoonal waters an:i an elevated 
salinity. carbonate production there was generally limited to 
cryptalgal accunulations am peloidal an:i lime nu:i deposits (LT-5). 
'!he progradational sequence culminated in sabkha deposition. 
'!hick aa:::unulations of nodular anhydrite developed on littoral flats, 
an:i massive anhydrites developed in areas of ponied waters. Missirg 
fran this sequence of carbonates am evaporites is the presence of 
terrigenous elastics. Paleoclimatic reconstruction of trade wirn 
directions (Q.rinn, 1986) in:licated that arid air iroved westward over 
the ancestral seas. Mississippian terrigenous deposits are not 
preserved east of this area, so direct evidence of a lammass is 
absent. Trace aioounts of quartz silt are pervasive in each of the 
lithotypes examined. Persistent marker beds within the study area 
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have higher proportions of quartz silt than surroorx1inJ units. Quartz 
san:Jstones occur in Frobisher-Alida marker beds in north central 
North Dakota (Fuller, 1956; I.eFever an:1 others, 1984). 'lhe 'WeStern 
North Dakota area (this study) of the~ Frobisher-Alida beds l'll.lSt 
have been farther away fran the terrigeoous sa.D:"CeS. Only wil'Xi-
carried silts coo.l.d reach this area, perhaps dur~ san:1 storms such 
as are seen in m::x:lern sabkha enviromnents of the Trucial Coast. 
Diagenetic Processes 
'Ihe rocks described in this study have urrlergone vary:in;J degrees 
of crystallization, diagenetic ch.an;Jes to crystal IrOrplOlogy an:l to 
chemical CX:XtlfX)Sition. 'Ihe alteration of depositional fabrics has 
significantly ~ed the original textures of each of the lithotypes 
previously described (Fig. 37). 01::se.rvation of petrogra:i;ru.c 
relationships have allowed inferences to be made a1::xx.It the relative 
sequences of diagenetic events, us:in;J the tenni.nology proposed by 
Choquette an:l Pray (1970). 
Micritization 
Micritization is a process by which crystalline carbonate 
material is converted to micrite. Depositionally, the original 
carb:>nate nud was <xtuposed of chemically unstable aragonite or 
fibrous magnesian-calcite. DJr:in;J lithification crystal growth is 
mutrolled by a chan;Je in the Yq/ca ratio (Folk, 1974, p. 48) in 
which aragonite or magnesium-calcite inverts to equant micritic 
calcite. 
Micritization can also occur thraJgh the actions of bor:in;J 
emolithic algae whidl chemically precipitate micrite in the vacated 
cavities (Bathurst, 1975, p.383). A micrite envelope often coats 
allochems an:l in sane instances micritization has progressed to the 
point where the original microst:J:ucture is obliterated. In these 
instances the allochems resemble peloids or a~ anoqnous (Fig. 
16). 
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Figure 37. Paragenesis diagram. F.ogenetic refers to the time 
that processes were influenced by proximity to the surface. 
Mesogenetic refers to the time interval in which the rocks were 
ruried below the influence of surface processes (Choquette am 
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Micrite is cx:mnon to ab.ln:1ant in all lithotypes except the 
nodular arrl bedde:i anhydrite lithotype (LT-6) (Table 2). 
Micritization in this study area occurred durirq a time interval fran 
deposition to early eogenesis. 
carpaction 
Mechanical am chemical corrpaction features can be observed 
throughout the lithola;Jies studied~ Corrpaction of soft sediment prior 
to c:orrplete lithification is &ggested by features such as ex>llapsed 
or crushe:i allochems arrl by broken grains. 'Ihese features are cx:mnon 
in the skeletal lithotypes (LT-1, LT-2, am LT-3) (Figs. 7, 8 am 9). 
Also in these lithotypes are corrpacted or flattened l:m:rows (Figs. 11 
arrl 38) , arrl drapirq laminae arourrl dolanitic or silicif ie:i rurrows 
(Fig. 10). Drapirq laminae or wispy microstylolites also surroun:i 
allochems or bourrl packstone beds (Fig. 39). '!his in:licates that the 
allochems are m::>re resistant to corrpaction than the micritic matrix 
material. 
'Ihese structures inlicate a relationship to early cernentation 
within the l:m:rows prior to, or sinultaneous with, matrix 
cementation. Figure 40 illustrates that c::arpaction occurred in three 
basic stages or steps. stage 1 was deposition am bioturbation of 
restricted lithotype LT-3, adjacent to the unrestricted LT-1 
lithologies. stage 2 was the preferential c::arpaction of LT-1 due to 
b.Irial by ex>ntinued deposition. Irxlications are, that the cemented 
b.n:rowed lithotype would resist mechanical ccrcpaction m::>re than the 
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Figure 38. Core i:notograin of Dr-1 shov.rin:J flattened l::urra.,.,s 
(B), am spalled corallite (C). Bar scale is 1.0 in (2.5 en). 




Figure 39. Core tnotogratn of LT-1 showin;J horizontal 
1:urrows (B). Note the drap:inJ of carpaction laminae (L) 
arourxi turrows. Bar scale is 1. o in (2. 5 en) • NIX;S 2853 at 




Figure 40. SChematic carpaction IOOdel. Darker lithologic 
shade represent turrowed lithotypes (LT-2 ani LT-3), the 
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surroun:iirq non-b.Jrrowed carbonate of LT-1. stage 3 was the 
fonnation of solution migration pathways in which interstitial fluids 
iooved preferentially through the less carrpacted (m:>re porous) rocks 
of LT-3. 
As the sediments were ru.ried through subsidence arrl continued 
sedimentation they became lithif ied arrl, thus, m:>re resistant to 
mechanical carpaction. At ru.rial depths on the order of 1000 feet 
(305 m), mechanical ccrcpaction effects are diminished (Shinn arrl 
:Robbin, 1983) arrl rocks resporrl to overl::urden stress through 
pressure solution. Pressure solution is a response to tectonic or 
overl::urden stresses (Wanless, 1979; Bathurst, 1975, p.462). Chemical 
ccnpaction cx:x::urs as solution of carbonate at the points of stress 
causes diffusion of carbonate toward nearby porous areas. '!his 
results in a stratig:raptlc shorten.in:J as the net pore voltnne 
decreases. 
Pressure solution or chemical cxmpaction features such as offset 
cx::mtacts between allcx::nem fragments ala~ stylolites, as well as 
cxn::::entrations of less soluble allcx::nems ala~ these solution fronts, 
resulted in stratig:raptlc shortenirXJ. Concentrations of stylolites 
are suggestive of significant shorten.in;J of the rock record. other 
chemical carpaction features include spalled corals (Fig. 38) arrl 
sutured allochem contacts (Figs. 7 arrl 9). 
Mechanical c:::crcpaction occurred fran l:urial to late eogenetic 
time. Chemical carpaction cornrte1Ced as overl::urden stresses increased. 




Cement in this study refers to chemically precipitated minerals 
which fill pores by grow~ from a surface within the pore (Bathurst, 
1975). Five minerals fonn the rulk of the cements foum in this study 
area. calcite, dolauite, anhydrite, celestite an:i chert occur in each 
of the lithotypes described. 
calcite 
calcite or spar is a cxmoon cement in the rocks studied an:i 
ocx:::urs in equant, isopachous, or syntaxial forms. F.quant calcite 
occurs in blocky habit which occludes pore spaces within skeletal 
lithotypes (LT-1, Ill'-2) an:i in intergranular voids within the 
grainstone lithotype (LT-4). Equant cement also occurs as fracture 
fills in fractured zones within Ill'-1 an:i Ill'-3. ~t cement also 
fills interparticle areas lined by isopachous calcite (Fig. 41). 
Equant cement is the product of slow crystallization in late 
eogenetic an:i mesogenetic ctiagenetic enviro:rnoonts. 
Isopadlous calcite occurs in fil::D:als an:i bladed forms as a grain 
coa~ in the grainstone lithotype (Ill'-4). Isopachous cement was 
considered by 1DnJman (1980, p. 464) to be an in:licator of an 
agitated marine envirornnent of deposition. Isopachous chert cements 
(discussed in the silicification section of this study) may have been 
replacements of marine calcite cements. 
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Figure 41. Photanicrograi;n of LT-1 sha.•,d.n:J interparticle 
calcite cement (C) between mrallite dissepiments. Bar scale is 
0.02 in (0.5 nm). NtGS 5258 at 9310 ft (2830 m). 
Figure 42. Photanic:rograi;n of crimid mlumnal (C) with 
syntaxial overgt"CMths. Bar scale is 0.02 in (0.5 nm). NtGS 5383 
at 9447 ~ (2872 m). 
7 7 9 
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calcite cement also occurs as overgrowths or enlargements on 
fossil allochem.s such as crinoid columnals (Fig. 42). 'Ihese syntaxial 
cements are in optical continuity with the allochem.s. Bathurst 
(1975), p.423) considered that well-ordered calcite ccq>risirg 
crinoid columnals provided nucleation sites for the develcpnent of 
syntaxial overgrowths. syntaxial cementation was limited by the size 
of the !X)re containirg the columnal or the frirges of the carbonate 
cement arourrl the !X)re. 'Ihis suggests that syntaxial calcite 
cementation was insignificant followirg initial pore fillirg events. 
Dolanite 
In this study area dolanite cement occurs in the fonn of 
baroque, or saddle dolanite (Radke am Mathis, 1980). Trace arco.mts 
of saddle dolanite are cx:mtX)n in LT-3 am lesser aIOOUnts occur in LT-
1, LT-4 am LT-5 (Table 2) • Saddle dolanite in these sanples is a 
minor ?Jre-fillirg cement that exhibits a characteristic sweepirg 
extinction un::ler crossed nichols. Saddle dolanite often occurs in the 
same ?=>re spaces with celestite am anhydrite. Saddle dolanite is 
also present within sane cloudy white anhydrite nodules of LT-3 (Fig. 
15). Saddle dolanite is a late cement associated with late stage 
porosity oa:lusion am probably fanned durirg a later mesogenetic 
event, possibly durirg dewaterirg of the overlyirg eva?Jrites. 
Celestite 
Celestite is a minor cement am occurs as a void fillirg within 
LT-3 am LT-5. Trace arco.mts are present in LT-2, LT-4, am LT-1. 
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Clear suthedral to euhedral crystals of celestite rarely occlude 
pores without associated anhydrite cements. Celestite cementation was 
often the tenninatin; ~ of passive cementation in the lithotypes 
examined. 
Anhydrite 
Anhydrite is a major cement often associated with celestite, 
calcite, arrl saddle dolomite. Crystal m::>q:holCXJies are varied arrl 
include microcrystalline, subfelted, arrl felted. Microccystalline 
anhydrite cementation occurs within intercrystalline pores of the 
nu::ldier lithotypes (LT-2, LT-3, arrl LT-5). Where microcrystalline 
anhydrite is present in these lithotypes nearly all porosity is 
occluded. Mesogenetic or deep-hirial :roovement of calcium sulfate-
rich fluids is suggested by the pervasiveness of this anhydrite in 
these lithotypes. Mesogenetic tim:i.rg is Sl¥Bested by the association 
with saddle dolamite cement. 
SUbfelted arrl felted anhydrite cement occurs within the 
anhydrite lithotype (LT-6) arrl occurs in rare to trace ann.mts in the 
lithotypes adjoinin; massive arrl bea:led anhydrites (LT-5). Blocky arrl 
lath shaped crystals may be due to differerx::es in ?l in the fluid 
fran which it precipitated (Barta arrl z.eml.icka, 1971). Precipitation 
of anhydrite in partially lithified carbonate sedinV?nts is imicated 
by the lath shape of the crystals (Fig. 25) in which crystal growth 
was not confined by lithified material. '!his type of anhydrite is 
suggestive of early eogenetic processes. 
Anhydrite also occludes fractures arrl occurs alon:J stylolitic 
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boorrlaries. 'Ihe downward migration of sulfate-rich fluids along 
vertical fractures is suggested for rnesogenetic time. 'Ihe 
precipitation of anhydrite along stylolites is also attriruted to 
mesogenetic novement of fluids. Anhydrite is also a cxram::>n 
replacement mineral in the rocks sttxlied and is discussed in the 
replacement chapter to follow. 
Chert 
Chert cement is a minor cement in the muddier lithotypes (LT-2, 
LT-3, and LT-5). Chert occurs as an intercrystalline cement scattered 
throughout pores in dolomitized sections. 'Ihe b.lrrc:Med wackestone-
nu:lstone lithotype (LT-3) has numerous cherty nodules (Fig. 32). 
Lithologies containing cherty oodules include the 1:mrrowed 
lithotypes (see Table 2). Many chert nodules have the shape 
resembling bJrrow structures and contain skeletal wackestone textures 
suggestive of bJrrow fills (Fig. 32). Chert is a cx:moon interparticle 
cement in the peloidal packstone lithologies (LT-5). 'Ihe relation.ship 
between dlert cement and silicification is disaJSSed in the section 
c:x:n:erning silicification. 
Replacement 
Replacement of one mineral by another is a cx:moon feature in the 
rocks studied. Several types of replacement minerals occur, including 
anhydrite, calcite, dolomite and chert. 
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Anhydrite 
Anhydrite has replaced carbonate in all lithotypes examined. '1he 
fonn of replacement is non-fabric-selective, am anhydrite crystals 
cross-a.rt primary features. Allochem ghosts of ooids or other 
allochems are ccmoon within blocky anhydrite crystals. Anhydrite 
cementation was cx:moonl.y accarpanied by anhydrite replacement alcn;J 
pore walls or other calcite contacts. 
Replacement anhydrite occurs with the growth of anhydrite 
nodules within sediments. nus can be oooerved where primary 
laminations have been disrupted as well as partially replaced by 
anhydrite as in LT-5. 
Pressure solution features are often ac:x:::cupanied by anhydrite 
nodules which may have replaced carbonate alcn;J the walls of the 
'stylolite pore'. Anhydrite-filled pores am beds urrlerlyirq 
evaporite beds are also affected by anhydrite replacement. 
Anhydrite replacement is considered to be penecontenporaneais 
with deposition where nodular beds of anhydrite are present. later 
stage anhydrite replacement is considered to be an eogenetic to 
mesogenetic process ocx::urrirq together with pressure solution. 
calcite 
calcite has replaced dolcmite by the process of dedolcmitization 
(Lippnan, 1973), whereby calcimn-rich solutions convert dolcmite to 
calcite. Dedolcmite is rare in the study area rut is a ccmm:>n minor 
mineral in the nux1y lithotypes, LT-3 am LT-2. Corrcxied dolcmite 
rhanbohedra am replaced dolcmite are present within pores. 
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calcite replacement of dolomite may have occurre:i through 
neaoorphism (Folk, 1965). Evidence for calcite replacement of 
dolomite includes corrode:i dolomite rhanoohedra arrl calcite enclosed 
within dolomite. Replacement calcite often occurs alon;1 with pressure 
solution features such as stylolites. D.lhedral dedolomite within 
dolomitize:i sections in:licates a post~olomitization tim:in;J for th.is 
replacement. 
Dolomitization 
Dolomitization has occurre:i in each lithotype except for the 
anhydrite lithotype {LT-6). 'Ihree types of dolomite were identifie:i 
in this study: microcrystalline; coarsely crystalline; arrl sacklle 
dolomite. Microcrystalline (<40 um) 'dolomite has a clear to cloudy 
appearance, sul:hedral to euhedral 100qnology arrl selectively replaces 
micritic matrix. Microcrystalline dolomite also replaces allochems 
where dolomitization is intense as in LT-3 arrl LT-5. Concentrations 
of microcrystalline dolomite also occur al0n;1 stylolites. Wanless 
(1979) in:licated that magnesium-rich fluids released durin;J pressure 
solution 'WOUld fonn dolomite. 
Coarsely crystalline dolomite is pre:iominant (Table 2) in LT-3 
arrl LT-2 where mudstone lithotypes occur. Dolomite in these 
lithotypes is euhedral arrl ran;1es fran 30 to 120 um in size. Coarse 
dolomite also occurs in LT-1 rut is restricte:i in size to 60 to 80 
um. '!his size restriction is probably a function of the lack of 
prilllary porosity in the crinoid packstone-wackestone lithotype {LT-
1). 'Ihis 'WOUld restrict the IOOVement of dolamitizin;J fluids necessary 
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for dolanite crystal growth. 'Ihe third type of dolanite is sacklle 
dolanite which is considered a cement arrl was d.iscusse.d previously in 
the section on cements. 
Dolanitization of these rcx:::ks is considered to have occurred 
thralgh nultiple mvements of magnesium-rich fluids which interacted 
with previously precipitated calcium carbonate (Fig. 43). Figure 44 
shows an isopach map generated fran neutron porosity logs. F.conanic 
accumulations of hydrocarbons are present within these dolanitized 
sections. A discussion of dolomitization m::x:lels is included in the 
d.iagenetic environments section. 
Silicification 
Cllert replacement or silicification is cx:mm:>n in the llll.ldd.ier 
lithotypes (LT-3 arrl LT-5). Cllert replacement has occurred in light-
colored ncxlules of the bJrrowed ll'P.ldstone-wackestone lithotype (LT-3). 
It is :oot clear whether the chert is entirely due to replacement or 
is partially a cement. 'Ille preservation of skeletal catp:ments within 
silicified ncxlules irxlicates post-depositional replacement of a 
calcite precursor. '!here are occurrerx::es of silicified 1:AJrrows within 
othe.nrlse tmsilicified Ordovician limestone in Missouri (Shourcl am 
Levin, 1976). Silicified trace fossils also occur in the Cretaceous 
chalks of Ellrope (Branley am Ekdale, 1984). 
'Ille mucus lini.n;Js of rurrOw'S, arrl the plysical am biogenic 
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Figure 43. Photanicrogzarn of poikilitic dolanite in a 
micritic matrix. Note the replacement of anhydrite (A) by 
dolanite. Bar scale is 0.008 in (0.2 mm). NOOS 5380 at 
9235.5 ft (2808 m). 
727 
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Figure 44. Isq>ach map of Elkhorn Ranch-Roughrider 
porosity. Well symbols are those used on the North Dakota 
Geological Sl.lrvey's field maps arrl are presented to show 
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activities contained within the b.lrrows, had to have sane effect on 
diagenetic processes. '!he porous sediment would have allowed for the 
ioovement of interstitial fluids. '!he chemistry of the interstices of 
the sediment may have been corrlucive to selective silicification of 
turrC1NS. 
'Ihe rnnnerCXlS quartz-ridl marker beds or san:ly carbonates 
reported by Quinn (1986, p.93) could have been a source for silica-
ridl fluids except that these beds do not occur in the study area. 
Siliceous organisms (such as sporge spicules) were not identified in 
thin-sections of the rocks studied, rut may require different 
petrograpri.c techniques for identification. '!he source of silica in 
the Frobisher-Alida beds of this ~ may have been the traces of 
eolian quartz silt that occur t:hraqlrut the rocks described. 
Pressure solution has concentrated these silt-sized quartz grains 
within stylolites. Trace anomts of quartz silt may have been in 
solution during periods of increased ?I, which is favorable for 
quartz dissolution (Blatt am others, 1980). 
Pressure Solution 
Pressure solution has affected the porosity, textures am 
crystal norphology of the rocks of this study area. Bathurst (1975, 
p.464; 1985) described pressure solution as the result of 
dissolution, diffusion arxi precipitation. Applied stress against 
carbonate minerals causes an increase in solubility alorg the 
stressed contact arxi results in the dissolution of the carbonate. '!he 
dissolved carbonate then diffuses away fran the stress site am 
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sub;equently precipitates in available pore space. Clays arrl 
insoluble materials accurrul.ate alorg the solution "front" arrl result 
in developnent of stylolites. 
stylolites are cx:moon in LT-1 arrl LT-3, am less ab..Jrrlant in LT-
2 arrl LT-5. '!he grainstone lithotype (LT-4), arrl the anhydrite 
lithotype (LT-6) rarely eJ<hibit stylolites (see Table 2). stylolites 
described are of three forms: 1) tooth arrl scx::ket-type; 2) 
microstylolite-type; arrl 3) solution seam-type (Wanless, 1979). 
Tooth arrl scx::ket-type stylolites, or Type I of Wanless (1979), 
are CXll'lll'OC)n in the wackestones am mudstones of LT-1, LT"".'2 arrl LT-3. 
'!he Type I stylolites can be sulxlivided into two groups: the first 
are of low arrplitude or distance between top of tooth am bottan of 
socket (0.5 to 4.0 an); the secorrl are high-arrplitude stylolites (3.0 
to 10.0 an). '!he low-arrplitude stylolites are nore prevalent where 
there is a paucity of allochem.s such as in the wackestone/mudstones 
of LT-2, LT-3, arrl LT-5. '!he high-arrplitude stylolites occur in 
carbonates with a greater skeletal canponent arrl are often b:Jurxied on 
tcp arrl bottan by resistant allochem.s or clay laminae. '1hese 
insoluble materials represent the l.J{:Per arrl lc::,..,,er limits to solution 
of carbonate while adjacent areas of the stylolite front represent 
selectively dissolved matrix carbonate. High-arrplitude stylolites 
occur in LT-1, LT-2, arrl LT-3. 
Microstylolites are thin lamina of insoluble materials that IOOSt 
camx:mly occur intercalated with matrix or micritic carbonate (Figs. 
8 arrl 9). 'lhese were ternm by Wanless (1979) Type II or non-sutured 
seam solution stylolites, which can occur sirgly or as a:xclfX)Sites 
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(microstylolite swarms) (Fig. 21). 5'Wann.s of microstylolites are foum 
alon;J with cx:x::urrerx::es of tooth an:1. socket stylolites an:1. represent 
differences in structural response of the carbonate to solution. In 
sane instarx::es, the density of mic:ostylolite swarms is such that the 
depositional texture of the rock is obliterated. In other instarx::es, 
the texture of a Ill.ldstone is altered, so that a pseudo-nci:tled 
texture is awarent. Microstylolites cx::cur llDSt CXltlrOC)nly in LT-1, LT-
2, LT-3, arxi LT-5. 
Solution seam stylolites are thick (0.8 to 2.0 an) 
accurculations of insoluble material an:1. cx:rmronly ocx:::ur in the 
allochem-poor rocks of LT-3. Various gamna.;..ray marker beds such as 
the Frytm:g ganma-ray marker (Fig. 45) are concentrations of 
stylolite seams. PetrogI.afi'rlc examination reveals a c::arrp:>Sition of 
insoluble materials, clay, dolanite an:1. detrital quartz silt. '!he 
clay in these beds, which stei:nens (1986, p. 94) described as illite, 
give ganma-ray responses which can be correlated across the Williston 
Basin. Varioos workers (Harris an:1. others, 1966; Shanley, 1983; 
Quinn, 1986) considered these beds to be isoc:hronous in nature. 
o:n::entrations of microstylolites were shown by Schwartz (1987, 
p.136) to give ctistirx::tive responses on gamna-ray logs. Radioactive 
minerals within clays were concentrated by pressure solution, which 
'Wall.d contril:ute to a gamna-ray deflection. other pressure solution 
features include spalled or smeared corallites (Fig. 38). 
stylolitization or pressure solution was suggested by Shinn arxi 
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Figure 45. Core plotograpl of LT-1 showin:J ganma-ray marker 
bed. Note the accunulation of skeletal debris (D) alon:::J the 
stylolite seam (S) margins. Bar scale is 1.0 in (2.5 cm). 
NOOS 2853 at 9548 ft (2903 m). 
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Rotbin (1983) to begin prior to lithification. stylolites in the 
study area do not cross-cut sedilnentary structures in a way that 
'1o'Oll.d .irrlicate onset prior to lithification. In this study the 
presence of stylolites also correspon:1s to intervals of low porosity 
which .irrlicate post-lithification cxx::lusion of pores by pressure 
solution. Pressure solution responses are considered to be a late 
eogenetic through mesogenetic diagenetic process. 
Necm:n:prism 
Necm:n:prism was proposed by Folk (1965, p.21) to include all 
forms of inversion or recrystallization between polym::,rphs of 
minerals or of the minerals themselves. Microspar is a necm::>:q:nic 
calcite with a rarge in crystal size fran 4 to 30 um. Pseudospar is a 
neaoo:r:ptlc calcite with crystals greater than 30 um. 
Mlch of the depositional carbonates were likely CClllprised of 
aragonite nud. '1hese needle-shaped crystals normally invert to 
calcite in nrx:lenl envirornnents. Followirg the inversion of aragonite 
to calcite, the pi:ocess of aggradin:J necm:>qtrism (Folk, 1965) 
ccmnenced. Micrite necm:>qilosed to microspar arxi the coarser 
equivalent pseudospar. 
Microspar is cx:moon in the lithotypes containir)3' larger nu:i or 
matrix fractions. 'Ihe association of micritic lithologies with 
microspar is obvious because micrite is a precursor for microspar. 
'Ihe size difference between micrite arxi microspar is slight arxi the 
petrogi:aphic delineation between them is difficult. 'lherefore, 
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quantitative estilllates of neaoorphic calcite are unreliable with 
petl:c.gJ:apric techniques. Nearoc,rphism is ex>nsidered to be a pervasive 
diagenetic process in the carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida. Sane 
degree of neaoorphism can be fam:l in any lithology ex>ntainin;J 
significant micritic matrix. 
Pseudospar or coarser neaoorphic calcite is rare arrl is due to 
continued inversion or recrystallization (Folk, 1965, p.43) to 
coarser grains. Pseudospar occurs in trace aIOClllilts arrl is limited to 
the crinoid, coral, brachiopcx:l pac.kstone-wackestone lithotype (LT-1) 
arxi the crinoid, brachiopcx:l, skeletal wackestone lithotype (LT-2). 
Pseudospar is developed in small areas within larger areas of 
microspar in these lithotypes arrl is gradational in size to 
microspar. Neaooqilism of the nui-suppC>rted carbonate rocks may have 
occurred durirg mesogenetic influxes of fresh water, which would have 
· reooved magnesium ions which retard neaoorphism (Folk, 1974). If 
fresh water is needed for neaoorphism, an:i since the presence of a 
deep fresh-water aquifer adjacent to the ancient saline epeiric sea 
is mt likely, then eogenetic pi:oces.ses did mt result in significant 
neaoorphism. Also, there is :oo evidence of a significant rainfall 
recharge area fran an ancient lan:i-mass east of the basin. Episcxies 
of nec:arorphism may have been due to the mesogenetic influx of fresh 
water frcm Madison aquifers to the west (Downey, 1984) • 
stephens (1986), in a study of the Big stick arrl T. R. fields on 
the Billin:Js Anticline, suggested that neaoorphism had an effect upon 
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different dolanitization ~. Geochemical analyses by stephens 
showed that dolanites in this portion of the Frobisher-Alida may be a 
product of necm:,qnic transformation of "originally calcium-enridled" 
dolanites (p. 134). 
'lhe rocks of the uwer Frobisher-Alida beds in this study area 
'Nere subjected to varyinq am catplex diagenetic processes am 
envirornnents. 'lhe relative timin;J am distril:ution of diagenetic 
~ are sunrnarized in Figure 37. An interpreted paragenesis for 
this study area is presented. 
Depositional 
Diagenetic processes durin:J sediment de:EXJ5ition were 
limited to mechanical c:xmpaction, micritization am early calcium 
carbonate cementation. 
F.ogenetic 
Farly eogenetic diagenetic features 'Nere the result of the 
·ioovement of hypersaline brines which infiltrated supralittoral areas 
downward to produce features such as displacive rxxlular anhyarites. 
Anhydrite cementation am replacement were also eogenetic features. 
In sublittoral areas, early cementation by calcite was folla.ved 
by differential carpaction. SUblittoral areas of normal marine waters 
'Nere corxlucive to significant mechanical carpaction. :t-k>re restricted 
areas contained varyinq h.Jrror.,.r structures which 'Nere selectively 
cemented by early calcite. 'll'ris early cementation provided a rigidity 
to the sediments ex>ntaininq them. 
RefltlX.in;J hypersaline brines (Mam.s am·Rhodes, 1960) m:,ved 
readily through the rcore rigid rurra.ved sediments than through the 
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adjoinin;J carpacted wackestones (Fig. 39), because of differential 
oarpaction. 'Ihese migration pathways for overly~ hypersaline 
pireatic waters allowed extensive dolanitization of the b..trrowed 
mtlts while effectively bypass~ the carpacted, less porous normal 
marine wackestones. Silicification of rurrows accx:rcpanied 
dolanitization an:l reflect localized chan;Jes in pi or other factors 
related to chert nucleation. 
Mesogenetic 
Deep b..lrial environments had a dynamic hydrologic regime which 
produce:i a series of cc:q:>lex diagenetic features. Physical cx::npaction 
features becane overshadowed by dlemical carpaction as b..lrial depth 
.in::reased. Chemical carpaction features were a result of pressure 
solution. Pressure solution features (Wanless, 1979), which overprint 
earlier textures an:l features in all lithotypes, illustrate that 
periods of pore fluid iooverrent· were active thrrughout mesogenetic 
diagenesis. 
Mesogenetic m:wements of magnesium-rim fluids resulted in 
Dl..ll.tiple dolanitization episodes. Coarser crystalline dolanite was 
formed due to lOOVE!rt1eJ'lts of dolanitiz~ fluids liberated by pressure 
solution. Episodes of dedolanitization an:l necm:>qirlsm may have been 
a result of the influx of fresh water fran Madison aquifers to the 
"WeSt (Downey, 1984). 
'Ihe distrib.ttion of porosity was influenced by the primary 
sedimentary characteristics of the lithotypes as well as 
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dolanitization events. Early resistarx::e to cxmpaction created 
solution migration pathways thrCAJgh which early dolanitizin3 fluids 
iooved. Secomary intercrystalline porosity is a result of the degree 
of dolanitization in the rock. late-stage cementation by anhydrite 
an:i calcite partially or catpletely cx:x::ludes dolanitized beds in sane 
areas. 
OJNCLUSIONS 
1) Six distirci:, yet related lithotypes are represented in this 
study area: 1) crinoid, ex>ral, packstone-wackestone (LT-1); 2) 
brachi~, skeletal wackestone (LT-2); 3) skeletal, rurrowed 
ltl.1dstone-wackestone (LT-3); 4) intraclast, peloid packstone-
grain.stone (LT-4); 5) peloid, intraclast, ostracode packstone-
wackestone (LT-5) ; an::l 6) nodular arxl berlied anhydrite (LT-6) • 
2) Deposition of ~ Frobisher-Alida sediments in this area of 
the Williston Basin was in a broad, shallow epeiric sea. 'lbe 
sediment surface was of low relief an::l restricted circulp.tion 
con:titions prevailed through m..ich of the interval studied. 
3) Lithofacies generally follow a sequence of thick sublittoral 
mu.ts overlain by a thin sequen::e of littoral caroonates an::l 
culminatirg in a thick unit of supralittoral evaporites. 
4) Due to the m::,vements of currents an::l storm surge events 
lateral shiftirg of environments prevailed rather than r~essive-
transgressive ioovements. 
5) Act.i ve carbonate production overtook sutsidence an::l caused a 
prc:gi:adational sequen::e of normal marine caroonates to arid 
evaporitic deposits. 
6) Farly diagenetic cementation of rurrowed carbonates inhibited 
cx:rrpaction of the rocks containirq them, an::l thus allowed for 
migration of dolanitizirg fluids. Sediments without early cementation 




7) Burrc,r..,1ed carl:x>nate lithofacies (LT-3, LT-2 arrl LT-5) -were 
preferentially dolanitized, arrl resulted in greater porosity 
devel.q.ment than the other lithotypes. 
8) Deep-1:urial environments -were daninated by m.tltiple episodes 
of dolanitization am overprints of pressure solution features. 
9) 'lhe preservation of skeletal catp:>nents within silicified 
ncxlules irxlicates diagenetic replacement of early calcite-cemmted 
l::urrows. 'lhe }ilysical arrl biogenic corrlitions within 1::m+ows may have 
caused selective rrucleation of chert. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
NAME AND I.DCATION OF WEll.S USED IN 'ni!S Sl'l'.JDY 
Wells are listed in in::reasirx;r rnnnerical order by township, 
rarge arrl quarter section. I.Dcations are based on the stan::lard I.am 
Office Grid system. In describin:J the locations, Q/Q stan:1s for first 
arrl secorxi quarters of the section; s, T, arrl R starrl for section, 
township arxi ran;Je respectively; C in the Q/Q column stan:1s for center 
of quarter section. All townships in North Dakota are north arrl all 
rarges are west of the principal baseline arrl meridian. Well m.nnbers in 
the third. column are those of the North Dakota Geological SUrvey. 
Operator arxi 'Nell names may oot be c::acplete legal names for brevity. 
QlQ S-T-R Nlnnber Operator Well Nane 
(Cored intervals in feet) 
Billi.ms Countv 
SW/SW 2-143-101 7113 Sam.son Resources Federal 1-2 
NE/NW 4-143-101 9428 Cenex F\lce-Federal 4-4 
SW/NW 4-143-101 5690 Farmers union U.S. 5-4 
NE/SW 4-143-101 6724 Farmers union F\lce-Federal 11-4 
fM/SW 4-143-101 6912 Apache Corp. Federal 13-4 
fM/SE 4-143-101 6937 Apache Corp. Federal 15-4 
fM/NE 4-143-101 8929 Cenex Fuce-Federal 2-4 
NE/NE 4-143-101 9594 Nucorp Energy Federal 34-1 
NW/NW 5-143-101 6686 Gulf Oil Federal 2-5 
C-NW 5-143-101 5964 Gulf Oil Elkhorn-U. S. 1-5 
SE/SW 5-143-101 6013 Gulf Oil Gulf-SUnbehm-U.S. 1-5 
fM/SE 5-143-101 6292 Gulf Oil Elkhorn-U.S. 2-5 
fM/NE 5-143-101 5948 Farmers union Federal 7-5 
C-NE 5-143-101 2853 Shell Oil Gov't 41X-5-1 
(9459-9489, 9492-9639) 
NE/NE 5-143-101 5168 Cenex Federal 16-32 
NE/SW 6-143-101 5664 Farmers union Federal 7-6 
NE/SW 6-143-101 9121 Nucorp Energy Federal 6-1 
fM/NE 6-143-101 5789 Farmers union Federal 9-6 
NE/NW 7-143-101 8705 Nucorp Energy Federal 7-1 
NW/NW 8-143-101 6158 Farmers union F\Jce-Kordon 4-8 
SE/SW 8-143-101 7364 Farmers union Federal 14-8 
NE/SE 8-143-101 6856 Apache Corp Evoniuk 1-8 
SE/NE 8-143-101 7118 Farmers union Kordon 8-8 
SW/NW 9-143-101 7250 Farmers union Fuce-Federal 5-9 
NE/SW 9-143-101 6905 Apache Corp Federal 1-9 
SE/SE 9-143-101 7439 Farmers union Federal 16-9 
fM/NE 9-143-101 7165 Apache Corp Federal 2-9 
NW/NW 10-143-101 9247 Cenex F\Jce-Federal 4-10 
NW/SW 10-143-101 8068 Cenex Federal 12-10 
fM/SE 11-143-101 6346 Fanners union Whitetail Creek 14-11 
NW/NE 13-143-101 8022 Gulf Oil Spear-Federal 1-13-2A 
NE/NW 16-143-101 6999 Apache Corp state 2-16 
NE/SW 16-143-101 6938 Apache Corp state 1-16 
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Q/.!J. S-T-R Nlnnber Operator Well Name 
(Cored intervals in feet) 
NW/SE 16-143-101 7225 Apache corp state 4-16 
NW/NE 16-143-101 7143 Apache corp state 3-16 
SW/SW 17-143-101 7131 Apache corp Federal 4-17 
SE/NE 17-143-101 7070 Apache corp Federal 2-17 
NE/NE 17-143-101 6258 Apache corp Federal 1-17 
NE/NE 18-143-101 4455 Shell Oil Gov't 41.X-18 
(9238-9394, 9442-9501) 
SE/SW 19-143-101 7690 Chambers Exploration Blacktail-Federal 3-19 
911/SE 20-143-101 7128 Jerry Chambers Blacktail-Federal 1-20 
SW/NW 25-143-101 6169 Tenneco Oil BN 1-25 
SW/SW 27-143-101 8962 Chambers Exploration Blacktail 2-27 
911/NE 27-143-101 8465 Chambers Exploration Blacktail 1-27 
SE/NW 28-143-101 7082 Chambers Exploration Blacktail-Federal 1-28 
SE/NE 28-143-101 9122 Chambers Exploration Blacktail-Federal 2-28 
SW/NW 30-143-101 8723 Chambers Exploration Blacktail-Federal 1-30 
NE/NE 30-143-101 9329 .Axem--Olambers Federal 2-30 
NW/NW 36-143-101 10074 W .H. Hunt Trust state 1-36 
911/NW 1-143-102 7399 Cenex FUce 7-5 
NE/SE 1-143-102 5711 Fanners Union BN 9-1 
SE/NW 2-143-102 7761 Cenex Cenex-Connell 6-2 
NE/SE 5-143-102 6957 Apache corp Federal 1-5 
SE/NW 8-143-102 9224 Apache corp Federal 8-1 
911/911 10-143-012 10474 Basic F.arth Systems Mikkelson-Mosser 14-10 
NE/NE 12-143-102 5816 Dianorrl Shamrock s.u.o.s-Federal 1-12 
SE/SE 13-143-102 8487 COnoa:> Cbnoco-Federal-
Blacktail 13-1 
NE/SE 15-143-102 9340 Chambers Exploration Mosser Bros. 9-15 
NE/SE 18-143-102 11109 Cities Service Federal-0.K. 1-18 
NW/NE 23-143-102 8363 Al-Aquitaine Al-Aquitaine-BN 1-23 
911/SE 24-143-102 8251 Jerry Chambers Chambers-Citgo 1-24 
911/NE 25-143-102 7984 Jerry Chambers Chambers-BN 1-25 
SE/NW 31-143-102 7451 Gas Enterprises BN 1-31 
NW/SE 31-143-102 7792 Al-Aquitaine U.S. 2-31 
NW/NE 34-143-102 10475 Basic F.arth Systems Mikkelson-Short 31-34 
SE/NE 1-144-101 9516 Koch Exploration Federal 8-1 
911/NW 6-144-101 8155 SUpron Energy Federal 2-6 
SE/NW 6-144-101 6310 SUpron Energy Federal 1-6 
NW/SE 6-144-101 9351 SUpron Energy F-6-144-101-3 
NW/NW 7-144-101 10065 Florida Exploration Federal 7-3 
NW/SE 7-144-101 8651 SUpron Energy F-7-144-101-2 
NW/NE 7-144-101 8564 SUpron Energy F-7-144-101-1 
NE/NW 8-144-101 9524 Florida Exploration F-8-144-101-3 
NW/SE 8-144-101 9607 Florida Exploration F-8-144-101-2 
911/SW 9-144-101 10222 Cenex Cenex-Federal 13-9 
SE/NE 9-144-101 11240 Cenex Cenex-Federal 8-9 
NW/SW 10-144-101 11621 Tenneco Oil Panos-U.S.A. 1-10 
SE/NW 11-144-101 7600 Koch Exploration Federal 6-11 
SE/NW 13-144-101 10451 Aiooco Production u.s.A.-Anxx::o-Magpie 
13-1 
146 
Q/J). S-T-R NLnnber Operator Well Nan'e 
(Cored intervals in feet) 
&W/&W 13-144-101 7308 Aiooco Production Northrup-Federal A-1-13 
EM/&W 15-144-101 10303 Apache Corp Federal 15-13 
EM/SE 15-144-101 7291 Aiooco Production .Am:>co-U.S.A.-Federal 
2-15 
SE/NE 15-144-101 9641 R.T. Durx:an Durx:an-Federal 15-43 
EM/1:M 16-144-101 10215 Tenneco Oil Amerada-state 2-16 
SE/&W 16-144-101 9578 Tenneco Oil Amerada-state 1-16 
(9469-9564) 
EM/SE 16-144-101 9577 Tenneco Oil Amerada-state 3-16 
SE/NE 16-144-101 9856 Tenneco Oil Amerada-state 4-16 
NE/&W 17-144-101 9626 Tenneco Oil Martin-U.S.A. 2-17 
EM/EM 17-144-101 10177 Florida Exploration Federal 3-19 
SE/SE 17-144-101 9561 Tenneco Oil Martin-U.S.A. 3-17 
NE/NE 17-144-101 9990 Florida Exploration Magpie-Federal 1-17 
EM/NE 18-144-101 9386 Florida Exploration Federal 1-18 
SE/&W 19-144-101 9492 Florida Exploration Federal 1-19 
EM/SE 19-144-101 9900 Florida Exploration Magpie-Federal 2-19 
NE/J:M 20-144-101 9581 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 2-20 
NW/SE 20-144-101· 10915 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 5-20 
SE/EM 20-144-101 9294 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 1-20 
C/SE 20-144-101 9215 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 3-20 
C/NE 20-144-101 9295 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 4-20 
NW/NW 21-144-101 9772 Koch Exploration Federal 4-21 
SE/EM 21-144-101 9743 Koch Exploration Federal 14-21 
NW/SE 21-144-101 11079 Koch Exploration Federal 16-21A 
SE/NE 21-144-101 9756 Koch Exploration Federal 8-21 
SE/NW 22-144-101 8422 Koch Exploration Federal 6-22 
EM/&W 22-144-101 8128 Koch Exploration Federal 13-22 
C/NE 22-144-101 9079 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 1-22 
NW/SE 25-144-101 7629 Koch Exploration Federal 15-25 
C/1:M 27-144-101 8853 Aiooco Production Northrup-Federal D-1-27 
NW/&W 27-144-101 10114 Koch Exploration Federal 12-27 
(9274-9301) 
SE/NW 28-144-101 8671 Tenneco Oil Hamilton-U.S.A. 1-28 
SE/&W 28-144-101 8430 Tenneco Oil Hamilton-U.S.A. 2-28 
EM/SE 28-144-101 8490 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 2-28 
NE/NE 28-144-101 8429 Tenneco Oil Childs-U.S.A. 1-28 
SE/NW 29-144-101 9216 Tenneco Oil Hamilton-U.S.A. 2-29 
C/&W 29-144-101 9183 Tenneco Oil Hamilton-U.S.A. 1-29 
C/SE 29-144-101 9182 Tenneco Oil Hamilton-U.S.A. 3-29 
(9204-9332) 
SE/NE 29-144-101 9214 Tenneco Oil Hamilton-u.s.A. 4-29 
SE/SW 30-144-101 5811 Dianorrl Shamrock s.u.o.s.-Federal 1-30 
NE/NE 30-144-101 9711 Donald Slawson Elkhorn Ranch-Federal 
1-30 
NE/SW 31-144-101 5588 Fanners Union Federal 14-31 
SE/SE 31-144-101 5554 Farmers Union Federal 16-31 
SE/NW 32-144-101 8579 Nucorp Energy An:ierson-Federal 32-2 
&W/NE 32-144-101 9113 Petrole'Nis Federal 3-32 
SE/s-1 32-144-101 5423 Fanners Union Federal 14-32 
147 
QJSJ S-T-R Number Ooerator Well Narre 
(Cored interval in feet) 
NE/NW 33-144-101 9585 Tenneco Oil Hamilton-U.S.A. 2-33 
SE/SW 33-144-101 10229 Tenneco Oil U.S.A.-U.V.I. 1-33 
(9295-9391) 
SE/SW 33-144-101 8024 Tenneco Oil Tenneco-U.S.A.-U.V.I. 
3-33 
SE/NE 33-144-101 9567 Tenneco Oil u.s.A.-U.V.I. 4-33 
NW/NW 34-144-101 9432 I.add Petroletnn I.add-Federal 34-11 
SE/NW 1-144-102 9616 M:;F Oil BN 22-1 
SE/SW 1-144-102 10457 Milestone BN 24-1 
SE/SE 1-144-102 8710 M:;F Oil M:;F-BN 44-1 
SE/NE 1-144-102 9007 M:;F Oil M:;F-BN 42-1 
SW/NW 2-144-102 8472 Apache Corp Federal 2-2 
SW/SW 2-144-102 8869 Apache Corp Federal 2-4 
SW/SE 2-144-102 8695 Apache Corp Federal 2-3 
SW/NE 2-144-102 9145 Apache Corp Federal 2-5 
NW/NE 2-144-102 5328 Texaa:>ta Oil Federal 1-2 
(9296-9318) 
SE/NW 3-144-102 9889 Apache Corp Federal 3-4 
SW/SW 3-144-102 8609 Apadle Corp Federal 3-2A 
SE/NE 3-144-102 7833 Apadle Corp Federal 3-1 
SW/NE 4-144-102 11705 Apache Corp Easy Rider-Federal 4-8 
NW/SW 10-144-102 10596 Basic Farth systems Fantail-Federal 23-10 
NE/SE 10-144-102 8874 SUpron Energy Federal 1-10 
NW/NE 11-144-102 9425 SUpron Energy Federal 1-11 
· SW/SW 11-144-102 9443 Florida Exploration Federal 2-11 
NW/NE 11-144-102 10077 Florida Exploration Federal 4-11 
SE/NW 12-144-102 10989 Milestone Federal 12-12 
NW/SE 12-144-102 9426 Florida Exploration Federal 12-1 
SW/NE 12-144-102 8542 Tenneco Oil Graham-U.S.A. 1-12 
NE/NE 13-144-102 9442 Florida Exploration Federal 13-1 
SW/SW 14-144-102 8007 Apache Corp Gulf-Federal 2-14 
SE/SE 14-144-102 4419 Shell Oil Shell-~'t 44-14 
(9300-9350, 9393-9443) 
NE/NE 14-144-102 8417 Apadle Corp Federal 14-4 
SE/NW 15-144-102 8903 Basic Farth systems Buckhorn-Federal 22-15 
NE/SW 15-144-102 8474 Tenneco Oil Graham-U.S.A. 1-15 
NE/SE 15-144-102 8192 Apache Corp Federal 1-15 
NE/NE 15-144-102 8931 Apache Corp Federal 2-15 
NE/NE 15-144-102 9861 Apache Corp Federal 3-15 
NE/NW 16-144-102 9943 Apache Corp Mx>re 3-16 
SE/NW 19-144-102 10085 Coastal Coastal-BN 3-19 
SE/SE 19-144-102 8070 Coastal Big Elk Creek-BN 1-19 
SW/NE 19-144-101 9598 Coastal Coastal-BN 2-19 
SE/SW 20-144-102 9078 Tenneco Oil Coulam-U.S.A. 1-20 
SE/NW 22-144-102 9271 Axem Resources Connell-Fee 6-22 
NE/SW 22-144-102 9902 Axem Resources Connell-Fee 11-22 
NE/SE 22-144-102 8291 Apache Corp Connell 2-22 
NE/NE 22-144-102 7567 Apache Corp Federal 1-22 
148 
S-T-R 9?erator Well Name 
(Cored interval in feet) 
C/NW 23-144-102 8008 Apache Corp Federal 2-23 
NE/SW 23-144-102 8829 Chambers Exploration Buckhorn-Federal 3-23 
NW/SE 23-144-102 10576 Nance Petroleum Federal 10-23 
f!M/SW 24-144-102 11231 Nance Petroleum Federal 13-24 
NW/SE 24-144-101 11184 Petroleum Inc Masters-Federal 1-24 
SE/NW 26-144-102 11784 Nance Petroleum Federal 6-26 
NE/NF. 26-144-102 10713 Nance Petroleum Federal 1-26 
f!M/NE 27-144-102 8037 Apache Corp COnnel 27-1 
NW/Nw 29-144-102 8234 Coastal Coastal-Al Aquitaine 
1-29 
&'W/NE 30-144-102 10935 Milestone Federal 42-30 
&'W/SW 34-144-102 10212 Adobe Oil ard Gas Mobe-Western-COnnell 
14-34 
<McKenzie Countv) 
SE/NE 1-145-100 9762 Belco Petroleum Sheep Cr~-stonn 2-1 
SE/NF, 1-145-100 8013 A1ooco Prcx:iuction Stenn 1-1 
SE/NW 7-145-100 7555 Belco Petroleum Edgar-BN 6-7 
SE/&'W 7-145-100 6552 Belco Petroletnn Edgar-BN 3-7 
NW/SE 7-145-100 7098 Belco Petroleum Edgar-Bn 12-7 
f!M/NW 8-145-100 7808 Sin::lair Sin::lair-Federal 2-8 
C/&'W 8-145-100 7705 Sin::lair Federal-RR 1-8 
f!M/NW 9-145-100 11727 Meridian Meridian 12-9 
NW/SW 10-145-100 11275 Meridian Federal-Sharptail 13-10 
SE/NW 12-145-100 8064 Adobe Oil-western Rough.rider-Federal 22-
Exploration 12 
f!M/NW 17-145-100 8782 Belco Petroleum Sheepcreek-BN 19-17 
NW/NE 18-145-100 7483 Sin::lair Federal-RR 2-18 
NW/SE 18-145-100 8854 Sin::lair Sin::lair-Federal 4-18 
NE/fM 18-145-100 8811 Sin::lair Federal-RR 5-18 
f!M/NW 18-145-100 7224 Sin::lair Federal 1-18 
f!M/SE 21-145-100 9005 Gulf Oil Rough.rider-Federal 1-
21-30 
(9584-9596.5, 9601-9647) 
NE/SE 25-145-100 7501 A1ooco Prcx:iuction Federal "B" 1-25 
SE/NW 29-145-100 7518 Permzoil outback-Federal 29-22 
C/SE 34-145-100 9569 Cities Service Federal-ex; 1-34 
SE/SE 1-145-101 7525 Belco Petroleum Edgar-BN 10-1 
f!M/NE 10-145-101 2723 Hunt Oil U.S.A. "A" 1-10 
&'W/SE 10-145-101 6550 Belco Petroleum Rough.rider-Federal 10-
10 
f!M/NE 11-145-101 6077 Belco Petroleum BN-Sheepcreek 1-11 
NE/NE 12-145-101 6926 Belco Petroletnn Edgar-Federal 5-12 
NE/SE 12-145-101 6566 Belco Petroletnn Edgar-Federal 4-12 
NW/NE 13-145-101 6403 Belco Petroleum Edgar-BN 2-13 
SE/NW 13-145-101 9643 Belco Petroleum Edgar-BN 13-13 
SE/SW 13-145-101 9379 Belco Petroleum Edgar 9-13 
NE/SE 13-145-101 6083 Belco Petroleum Edgar-BN 1-13 
149 
0/0 S-'l'-R Number Operator Well Name 
SE/NE 13-145-101 8340 Belco Petroletnn Bjgar-BN 11-13 
SE/NE 14-145-101 2757 Texaco Gov't "A" NCT 12-14 
SW/NW 14-145-101 7251 Exeter Exploration Federal 5-14 
SW/SW 14-145-101 2611 Texaco Gov't "A" NCT 11-14 
SE/SE 14-145-101 7300 Exeter Exploration Federal 16-14 
SE/SW 14-145-101 5383 Belco Petroletnn BN 5-15 
(9449.5-9480) 
SW/NE 15-145-101 6282 Petro lewis BN 32-lSR 
SW/NE 16-145-101 2584 Shell-NP state 32-16-1 
(9540-9574) 
NE/SW 16-145-101 10940 Belnorth Petroleum Deer Draw-state 1-16 
SE/SE 16-145-101 6132 Belco Petroletnn Rcujlrider-state 9-16 
SW/SW 21-145-101 4088 Farmers union NP-RR 14-21 
(9338-9387, 9404-9445) 
NW/SE 21-145-101 5994 Belco Petroleum-BN Ralghrider 8-21 
SE/NE 21-145-101 5870 Belco Petroleum-BN BN 7-21 
NE/NE 22-145-101 2987 H.L. Hunt U.S.A. "B" 1-22 
SE/NW 22-145-101 5632 Belco Petroletnn Federal 6-22 
NE/NW 23-145-101 10319 Koch Exploration Koch-RR-BN 16-23 
SW/NE 23-145-101 2678 Shell-NP NP 32X-23-1 
(9453-9556) 
SE/SE 23-145-101 10882 Milestone BN 44-23 
NE/NW 24-145-101 10818 Corxx::o Halvorson 31-5 
NE/SW 24-145-101 10817 Petroletnn Inc Arithson D-2 
NE/SE 24-145-101 9865 union Texas Federal 24-2 
NE/NE 24-145-101 8162 union Texas Federal 24-1 
SE/NW 25-145-101 9288 Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 22-25 
SW/SE 25-145-101 9453 Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 24-25 
SE/NE 25-145-101 7314 Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 16-25 
NW/NW 27-145-101 9399 Depco Forest-Depco-BN 11-27 
NW/NW 28-145-101 11178 Belnorth Petroletnn Ralghrider-Federal 12-
28 
SW/SW 28-145-101 5214 Belco Petroleum Ralghrider 1-28 
SW/SE 28-145-101 5263 Davis Oil-'l'iger Oil Ralghrider-Federal 4-28 
SW/SE 29-145-101 5268 Davis Oil-Tiger Oil Ralghrider-Federal 1-29 
SE/NE 29-145-101 11257 Beartooth Oil Federal 1-29 
SE/SE 31-145-101 11307 Sage Energy Buckhorn-Federal 44-31 
SE/NW 32-145-101 5380 Belco Petroleum Ralghrider-Federal 1-32 
(9241-9267) 
NE/SW 32-145-101 5297 Tiger Oil Ralghrider-Federal 2-32 
(9246-9264) 
NW/SE 32-145-101 9297 Grace Petroletnn Magpie-Federal 1-32 
SW/NE 32-145-101 5258 Tiger Oil Rcujlrider-Federal 3-32 
(9276-9291, 9309-9353) 
NE/NW 33-145-101 5346 I.one star Producin:;J BN 1-33 
(9172-9196) 
SW/NE 33-145-101 5254 Belco Petroletnn Roughrider-BN 2-33 
NW/SE 33-145-101 8602 Milestone BN 33-33 






































































Operator Well Name 
Shell-NP NP 14-35-1 
(9460-9608) 
Pennzoil Pennzoil-Depco-
Anvxx.> Production Federal-C 1-4 
Pennzoil Rcu;Jhrider 16-24 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 9-21 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 26-21 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 4-21 
Belnorth Petroleum Sheep Creek-Federal 27-28 
Pennzoil Pennzoil 28-14 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-Federal 7-32 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 2-33 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-BN 10-33 
Milestone Milestone-Federal 33-4 
Pennzoil Pennzoil-Depco 10-44-F 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek-Federal 17-12 
Kerr-McGee Corp Federal 1-14 
Texaco Gov't-M. Pace 1-14 
(9465-9548, 9582-9640) 
Pennzoil-Depco BN 15-32 
Pennzoil-Depco BN 15-22 
Pennzoil-Depco BN 15-24 
Pennzoil BN 15-34 
Pennzoil Pennzoil-Depco-BN 15-44 
Depco state 41-16 
Amerada Hess Rcu;Jhrider-Federal 1-19 
Kerr-McGee Federal 1-22 
Kerr-McGee Federal 2-22 
Belco Petroleum Sheep Creek 8-23 
Pennzoil Beicegel Creek-Federal 
26-14 
Pennzoil-Depco Beicegel Creek-BN 27-42 
Basic Farth System Beicegel-carson 1-34 
Basic Farth System Beicegel-Federal 34-34 
Belco Petroleum Eklgar-state 2-36 
APPENDIX B 
WEIL r.cx; DATA 
SUbsurface data was acxpired fran mechanical W'ell logs recorded in 
wells thrOOCjhout the study area. Deviated borehole data was not 
in::looed. Well rrumbers are those of the North Dakota Geological SUrvey. 
'll1e I<B CX)lumn represents the elevations measured at the top of the 
drillin} rig's kelly 1:l.Jshin;J, fran which all depths are measured am 
presented below as subsea elevations. RIVAL represents the top of the 
Rival subinterval. Sl'ATE"A" represents the top of the state "A" log 
marker beds. FRYBtro represents the top of the Fryrurg gamna-ray marker 
bed. ER-RR"PAY" represents total o..mulative feet of porosity greater 
than or equal to 8% Neutron log value. .NR in:licates a log marker that 
was not reachei by the log;Ji.rq tools. NA irxlicates that mechanical logs 
"Were not available over that interval. A 11? 11 irxlicates that interval 
was unable to be determined fran mechanical logs. Wells are listed in 
the same order as Appernix A. 
Well No. I<B RIVAL / Sl'ATE"A" I FRYBt.JR; I ER-RR"PAY" 
7113 2392 -6922 -6948 -7079 13 
9428 2452 -6846 -6872 -7002 13 
5690 2527 -6833 -6857 -6985 5 
6724 2428 -6842 -6864 -6994 10 
6912 2361 -6843 -6872 -6997 11 
6937 2409 -6837 -6864 -6988 8 
8929 2450 -6840 -6867 -6994 11 
6686 2474 -6838 -6860 -6993 NA 
5964 2334 -6849 -6878 -7107 4 (Sonic) 
6013 2477 -6841 -6859 -6991 11 (Sonic) 
6292 2408 -6854 -6875 -7008 23 (Sonic) 
5948 2453 -6845 -6869 -7002 14 
2853 2572 -6850 -6873 -7006 NA 
5664 2453 -6847 -6869 -7000 11 
9121 2303 -6856 -6883 -7011 15 
5789 2311 -6831 -6853 -6987 8 
8705 2413 -6864 -6888 -7015 14 
6158 2371 -6831 -6857 -6989 6 
7364 2405 -6829 -6853 -6983 4 
6856 2443 -6817 -6843 -6973 10 
7118 2435 -6842 -6865 -6997 9 
7250 2467 -6827 -6849 -6984 6 
6905 2445 -6829 -6851 -6980 11 
7439 2515 -6848 -6874 -7007 13 
151 
152 
Well No. KB RIVAL / STATE''A'' / FRYBUR; / ER-RR"PAY" 
7165 2405 -6834 -6856 -6989 8 
9247 2448 -6876 -6900 -7032 9 
8068 2476 -6870 -6894 -7028 10 
6346 2517 -6881 -6897 -7040 14 
8022 2725 -6870 -6894 -7030 4 
6999 2502 -6834 -6856 -6988 2 
6938 2493 -6847 -6858 -7001 6 
7225 2501 -6859 -6881 -7011 0 
7143 2526 -6850 -6876 -7006 0 
7131 2444 -6829 -6850 -6982 13 
6258 2448 -6819 -6842 -6970 11 
4455 2468 -6828 -6852 -6980 NA 
7690 2373 -6813 -6832 -6959 8 
7128 2382 -6809 -6832 -6964 NA 
6169 2555 -6841 -6873 -7002 10 
8962 2480 -6828 -6850 -6991 11 
8465 2741 -6850 -6872 -7009 13 
7082 2416 -6814 -6837 -6973 29 
9122 2423 -6794 -6819 -6955 5 
8723 2352 -6807 -6826 -6954 2 
9329 2396 -6796 -6814 -6944 2 
10074 2684 -6821 -6842 -6980 6 
7399 2283 -6867 -6885 -7015 16 
5711 2285 -6857 -6879 -7009 15 
7761 2278 -6842 -6861 -6992 19 
6957 2155 -6873 -6885 -7020 44 
9224 2266 -6896 -6906 -7035 17 
10474 2450 -6858 -6869 -7002 21 
5816 2445 -6847 -6865 -6993 13 
8487 2344 -6827 -6844 -6972 6 
9340 2283 -6838 -6851 -6981 7 
11109 2359 . -6814 -6830 -6950 9 
8363 2287 -6815 -6831 -6955 5 
8251 2334 -6807 -6824 -6950 3 
7984 2342 -6810 -6828 -6956 6 
7451 2574 -6738 -6750 -6876 8 
7792 2398 -6730 -6746 -6872 4 
10475 2181 -6797 -6809 -6934 2 
9516 2538 -7046 -7070 -7202 15 
6310 2198 -6962 -6982 -7114 25 
9351 2203 -6983 -7000 -7133 24 
8651 2372 -6931 -6950 -7083 15 
8564 2250 -6956 -6978 -7114 27 
9524 2261 -6971 -6993 -7129 18 
9607 2296 -6959 -6980 -7113 23 
10222 2284 -6958 -6976 -7103 16 
11240 2288 -6960 -6982 -7112 23 
153 
Well No. KB RIVAL / STATE"A" / FRYBUR; / ER-RR"PAY" 
11621 2309 -6947 -6968 -7097 22 
7600 2325 -6952 -6976 -7108 12 
10451 2352 -6968 -6991 -7122 5 
7308 2356 -7020 -7047 -7164 10 
10303 2343 -6924 -6941 -7071 18 
7291 2297 -6979 -7003 -7134 10 
9641 2355 -6929 -6952 -7080 10 
10215 2361 -6916 -6933 NR 14 
9578 2515 -6887 -6907 -7040 18 
9577 2507 -6905 -6921 -7047 22 
9856 2427 -6916 -6939 NR 10 
9626 2577 -6891 -6914 -7048 25 
9561 2559 -6879 -6901 -7035 22 
9492 2247 -6916 -6935 -7067 9 
9900 2272 -6884 -6904 -7034 12 
9581 2476 -6889 -6912 -7036 22 
10915 2340 -6878 -6902 -7037 19 
9294 2286 -6895 -6922 -7048 13 
9215 2359 -6868 -6893 -7025 21 
9295 2451 -6887 -6904 -7036 19 
9772 2463 -6881 -6897 -7031 23 
11079 2476 -6866 -6886 -7020 6 
8422 2363 -6909 -6931 -7061 13 
8128 2589 -6881 -6901 -7031 6 
9079 2387 -6913 -6932 -7061 12 
7629 2633 NA NA -7083 13 
8853 2574 -6890 -6912 -7043 5 
10114 2345 -6910 -6932 NR 14 
8671 2295 -6845 -6865 -6993 8 
8430 2270 -6857 -6879 -7009 13 
8490 2285 -6856 -6878 -7007 13 
9216 2274 -6887 -6908 -7039 18 
9183 2310 -6872 -6892 NR 17 
9182 2308 -6872 -6894 -7024 9 
9214 2268 -6870 -6892 -7021 12 
5811 2537 -6873 -6894 NR 10 
9711 2243 -6879 -6899 -7032 10 
5588 2255 -6873 -6877 -7009 19 
5554 2562 -6848 -6866 -6994 19 
8579 2519 -6872 -6891 -7023 19 
5423 2486 -6852 -6868 -7008 12 
9585 2354 -6847 -6872 -7000 7 
10229 2392 -6835 -6861 -6992 11 
9567 2417 -6859 -6878 -7004 13 
9432 2318 -6906 -6926 -7055 8 
9616 2378 -6975 -6992 -7124 22 
154 
Well No. I<B RIVAL/ STATE''A'' I FRYBURG / ER-RR"PAY 
10547 2520 -6966 -6986 -7116 22 
8710 2307 -6965 -6984 -7117 27 
9007 2233 -6965 -6989 -7121 22 
8472 2304 -6970 -6986 -7123 31 
8869 2520 -6973 -6992 -7122 33 
8695 2514 -6975 -6996 -7127 31 
9145 2421 -6976 -6990 -7116 29 
5328 2254 -6970 -6991 -7120 29 
9889 2405 -6955 -6974 -7106 29 
8609 2234 -6956 -6972 -7100 20 
7833 2377 -6982 -6993 -7123 22 
10596 2284 -6957 -6971 -7100 24 
8874 2547 -6961 -6973 -7105 22 
9425 2522 -6988 -7002 -7130 20 
9443 2545 -6958 -6975 -7105 28 
10077 2520 -6968 -6984 -7116 34 
10989 2486 -6978 -6992 -7124 27 
9426 2602 -6948 -6966 -7098 24 
8542 2543 -6941 -6958 -7087 8 
9442 2660 -6946 -6964 -7097 15 
8007 2236 -6907 -6924 -7050 25 
4419 2341 -6960 -6978 -7106 NA 
8417 2604 -6958 -6976 -7106 38 
8474 2173 -6935 -6949 -7077 16 
8192 2264 -6911 -6926 -7052 26 
8931 2523 -6949 -6963 -7094 32 
9943 2129 -6935 -6947 -7077 25 
10085 2308 -6900 -6910 -7040 10 
8070 2300 -6894 -6906 -7031 14 
9598 2427 -6899 -6913 -7040 24 
9078 2444 -6894 -6910 -7036 23 
9271 2324 -6922 -6936 -7063 30 
9902 2160 -6940 -6955 -7081 14 
8291 2295 -6917 -6935 -7064 29 
7567 2176 -6932 -6946 -7069 27 
8008 2176 -6896 -6914 -7042 19 
8829 2184 -6912 -6926 -7056 15 
10576 2197 -6917 -6935 -7065 25 
11231 2252 -6898 -6924 -7048 24 
11184 2231 -6913 -6929 -7059 32 
11784 2485 -6920 -6932 -7062 14 
10713 2439 -6895 -6911 -7043 14 
8037 2203 -6913 -6927 -7057 14 
8234 2239 -6903 -6915 -7042 22 
9515 2450 -6886 -6902 -7026 14 
10935 2279 -6877 -6889 -7015 16 
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Well No. KB RIVAL/ STATE"A" / FRYBURG / ER-RR"PAY" 
10212 2413 -6887 -6903 -7032 29 
9762 2445 -7197 -7217 -7343 13 
8013 2442 -7196 -7222 -7350 10 
7555 2312 -7024 -7050 -7177 16 
6552 2346 -7012 -7032 -7160 14 
7098 2366 -7032 -7050 -7182 14 
7808 2332 -7064 -7084 -7212 20 
7705 2339 -7034 -7060 -7189 21 
11727 2255 -7109 -7140 -7269 28 
11275 2282 -7182 -7200 -7330 24 
8064 2545 -7190 -7208 -7338 21 
8782 2341 -7060 -7081 -7207 17 
7483 2330 -7019 -7043 -7176 26 
8854 2379 -7011 -7032 -7163 27 
8811 2398 -7004 -7022 -7151 27 
7224 2359 -7032 -7050 -7179 23 
9005 2361 -7139 -7166 -7295 17 
7501 2556 -7112 -7131 -7271 11 
7518 2535 -7057 -7087 -7221 22 
9569 2585 -7059 -7083 -7216 5 
7525 2443 -7051 -7079 -7207 42 
6550 2320 -7044 -7063 -7196 39 
6077 2324 -7074 -7089 NR 22 
6926 2285 -7037 -7055 -7185 34 
6566 2351 -7014 -7043 -7173 30 
6403 2387 -7019 -7042 -7177 38 
9643 2397 -7036 -7051 -7187 18 
9379 2424 -7033 -7050 -7192 18 
6083 2405 -7024 -7044 -7177 44 
8340 2410 -7002 -7030 -7153 9 
2757 2402 -7036 -7056 NR NR 
7251 2380 -7055 -7076 NR 35 
2611 2335 -7025 -7049 NR NR 
7300 2398 -7055 -7067 -7200 26 
5383 2350 -7028 -7049 -7178 NA 
6282 2303 -7019 -7045 NR 11 
2584 2463 -7028 -7053 -7185 NA 
10940 2452 -7030 -7048 -7175 29 
6132 2391 -7037 -7054 -7183 28 
4088 2305 -6985 -7015 -7143 27 
5994 2496 -7008 -7024 NR 41 
5870 2559 -7017 -7032 NR 31 
2987 2381 -7023 -7043 -7172 NA 
5632 2400 -7008 -7027 -7156 32 
10319 2346 -7035 -7061 -7191 38 
2678 2401 -7019 -7051 -7168 NA 
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Well No. KB RIVAL/ STATE"A" /~/ ER-RR"PAY" 
10882 2441 -7036 -7055 -7179 25 
9865 2463 -7027 -7052 -7187 40 
8162 2440 -7026 -7046 -7178 12 
9288 2401 -7009 -7027 -7155 26 
9453 2368 -7003 -7018 -7148 23 
7314 2353 -7007 -7033 -7163 NA 
9399 2499 -7012 -7028 -7157 27 
5214 2197 -6989 -7001 -7136 11 
5263 2177 -6991 -7004 -7135 33 
5268 2117 -7005 -7019 -7147 32 
11307 2407 -6973 -6987 -7115 22 
5380 2173 -6997 -7017 -7145 33 
5297 2193 -6981 -6999 -7129 31 
9297 2237 -7001 -7020 -7151 25 
5258 2210 -6973 -6997 -7128 38 
5346 2148 -6964 -6984 -7116 23 
5254 2162 -6982 -6994 -7128 NA 
8602 2166 -6982 -7001 -7132 22 
8733 2214 -6992 -7009 -7140 21 
2707 2218 -7002 -7018 -7152 NA 
8604 2123 -7216 -? -7388 25 
7823 2116 -7168 -? -7338 17 
7496 2621 -7161 -7183 -7311 14 
8937 2614 -7151 -7178 -7305 10 
9874 2575 -7155 -7175 -7305 11 
6786 2590 -7170 -7184 -7318 28 
10460 2668 -7138 -7160 NR 24 
7481 2563 -7122 -7145 -7273 9 
6985 2527 -7117 -7131 NR NR 
6698 2536 -7094 -7072 NR 15 
7313 2574 -7116 -7148 NR 24 
11384 2141 -7167 -7184 -7319 3 
8219 2443 -7140 -7166 -7303 37 
8199 2412 -7210 -7226 -7358 3 
7435 2612 -7137 -7158 -7299 12 
2667 2382 -7146 -7183 -7312 NA 
9253 2442 -7112 -7127 -7271 28 
7494 2557 -7101 -7115 -7258 21 
7495 2492 -7104 -7126 -7260 19 
8668 2453 -7103 -7124 -7267 11 
6846 2443 -7101 -7121 -7251 14 
9872 2628 -7127 -7146 NR 15 
7512 2616 -7114 -7134 -7271 1 
8086 2477 -7134 -7159 -7295 22 
9186 2318 -7110 -7128 -7260 15 
8468 2357 -7095 -7111 -7250 20 
9982 2171 -7109 -7129 -7260 26 
10458 2234 -7096 -7117 -7246 32 
6503 2256 -7126 -7144 -7274 35 
APPENDIX C 
CORE AND 'IHIN SErl'ION DESClUPI'IONS 
'!he following sample descriptions are arranged alphabetically by 
county am rn.nnerically by North Dakota Geological SUrvey well rrumber 
within each county. Depths given are those footages marked on each 
in:lividual box of core. Core depths which have been corrected to 
electric log depths are given in parentheses. Core descriptions 
in=lude the following: the gross rock textures of Dunham (1962), am 
Maiklem am others ( 1969) ; color fran the GSA Rock Color <l'lart 
(Gcrldard, 1963); gross mineralogy; stratification (M::Kee am Weir, 
1953); significant sedimentary structures; significant bioturbation 
structures; allochems in decreasin;J abmiance; diagenetic features; 
stylolites (with anq:,litudes in parentheses); visual estimates of 
porosity; am estimate of any oil stainin;J. Lithotype designations 
are assigned to each core description at the encl of the description 
am are denoted by the symbols LT (e.g. LT-5) as defined in the text. 
'1hin section descriptions are inserted between the core descriptions 
am are denoted by TS preceding the sample depth. '1hin section 
descriptions include the following: the classification of Dunham 
(1962), or Ma.iklem arxi others (1969); mineralogic nm..ifiers; 
allochems in decreasing abmiance; sorting; particle packing arxi 
particle contacts after Taylor (1950) am Kahle (1966); orthochems 
am accesso:ry minerals in decreasing abmiance; visual estimates of 
porosity after Oloquette arxi Pray (1970); diagenetic features; arxi 
c:x:moonts ( if any) . 
Shell, Goverrnnent 41X-5-l (NOOS-2853) 
C-NE 5-143N-101W Billin;JS County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9460-9490, 9497-9647 
log Depths: 9459-9489, 9492-9642 
9460-9461.3 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; dolostone; non-
laminated, massive; intraclasts, ooliths, bioclasts; anhydritic 
cement; tight; (LT-4) . 
9461.3-9470.1 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown; dolostone; laminated; 
fenestral; anhydritic cement; tight; interbedded with: Ve:ry light 
gray am medium gray; distorted massive arxi bedded massive anhydrite; 
(LT-5,6). 
9470.1-9477.2 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; laminated 
am massive; vertical arxi horizontal rurrows (Olorrlrites); blocky am 
lath ccystallotopic anhydrite; (LT-5). 
9477.2-9482.3 Bedded massive anhydrite; pale yellowish brown; 
anhydrite; (LT-6) • 
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9482.3-9482.8 M.Jdstone-wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolostone; 
laminated; fenestral; ostracodes; anhydritic cement; tight; (LT-5). 
9482.8-9484.8 Bedded massive anhydrite; pale yellowish brown; 
anhydrite; (LT-6). 
9484.8-9488.4 Finely crystallotopic anhydrite; brownish black; 
dolostone; fenestral; nmstone; tight; (LT-5). 
TS9485 M.Jdstone; massively bedded anhydrite; rcmxied 
intraclasts, ostracodes; well sorted; no pack.in;; 
microcrystalline to subfelted replacement anhydrite, aligned 
displacive anhydrite, trace microspar, trace saddle dolanite; 
tight; allochem ghosts. 
9488.4-9489.3 Wackestone-packstone; pale yellowish brown; dolanitic 
limestone; massive; peloids, bicx:::lasts; fine crystallotopic 
anhydrite; tight; anhydrite replacement of allochem.s; (LT-2). 
TS9489 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; peloids, calcis};neres, 
bicx:::lasts, ostracodes; very well sorted; point packed; 
microcrystalline dolanite, microcrystalline replacement 
anhydrite, saddle dolanite; cement filled interparticle 
porosity; possible algal turul.es. 
9489.3-9490 M.Jdstone; brownish gray; limestone; massive; horizontal 
birrcMs (Chorrlrites) ; peloids; tight; (LT-5) • 
9497-9497.7 Mudstone; brownish black; limestone; laminated; abJrmnt 
c:rystallotopic anhydrite; tight; (LT-5, 6) • 
9497.7-9500 Bedded nodular anhydrite; brownish black, very light 
gray; limestone; tight; (LT-6) • 
9500-9504 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; stranatolitic 
with i.nterbedded nodular anhydrite; crystallotopic anhydrite; 
peloids; tight; peloid grainstone lense at 9501.5; (LT-4). 
9504-9508.4 Bedded massive anhydrite; pale yellowish brown; 
anhydrite; relict gypsum sarx:l at 9505, black organic laminae at 
9504.5; tight; (LT-6). 
9508.4-9511.3 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; laminated; 
peloids, intraclasts; stylolite at 9510 (3 en); poor intercrystal.line 
am 100ldic porosity; even oil stain; (LT-4). 
TS9509 Grainstone-packstone; dolanitic lbnestone; peloids, 
ooliths, intraclasts, bicx:::lasts, calcisp:leres, forams; variably 
sorted; point am lo~itudinally packed; microcrystalline 
interparticle dolanite, isopachous chert, replacive 
microcrystalline anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9510 Grainstone; dolostone; ooliths, intraclasts, bicx:::lasts; 
very well sorted; point packed, concavo-convex packed; 
interparticle dolanite, calcspar; solution-enlarged 100ldic 
porosity. 
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9511.3-9522 r.rudstone-wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; 
massive; corals (Vesiculophylltnn); stylolites (0.5-2.0 cm); 
microfractured at 9518, tight; (LT-1). 
9522-9527 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; massive; core 
rubble; (LT-3). 
9529-9539 Mudstone; brownish gray; limestone; massive; b.Jrrow relief 
at 9534; stylolites (0.5-2.0 cm); tight; (LT-3). 
9539-9540.3 Wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; massive; 
corals (Sychnoelasma, Syrimopora, fragments); tight; (LT-1). 
9540.3-9545 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown; liloostone; massive; 
stylolites at 9541.7, 9542.1 (1.5 cm); poor intercrystalline 
porosity; oil stain; (LT-3). 
9545-9557 Wackestone; brownish black; limestone; massive; crinoids, 
coral fragnv:mts; stylolite seam at 9548 (1.5 cm); tight;' (LT-1). 
TS9548 Packstone; limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, trilobite 
fragments; variably sorted; point, concave-convex packed; 
microspar, pseudospar, dolanite; tight; stylolite seams arrl 
swarm.s. 
9557-9559 M.ldstone; dark yellowish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
massive; stylolite at 9558.5 (10 cm); tight; (LT-3,2). 
9559-9566.5 Mudstone, massive; m:x:lerate yellowish brown; dolostone; 
fair intercrystalline porosity; oil stain; (LT-2, 3) • 
TS9562 Mudstone; dolostone; dolanite, bitumen; solution enlarged 
intercrystalline porosity. 
9566.5-9573.2 Wackestone-mudstone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; 
massive; coral fragments arrl corals (Vesiculcpwlltnn, Sydmoelasma); 
spalled allochems; tight; (LT-2). 
9573.2-9577 Wackestone; brownish black, dark gray; limestone; 
horizontal l::urrows (3 cm) at 9574; coral fragnv:mts, corals 
(Yesiculophylltnn, Syrin;}opora); stylolites at 9573.3, 9575.2, 9575.4; 
tight; l::urrows resistant to caapaction; (LT-1) . 
9577-9588 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
massive; horizontal arrl inclined in:tistinct b.lrrows (Zoophycos?); 
anhydrite ncxiules (2.0-8.0 cm), trace pyrite; brecx::iated zone at 
9586.5; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9586.5 Mudstone; dolostone; dolanite, calcspar; cementation 
reduced intercrystalline porosity; microstylolite swanns. 
9588-9591.4 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; massive; 
coral fragnv:mts, corals (Yesiculophyllum) ; silicic ncxiules at 9590. 7, 
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9590.9; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9591 Wackestone; silicified dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
well sorted; no packing; dolcanite, chert; tight; silicified 
crinoids. 
9591.4-9601.5 M.ldstone; dark yellowish brown; dolcanitic limestone; 
massive; scattered anhydrite nodules (1.0-2.0 cm), pyrite; stylolite 
seam at 9601 (0.8 cm); tight; (LT-3). 
TS9593 M.ldstone; anhydritic dolostone; intraclasts, forams, 
ostracodes; well sorted; no packing; dolcanite, subfelted-felted 
anhydrite, calcspar, celestite, pyrite; cementation filled 
intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9596 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
well sorted; no packing; dolcanite, calcspar, microspar, 
pseudospar, pyrite; tight. 
TS9601.5 Wackestone; dolostone; crinoids, bioclasts, ostracodes; 
well sorted; no packing; dolcanite, saddle dolcanite, trace 
calcspar, pyrite; cementation reduced intercrystall.ine porosity; 
stylolite swarms. 
9601.5-9607 Wackestone; brownish gray; limestone; massive; vertical 
to inclined in:ilstinct rurrows (Cllorrlrites?, Planolites?); crinoids, 
bioclasts, brachiopods, corals; stylolite at 9606 (9.0 cm); tight; 
(LT-1). 
9607-9622 Wackestone; brownish gray; limestone; massive; peloids, 
bioclasts; stylolites (0.2-6.0 cm); tight; (LT-1). 
9622-9639 Packstone-wackestone; brownish gray; limestone; massive; 
horizontal rurrows at 9635; peloids, crinoids, brachiopods 
(SChelwienella), brachiopod zone at 9630; stylolites (0.5 cm), trace 
anhydrite nodules; tight; rurrows resist c::anpaction; (LT-2). 
TS9630 Packstone; limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, nolluscs, 
trace corals; variably sorted; concavo-convex, sutured packed; 
micrite, microspar, dolanite, trace saddle dolanite; tight; 
wispy microstylolites. 
9639-9642.4 Wackestone; brownish gray; limestone; discontinuously 
laminated; horizontal am inclined rurrows (Zocgwcos); bioclasts, 
peloids; CX1Tpaction laminae aroum rurrows; trace intercrystalline 
porosity; (LT-3). 
9642.4-9647 Wackestone, local packstones; dark gray; limestone; 
massive; crinoids, bioclasts, coral fragments; wispy microstylolites, 
stylolites (0.2-2.s cm); tight; (LT-1). 
TS9643 Packstone; limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, nolluscs, 
trilobite fragments, corals, stony bryozoans; poorly sorted; 
point packed, sutured allochens; micrite, microspar, dolanite, 
chert, trace pyrite, bitumen; tight. 
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Shell, Goverrnnent 41.x-18 {NOOS 4455) 
NE/NE 18-143N-101W Billin:3s County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9238-9394, 9442-9501 
IDg Depths: 9238-9362, 9364-9394, 9442-9501 
9296-9299.4 Wackestone, local packstones; grayish black; limestone; 
irdistinctly laminated; p:,ssible contact with Midale subinterval; 
crinoids, corals; tight; cc.mpacted allochems; {LT-1). 
9299.4-9304.2 Wackestone, local mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; 
limestone; bJrrow ItDttled; brachiopcx:ls, algal clasts, bioolasts, 
(brachiopod zone at 9300); stylolite {l.O en) at 9302.4; tight; 
(LT-2). 
TS9300 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopcx:ls, 
peloids, pellets, forams, ostracods, calciSJ;ileres, stoney am 
fenestrate bi:yozoans, gastropods; well sorted; p:,int packed; 
micrite, microspar, dolomite, saddle dolomite, anhydrite; poor 
cem:mtation reduced iooldic p:>rosity; early breakag~ of 
brachiopods am ostracodes ( cc.mpaction) • · 
9304.2-9305.3 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; peloids; 
30% crystallotopic anhydrite; microstylolites at 9305; tight; {LT-5). 
9305.3-9306.8 Wackestone; light olive gray; dolanitic limestone; 
local ostracode packstones; tight; {LT-5) • 
9306.8-9307.5 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
laminated, disrupted laminated clasts, teepee structure at 9307; 
tight; (LT-5) • 
9307.5-9317 Nodular ioosaic anhydrite interbedded with nodular bedded 
anhydrite; meditnn gray; clay laminae am seams; tight; (LT-6). 
9317-9320 Packstone; light gray to brownish gray; nodular ioosaic 
anhydrite interbedded with laminated dolostone; peloids, intraclasts; 
pyritic; dolomitized algal crusts; tight; {LT-6,5). 
9320-9331 Mudstone; olive gray; calcitic dolostone; thickly 
laminated, clay laminae at 9324; intercrystalline porosity; oil 
florescence; (LT-5) • 
9334-9335 Wackestone, local rnudstones; dusky yellowish brown; 
limestone; thickly laminated; peloids; 15% crystallotopic anhydrite; 
tight; {LT-5). 
9335-9339 Nodular ioosaic anhydrite; light gray; dolomitic clayey 
seams; tight; {LT-6). 
9339-9340 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolostone; thinly 
laminated, algal laminae; peloids; tight; {LT-5). 
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9340-9347 Massively bedded anhydrite; medium dark gray an:l brownish 
gray; thin algal laminae at 9344.5-9345; dolanitic clay seams; tight; 
(LT-6). 
9347-9349 ~ne; light olive gray; dolanitic limestone; thickly 
laminated; enterolithic layer at 9347.3; Chomrites zones at 9347.5, 
9348.0; tight; (LT-5). 
9349-9353 Packstone; pale yellowish brown an:l dusky yellowish brown; 
limestone; thic.kly laminated, subareal dolanitic laminae between 
packstones; codiacean algae, pisoids, intraclasts, ooliths; 30% 
crystallotopic anhydrite arxi trace framboidal pyrite at 9351-9353; 
tight; (LT-5, 6) • 
9353-9361 Massive anhydrite arxi bedded ncxiular anhydrite; medium 
gray; distorted clay laminae; tight; (LT-6). 
9361-9364 Packstone; pale yellowish brown; dolostone; thic.kly 
laminated; dolanitic laminae an:l peloid packstone interlaminated; 
peloids; tight; (LT-5) • 
9364-9372 Packstone, locally wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; 
limestone; bedded nodular anhydrite .at 9364-9365, 9371.8-9372; 
int:raclasts, pisoliths, codeacean algal clasts at 9368-9369.3, 
brachiopods; 20% crystallotcpic anhydrite at 9371-9371.8; tight; 
(LT-4b). 
9372-9376 Grainstone-packstone; pale yellowish brown; dolanitic 
limestone; cross laminated arxi thinly laminated; intraclasts, 
ooliths, peloids; anhydrite ncx:lules at 9373; tight; (LT-4c). 
9376-9378 Bedded massive anhydrite; light brownish gray; wispy 
dolanitic laminae; tight; (LT-6). 
9378-9381. 8 Grainstone, local packstone; pale yellowish brown; 
calcitic dolostone; cross laminated an:l thinly laminated; peloids, 
int:raclasts, pisoliths, bioclasts at 9381-9381.8; anhydrite ncxiules 
at 9380, anhydritic cement at 9381-9381.8; tight; (LT-4). 
9381.8-9385.8 Wackestone, nudstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; 
peloids, ostracodes, brachi.opods; stylolite seam at 9385.2, scattered 
stylolites (1.5-2.5 cm), 1% pyrite; tight; (LT-2). 
9385.8-9397 Packstone; dusky yellowish brown an:l dark yellowish 
brown; limestone; peloids; stylolite seam at 9390, scattered 
stylolites (1.0-6.0 cm); poor intercrystalline porosity; light brown 
oil stain at 9390-9397; (LT-4). 
9440-9446 Wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
in:iistinctly bJrrow IOOttled; corals at 9440-9441 (Vesiculophyllum), 
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bicx:::lasts; tight; (LT-1). 
9446-9450.8 Mudstone; olive gray; dolomitic limestone; vertical 
b..trrcM at 9448; bioclasts; stylolite seam (2.0 cm) at 9449, scattered 
anhydrite nodules arrl pyrite crystals at 9448.8, 9450.7; tight; {LT-
3). 
9450.8-9457.5 Wackestone; Brownish black; limestone; crinoids, 
ab.lrmnt corals (Vesiculophylltnn, stelechogwlltnn banfense, 
Sydmoelasma), brachiopods; cherty nodules at 9451-9452, 9455; tight; 
{LT-1). 
9457.5-9461 Mudstone-wackestone; brownish gray; dolomitic limestone; 
in:tistinctly horizontal b.Jrrow nottled; bioclasts; scattered 
anhydrite nodules, stylolite seam (0.3 cm) at 9460.5, stylolite (2.5 
cm) at 9458.7; tight; {LT-3). 
9461-9473 Wackestone-mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; 
irrlistinctly b.Jrrc:Med; bicx:::lasts, corals (Sychnoelasma) ;, stylolite 
seam · (0.3 cm) at 9470, microstylolitic, ab.lrmnt stylolites (0.1-2.0 
en), cherty nodules at 9463, 9465, 9469; tight; (LT-3). 
9473-9493 Wackestone-packstone; brownish gray; limestone; peloids, 
cri.ooids, coral fragments; ab.Jrmnt .stylolites (0.2-4.5 en), 
anhydrite at stylolite sutures at 9478.5, 9482.3; tight, vertical 
microfractures at 9488-9490.2; (LT-2). 
9493-9498 Wackestone; brownish gray; limestone; crinoids, 
intraclasts; scattered stylolites (0.3-1.0 cm); tight; (LT-3). 
Amerada, State 1-16 (NOOS-9578) 
SE/SW 16-144N-101W Billin:Js County, North Dakota 
COre Depths: 9460-9556 
Log Depths: 9469-9564 
9460-9464 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; thick 
dolomitic suba.ereal laminae; peloids, bioclasts; anhydrite nodules 
at 9461, 9461.8, 9463.7, microstylolites at 9460.4-9464.6; tight; 
{LT-7). 
TS9461 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, pellets, 
calcisp1eres, intraclasts, ostraa:xies; well sorted; point 
packing; micrite, microspar, dolomite, microcrystalline 
anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9463 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; intraclasts, peloids, 
bicx:::lasts, brachiopods, calci5Eneres; well sorted; point arrl 
lorgitudinal packing; dolomite (matrix selective), subfelted 
anhydrite (early selective replacement of intraclasts); no 
porosity; multi-stage dolomitization (dolospar growth into 
anhydrite). 
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9464-9471.6 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
massive; ostracxxies, bioclasts; ab.Jn:lant anhydrite nodules (0.5-2.0 
cm) at 9466, 9468, 9470, crystallotopic anhydrite at 9467, stylolite 
(4.0 cm) at 9468, microstylolites at 9471; tight; (LT-7). 
TS9465 Packstone; dolostone; an;JU].ar arxi roun:ied intraclasts, 
peloids, bradriopod fragments, calcistileres, ostraccxies, 
crinoids; ve:cy \tlell sorted; lon:Jitudinal am conca.vo-convex 
packirq; dolanite, microcrystalline anhydrite; no porosity; 
ll'Ul.ti-stage dolanitization (dolospar growth into replacive 
anhydrite). 
TS9466 Packstone; dolostone; peloids, rourrled intraclasts; ve:cy 
\tlell sorted; lon:Jitudinal arxi conca.vo-convex packirq; dolanite, 
interparticle arxi m:>ld-fillil'XJ anhydrite, celestite; 15% 
ce.mentation reduced m:>ldic porosity; thickly laminated. 
TS9467 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; intraclasts (0.5-4.0 mm), 
pellets, peloids; variable sortin:J; point an:i conca.vo-convex 
packirq; dolanite, micrite, replacive anhydrite, pore fillil'XJ 
an:i replacive celestite; no porosity; tooth-in-socket stylolites 
cut across anhydrite, dolanite growth into anhydrite. 
TS9469 Packstone; anhydritic limestone; intraclasts, peloids, 
pellets, calcistileres; variable sortin:J; point packirq; 
subfelted anhydrite (replacive nodular, displacive an:i 
interparticle infill), micrite; cementation filled m:>ldic 
porosity. . 
TS9471 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; intraclasts (0.3-4.0 nm), 
peloids, bradriopods; \tlell sorted; lorgitudina.l an:i conca.vo-
convex packirq; dolanite, micrite, celestite (replacive), 
subfelted anhydrite (infill); no porosity; allochem ghosts in 
celestite. 
9471.6-9474. 7 Rudsto~instone; medium gray to brownish gray; 
dolanitic limestone; pisoliths, CX>liths, bioclasts, coral fragrrents 
(Syr;irnopora); stylolite seam at 9472.5 (0.2 cm), anhydrite cemented; 
tight; (LT-4) • 
9474.7-9479 Packstone; m:>derate yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
massively bedded; bradriopods, peloids, forams; scattered 
crystallotopic anhydrite, stylolite seam (0.5 cm) at 9478.5; tight; 
(LT-4). 
TS9475 Packstone-rudstone; limestone; rourrled an:i an;ular 
intraclasts (0.3-5.0 mm), peloids, bioclasts (includin:J: 
gastropods, ioolluscs, crinoids, bradriopods, forams, coralline 
algae); poorly sorted; lon:Jitudinal arxi conca.vo-convex packin:J; 
bladed calcite, equant IOOSaic calcite, micrite; cementation 
filled interparticle porosity; micrite envelopes. 
TS9478 Packstone; limestone; intraclasts, peloids, bioclasts 
(inclucli.n;J: bradriopods, crinoids, calcispheres, forams, 
m:>lluscs); well sorted; point arxi lon:Jitudinal packin:J; micrite, 
microspar, dolanite, anhydrite; no porosity. 
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9479-9487 Packstone; brownish gray; dolanitic limestone; peloids, 
crin:>ids; al:m'dant stylolites ( 1. 0-3. O an) , closed vertical 
fractures; (LT-4) . 
TS9482 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; rourrled. intraclasts, 
peloids, crin:>ids, pellets, brachiopods an:i spines, bioclasts; 
well sorted; CX)ncavo-convex packing; microspar, micrite, 
dolanite, anhydrite (allochem replacive), celestite; no 
porosity; micrite envelopes. 
9487-9489 Packstone-rudstone; pale yellOltlish brown; calcitic 
dolostone; crinoids, intraclasts; tight; (LT-4). 
TS9488 Packstone-rudstone; calcitic dolostone; intraclasts (0.5-
3.0 nm), peloids, crin:>ids, foram.s, brachiopods, bioclasts; very 
well sorted; lonqitudinal, CX)ncavo-convex an:i sutured packing; 
dolanite (<40 um), micrite, microspar, saddle dolanite (replaces 
crinoids), bitumen; no ix>rosity. 
9489-9491 Packstone; pale yellOltlish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
cross-laminated; vertically 1::mrowed laminations; peloids, 
intraclasts, crinoids; tight; (LT-4) • ' 
9491-9496 Wackestone; dark yellOltlish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
in:listinctly 1::mrowed; crinoids, CX)ral fra~; stylolite (8.0 an) 
at 9494; tight; (LT-2) • 
TS9492 M.ldstone; dolostone; microcrystalline dolanite, suliledral 
pyrite, microcrystalline anhydrite; 6% cementation enlarged 
intercrystalline ix>rosity. 
'1'59493 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; an;u.lar intraclasts, 
crinoids, brachiopods, coralline algae; very well sorted; ix>int 
an:i lonqitudinal packing; dolanite (<80 um), trace suliledral 
pyrite; 3% cementation enlarged intercrystalline ix>rosity. 
'1'59496 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crin:>ids, ostracodes; 
well sorted; no packing; dolanite, calcspar, microcrystal.line 
anhydrite, su1::hedral pyrite; 5% cementation enlarged 
intercrystalline ix>rosity; mud replaanent by dolanite, late 
calcspar. 
9496-9501 Wackestone-packstone; dark yellOltlish brown; limestone; 
inclined an:i horizontal 1::mrows ( Zoogwcos) ; peloids, bradriopods 
(Sdlelwienella), crin:>ids; stylolite (5.0 an) at 9497, anhydrite in 
stylolite teeth; tight; (LT-2) • 
TS9497 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids; well sorted; no 
packin;J; microcrystalline dolanite, microcrystalline anhydrite; 
8% cementation enlarged intercrystalline ix>rosity. 
TS9498 Mudstone; calcitic dolostone; trace crinoids; dolanite 
(<100 um), micrite, trace microcrystalline anhydrite, trace 
framboidal pyrite, trace bitumen; no ix>rosity. 
TS9500 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, an:;ular 
intraclasts, brachiopods, IOOlluscs; well sorted; CX)ncavo-convex 
an:i sutured packing; micrite, microcrystalline dolanite, 
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subhedral arx:i framboidal pyrite; no porosity; overgrowths on 
crinoids. 
9501-9502 Packstone-:rudstone; brownish gray; limestone; intraclasts, 
ooliths, bioclasts; tight; (LT-4). 
9502-9503 Wackestone; brownish gray; limestone; crinoids, gastropods, 
ostracxxies; tight; (LT-2). 
9503-9506 Packstone-:rudstone; brownish gray; limestone; intraclasts, 
bioclasts (crinoids, bradriopods, coral fragments), ooliths, 
pisoliths; silicified fran 9503-9504, stylolite (3.0 an) at 9504.4; 
tight; (LT-4) • 
9506-9515 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
irrlistinctly rurrowed, bioclast packstone-wackestones at 9507, 
9511.4-9512.3; wackestone to nrudstone; bioclasts, peloids; chert 
nodules at 9509-9510.5; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9511 Wackestone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, bradriopods; 
well sorted; no packing; dolanite (<40 tnn), micrite, frarnboidal 
pyrite, oil stain; 1% cementation enlarged intercrystalline 
porosity. 
TS9514 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; bradriopods, crinoids; 
well sorted; no packing; dolanite micrite, trace anhydrite 
filled 100ld; 3% cementation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9515 Mudstone; dolostone; dolanite (<100 lntl}, saddle dolanite, 
trace intercrystalline anhydrite, trace celestite, trace oil 
stain; 3% cementation reduced intercrystalline porosity. 
9515-9523 Wackestone; meditnn gray to brownish gray; limestone; 
z.oa:tlyo:,s at 9521; crinoids, corals (Vesiculophylltnn); stylolitic 
fran 9521-9523 (2.0-4.0 an), chemically resistant coral clasts 
aco.mul.ated alon:J solution interfaces; (LT-1). 
9523-9532 Wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; crinoids; 
dolanitized, anhydrite nodules (<3.0 an); poor porosity; even dark 
brown oil stain; (LT-2). 
TS9524 Mudstone; dolostone; dolanite (<20 tnn), microcrystalline 
anhydrite, celestite, saddle dolanite, framboidal pyrite; 10% 
cementation enlarged interccystalline porosity. 
TS9527 Mudstone; dolostone; dolanite (<20 lntl), framboidal arx:i 
sul::hedral pyrite, mic:rcx::rytalline anhydrite; 2% cementation 
enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9528 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoid ghosts; dolanite (<20 lntl), 
dolanite (<100 tnn), intercrystalline anhydrite, celestite, trace 
framboidal pyrite; 3% cementation enlarged intercrystalline 
porosity. 
TS9529 Mudstone to wackestone; dolostone; crinoids; Ver'f well 
sorted; no packing; dolanite (<100 lntl), celestite, trace 
microcrystalline anhydrite, bitumen; 8% cementation enlarged 
intercrystalline porosity. 
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TS9531 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
-well sorted; no packin;; dolanite (<100 um), anhydrite, 
celestite, trace bitumen; 1% cementation filled 100ldic porosity. 
9532-9537 Wackestone; dark yellowish bro.Nn; in::listinctly l::urrowed, 
zoogwcos at 9535.5; crinoids; stylolite seairs (l.O cm) at 9532, 
9533.3, 9533.9, siliceous between stylolite seairs, microstylolites at 
9533.9-9534, zoned anhydrite nodule at 9532.5; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9533 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
very -well sorted; point am lorqitoo.inal packirxJ; dolomite (<100 
um), celestite (pore fill.in;J am crinoid replacement), 
intercrystalline anhydrite, trace bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9536 Wackestone to packstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, 
brachiopods; -well sorted; point packin;; dolomite (<40 um), 
celestite, microcrystalline anhydrite; no porosity. 
9537-9538 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; corals (Vesiculophyllum, 
Syrirgopora), brachiopods (Schelwienella); microstylolites, anhydrite 
filled vertical microfractures; (LT-2). 
9538-9542 Wackestone-packstone; brownish black; dolomitic limestone; 
corals (Stelechg:ilyllum banfensse, Vesiculgmyllum, Sychnoelasma) , 
crinoids, brachiopods; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9539 wackestone; calcitic dolostone; brachiopods, corals, 
crinoids, 100lluscs; poorly sorted; point packirxJ; dolanite, 
celestite; no porosity; bladed calcspar am celestite 
replacement within coral. 
TS9541 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
very -well sorted; lon;1itudinal packin;; dolomite (80-120 um), 
trace bitumen; no porosity. 
9542-9547 Wackestone; dark yellowish bro.Nn; dolanitic limestone; 
massively bedded, cross-laminated at 9545-9546; bioclasts; anhydrite 
nodules (0.5-2.5 cm), black insolubles collect with pyrite am 
calcite aroom nodules; tight; (LT-2). 
TS9544 wackestone; dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods, ostracodes; 
-well sorted; no pack.in;J; dolanite, microcrystalline anhydrite, 
celestite, framb:>idal pyrite, insolubles; 5% cementation 
enlarged intercrystalline porosity, 0% occlu:led 100ldic porosity. 
TS9546 Wackestone to packstone; dolostone; crinoids, ostracodes, 
calci5?1eres; -well sorted; point packin;; dolomite (20-120 um), 
subfelted laths anhydrite, traces celestite, framboidal 
pyrite,am insolubles; 5% cementation enlarged intercrystalline 
arrl 0% cementation filled 100ldic porosity. 
9547-9552.3 Packsto:ne-wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolomitic 
limestone; in:listi.rx:::tly 1::urrowed, halo 1::urrows at 9551, bioclast 
packed 1::urrow at 9552; pellets, bioclasts; stylolite seam (2.0 cm) at 
9548, (LO cm) at 9549, anhydrite nodules (0.2 to 2.0 cm) between 
seams, calcitic nodule (2.0 cm) with anhydrite core am pyrite at 
9547.6; tight; (LT-3). 
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TS9549 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; pellets, brachiopoos, 
crinoids, ostracodes, 100lluscs, codiacean algae; well sorted; 
point packin;J; dolanite, calcspar, microcrystalline to subfelted 
anhydrite, celestite, framboidal pyrite; 0% cementation filled 
100ldic porosity; recrystallized ostracodes. 
9552.3-9556.2 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
crinoids, corals; stylolites (8.0 cm) at 9556; tight; (LT-1). 
Koch Exploration, Federal 12-27 (NOOS-10114) 
NW/Sil 27-144N-101W Billin;g Coonty, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9268-9295 
D::lg Depths: 9274-9301 
9268-9269.5 Bedded massive ani distorted bedded massive anhydrite; 
meditnn light gray; tight; {LT-6). 
9269.5-9273.4 lrudstone; olive gray; limestone; laminated; 
interlaminated with intraclast wackestone-packstone; ab.lrx:3ant 
crystallotopic anhydrite 9269.5-9270.7; poor porosity; (LT-5). 
9273.4-9279.2 lrudstone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; 
interlaminated with packstones at 9275 ani 9276.4; ostracodes, 
gastropods, intraclasts; crystallotopic anhydrite, pyritized 
intraclasts; tight; (LT-5) • 
9279.2-9280 lrudstone; light olive gray; dolostone; massive; tight; 
(LT-5). 
9280-9281. 7 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
· thickly laminated, dolanitic laminae; tight; (LT-5) • 
9281. 7-9286 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; thinly 
laminated, dewaterirg plune at 9282; abJnjant crystallotopic 
anhydrite; tight; (LT-5) • 
9286-9288.8 Distorted bedded ioosaic anhydrite; meditnn light gray; 
thick lamina of dolanite at 9287; tight; (LT-6) • 
9288.8-9289.5 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolostone; thinly 
laminated, stranatolitic laminae, gypsum rip-up clasts ani sard; 
peloids, pellets; tight; (LT-5). 
9289.5-9295 Bedded massive ani massive anhydrite; light olive gray, 
dark yellowish brovm; thin bedded intraclast packstones at 9291, 9294 
arxl 9294.5; tight; (LT-6). 
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Tenneco, Hamilton-U.S.A. 3-29 (NIX;S-9182) 
C/SE 29-144N-101W Billings CO\mty, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9195-9323 
I.£lg Depths: 9204-9332 
9195-9197 Packstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; laminated an:i 
cross-laminated; peloids, bioclasts; crystalltcpic anhydrite; tight; 
(LT-4). 
TS9197 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; bioclasts, crinoids, 
brachiopods, ostracxxies; well sorted; concavo-convex packin;J; 
micrite, microspar, dolanite (<40 tnn); no porosity. 
9197-9206 Mudstone; light olive gray; slightly dolomitic limestone; 
thinly laminated; tight; (LT-5) • 
TS9199 Mudstone; limestone; calcispheres; clotted micrite, 
microspar, trace microcrystalline anhydrite, sul:::hedral 
anhydrite, biturcen; no porosity. 
TS9201 Mudstone; limestone; calcispheres; clotted micrite, 
microspar, sul:::hedral pyrite, trace bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9206 Mudstone; limestone; micrite, bitumen, trace 
intercrystalline anhydrite; no porosity. 
9206-9210.5 Packstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolcmitic limestone; 
thinly laminated, cross-laminated; peloids; scattered 
intercrystalline anhydrite, trace biturcen; tight; (LT-4). 
9210.5 9214 Massive anhydrite; light gray, brownish gray; tight; 
(LT-6). 
9214-9215.3 Wackestone; brownish gray; limestone; peloids; 
crystallotopic anhydrite; tight; (LT-5). 
9215.3-9216. 7 Nodular ioosaic anhydrite; light gray; tight; (LT-6). 
9216.7-9220.4 Packstone; brownish gray, pale yellowish brown; 
dolostone; thickly laminated, cross-laminated peloidal packstones 
interbedded with massively bedded anhydrite; tight; (LT-5,6). 
TS9218 Wackestone; limestone; calcispheres, ostracxxies, 
gastropods; very well sorted; no packin;J; microspar, micrite, 
microcrystalline anhydrite; no porosity. 
9220.4-9227.3 Packstone; brownish gray; thinly laminated;~ at 
9220.4-9221 (01.ooorites, Planolites); peloids; scattered 
crystallotopic anhydrite; tight; (LT-5). 
TS9223 Packstone; limestone; brachiopods, crinoids, fenestrate 
bryozoans, foram.s, calcispheres; well sorted; concavo-convex 
packin:J; micrite, microspar, biturcen; no porosity; micrite 
envelopes on crinoids, m:,saic calcite in brachiopod. 
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9227.3-9234 Massive to bedded massive anhydrite; brownish gray; 
tight; {LT-6). TS9228 Packstone to wackestone; anhydritic limestone; 
pellets, calcisi;neres (100-150 tnn), ostracodes; very well sorted; 
point packing; felted anhydrite, celestite, micrite, wavy microlamina 
of bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9233 Mudstone; anhydrite; calcispheres (100 tnn), ostracodes 
{l.O mm); microcrystalline anhydrite, spalled wispy clay 
partin;s; no porosity. 
9234-9237.5 Mudstone-wackestone; dark yellowish brown; calcitic 
dolostone; thinly laminated, massively bedded anhydrite at 9234.9-
9235, 9236.8-9237.4; :b.Jrrowed (Clorrlrites) at 9235-9236.8; bioclasts, 
ooliths; tight; (LT-5) • 
9237.5-9240.3 Packstone-rudstone; pale yellowish brown, light bluish 
gray; calcitic anhydritic dolostone; pisoliths, ooliths, peloids; 
scattered anhydrite ncx:lules (1.0-2.0 an) gradinJ up to massive 
anhydrite; tight; (LT-4,5). . 
TS9238 Mudstone; anhydrite; ostracodes; microcrystalline 
anhydrite, subfelted anydrite allochem ioold fill, spalled wispy 
clay, bitumen; no porosity; dolanite rhanb ghosts in anhydrite. 
9240.3-9245 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
thinly laminated; peloids gradirg to intraclasts an:i pisoliths at 
9242.5; spalled allochems, diagenetic IIDttlin;; tight; {LT-5). 
TS9243 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; anJU}.ar intraclasts, 
brachiopcx:ls; J;XXJr sortin;; concavo-convex packing; dolanite {<30 
um), blocky laths anhydrite; no porosity; spalled intraclasts. 
9245-9248 Packstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; peloids; 
scattered anydrite ncx:lules (0.2-2.0 an); trace intercrystalline 
porosity; oil stain; (LT-4). 
TS9245 Packstone; dolostone; pellets; well sorted; point 
packing; dolanite, trace anhydrite; 15% inteiparticle an:i 
cementation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9247 wackestone; calcitic dolostone; calcispheres, crinoids, 
ostracodes; t,,,,ell sorted; no packin;; dolanite (30-50 tnn), 
celestite; 10 % cementation enlarged interc:rystalline an:i 
cementation reduced interparticle porosity; dolomitized 
crinoids. 
9248-9257 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
thinly laminated with massive interbeds; rudstone at 9248-9249; 
peloids ooliths, intraclasts, pisoliths at 9248-9251; stylolites 
{0.5-2.0 an), crystallotopic anhydrite at 9253.5-9255.2; tight; (LT-
5). 
TS9252 Wackestone; limestone; calcisi;i'leres (100-200 tnn), 
ostracodes, peloids, ooliths; no packing; micrite, calcspar, 
anhydrite within stylolite teeth; no porosity; stylolites (4.0-
6.0 an). 
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TS9256 Packstone; limestone; pellets, calcispheres, brachiopods, 
crinoids; well sorted; point packirg; microspa.r, dolomite, 
micrite, bittn'nen; no porosity; necm:>rprism. 
9257-9287.3 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; massive to 
Wistinctly laminated; peloids, scattered thin beds of bioclastic 
packstcnes (Schelwienella) at 9263, 9277, 9287, corals 
(Yesiculg::;tlylltnn) at 9257, 9272, (Syrimopora) at 9272, gastropod at 
9286; tight; {LT-2,3). 
TS9261 Packstone; limestone; pellets, bioclasts, calcispheres; 
calcspar, microspa.r, trace micrite; 0% cementation filled 
interparticle porosity. 
TS9265 Packstone; limestone; pellets, brachiopods, rourrled 
intraclasts, crinoids, calcispheres, foram.s; well sorted; point 
pa~; micrite, microspar, dolanite, anhydrite; 5% solution 
enlarged intraparticle porosity; necm:>rprism. 
TS9268 Packstone; limestone; pellets, intraclasts, crinoids; 
well sorted; point packirg; micrite, microspa.r, anhydrite; 5% 
c:ementation reduced interparticle porosity; overgrowths on 
crinoids. 
TS9271 M.ldstone; calcitic anhydrite; calcispheres; thick wavy 
laminated; microcrystalline to subfelted anhydrite nodule, 
blocky celestite, dolanite {20-40 tnn), micrite, chert; 
mic:ostylolites; no porosity. 
TS9272 Wackestone; dolanitic limestone; peloids, crinoids, 
brachiopcxl spines, intraclasts, calcispheres; variably sorted; 
no pa~; micrite, dolanite, microspa.r; no porosity. 
TS9278 Packstone; limestone; pellets, crinoids, clotted 
intraclasts (0.2-1.5 nm), brachiopods (0.1-1.5 nm), benthic 
farams, coralline algae; well sorted; point pa~; pseudospa.r, 
anhydrite; overgrcMt:hs on crinoids, crinoids ghosts; no 
porosity. 
TS9284 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, intraclasts, 
peloids; well sorted; concavo-convex arrl sutured pa~; 
microspar, micrite, calcspar, dolanite (50 tnn); no porosity; 
dedolanite as rhanb ghosts in calcspar. 
9287.3-9295 wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
bioturbated (Olooorites at 9289); packstone at 9288.5-9289; crinoids, 
bioclasts, corals (Syrimopora); stylolite seam at 9291 (0.5 cm), 
microstylolites at 9292-9295; fair to good intercrystalline porosity 
at 9290-9295, oil stain at 9290-9293; {LT-3). 
TS9289 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopoos, 
bioclasts; well sorted; point packirg; micrite, microspar, 
dolanite, trace anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9295 Packstone; limestone; brachiopoos (0.5-2.0 mm), 
brachiopod spines, bioclasts (0.1-0.3 mm), crinoids, peloids, 
fenestrate arrl encrustinJ bryozoans, foram.s; well sorted; 
lQnJitudinal arrl sutured packirg; microspa.r, micrite; no 
porosity; peloids necm:>rphosed to microspa.r, microstylolites. 
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9295-9296, 9296-9301 Packstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; 
c:::rinoids, corals, bioclasts; microstylolitic; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9299 Packstone; limestone; brac.hiopods (0.5-5.0 mm), 
bioclasts (0.1-0.a mm), c:::ri.noids (0.1-3.0 mm), trilobite 
fragments, gastropods, m::,lluscs; poorly sorted; lo~itudinal arxi 
corx:avo-convex packirg; mic:::rite, dolanite, bitumen; no porosity. 
9301-9307.5 No core foun:l. 
TS9302 Mudstone; dolostone; c:::ri.noids, brac.hiopcxis; dolanite, 
anhydrite, bitumen; 7% cementation enlarged intercrystalline arxi 
cementation reduced (anhydrite) noldic porosity. 
9307.5-9314 Packstone-wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolostone; 
bioturbated, imistinct horizontal to inclined blrrows; c:::ri.noids, 
bioclasts, corals, gastropod at 9311; stylolite seam (1.2 cm) at 
9308.8, mic:::rofractured at 9310.5-9311, stylolite (5.0 cm) at 9314; 
tight; (LT-1) • 
TS9304 Mudstone; dolostone; cri.noids, brachiopods; <:iolanite (100 
um), calcspar, bitumen; 10% cementation enlarged · 
intercrystalline arxi solution enlarged noldic porosity. 
TS9306 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; intraclasts, c:::ri.noids, 
brac.hiopods, brac.hiopod spines, bioclasts; well sorted; point 
packirg; mic:::rite, dolanite, microcrystalline anhydrite, 
celestite, bitumen; 5% cementation enlarged intercrystalline arxi 
cementation reduced m::,ldic porosity. 
TS9312 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; c:::ri.noids, brac.hiopods, 
100lluscs, · ostracodes, calcis?'leres, coralline algae; variably 
sorted; point packirg; dolanite ( 100 um) , microspa:r, bitumen, 
trace sul::.hedral pyrite; 3% cementation enlarged interc:::rystalline 
arxi cementation reduced m::,ldic porosity. 
9314-9319.6 Wackestone, local packstone; medium gray; limestone; 
c:::rinoids, corals (0.5-3.0 en) (Vesiculophyllurn, Sydmoelasrna), 
gastr~ at 9315.5; stylolite (3.0 cm) at 9315.7; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9316 wackestone-packstone; limestone; bioclasts, intraclasts, 
c:::rinoids, brachiopods, ostracodes, m::,lluscs, forams; poorly 
sorted; local point packirg; microspar, mic:::rite, dolanite, 
saclile dolanite, bitumen, sul:hedral pyrite; 2% solution enlarged 
100ldic porosity; saddle dolanite bicm::>ld fills, coarse dolanite 
within biaoc>lds. 
9319.6-9323 Mudstone-wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolanitic 
limestone; bioturbated; bioclasts; anhydrite nodules (0.2-2.0 en), 
vertical b.lrrow at 9320, microstylolites at 9321. 5, stylolites at 
9321.9- 9323; fair intercrystalline porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9320 Mudstone; dolostone; cri.noids, brachiopcxis; well sorted; 
no packirg; dolanite (100-120 mu), microcrystalline anhydrite; 
15% cementation enlarged interccystalline porosity. 
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Tenneco, U.S.A.- UVI 1-33 (NIX;S-10229) 
SE/~ 33-144N-101W Billin:Jg County, North Dakota 
core Depths: 9289.5- 9387 
Log Depths: 9295- 9391 
9289.5-9291 Massively bedded anhydrite; pale yellowish brown; tight; 
(LT-6). 
9291-9300 Wackestone-packstone; pale yellowish brown; thickly 
laminated, anhydrite nodule an:i mud chips at 9292, IOOSaic anhydrite 
at 9292.6-9293, teepee at 9294; peloids, crinoids; tight; (LT-5). 
TS9292 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; peloids, ostracodes; well 
sorted; concavo-convex an:i sutured packi.n:J; dolanite (<30 um), 
mic:::rocrystalline anhydrite, microspar, celestite, clay; no 
porosity; microstylolites. 
TS9294 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; peloids, ostracodes, 
calcispheres; well sorted.; point packi.n:J; dolanite (<30 mu), 
microcrystalline anhydrite, celestite; no porosity; _ early 
ccmpacted peloids, ostracodes replaced by anhydrite. an:i 
celestite. 
TS9296 Packstone; dolostone; intraclasts, ostracodes, 
calcispheres; well sorted; point an:i lorqitudinal packi.n:J; 
dolanite (<30 um), microcrystalline anhydrite, celestite, 
calcspar; 2% cementation enlarged intercrystalline an:i trace 
cementation filled m::>ldic porosity; neonDrphosed intraclasts, 
trace dedolanite, late calcspar. 
TS9297 Wackestone; dolostone; calcispheres, gastropods, 
ostracodes; well sorted; no pack.in;; dolanite (<30 um), 
microcrystalline anhydrite, celestite; 8% cementation reduced 
100ldic an:i cementation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9298 Wackestone; dolostone; ostracodes, crinoids; well sorted.; 
no pac]cj_rq; dolanite (<30 nu), subfelted laths anhydrite, 
celestite, calcspar; 5% cementation reduced m::>ldic an:i 
cementation enlarged intercrystalline porosity; dedolanite in 
latest calcspar. 
TS9299 Wackestone; dolostone; ostracodes, crinoids; well sorted.; 
no pac]cj_rq; dolanite, subfelted anhydrite, celestite; 7% 
cementation enlarged intercrystalline an:i cementation reduced 
100ldic porosity. 
9300-9302.3 Nodular IOOSaic anhydrite; light gray; tight; (LT-6). 
9302.3-9304 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; laminated; 
tight; interbedded with bedded nodular an:i nodular IOOSaic anhydrite; 
(LT-6). 
9304-9308 Wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
thickly laminated peloids packstones anf thinly laminated mudstones, 
nu:l-dti.ps, dolomitic subaereal laminae; peloids, ooliths; tight; (LT-
5). 
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TS9306 Grainstone; dolanitic limestone; an;JU].ar arxi discoidal 
intraclasts, brachiopods, peloids, foram.s, crinoids, ostracodes, 
m::,lluscs, calc~eres; variably sorted; point, sutured packi.n;J; 
dolanite (20-30 um), anhydrite laths, dolanite (>100 um), 
celestite; 5% cementation reduced interparticle porosity; 
dolanitized isopachous cement. 
9308-9311. 5 Nodular l'OClSiac anhydrite; rce:tium light gray arxi pale 
yellowish brown; tight; (LT-5, 6) • 
TS9309 Grainstone; dolanitic limestone; intraclasts, peloids, 
brachiopods; well sorted; lon;,itu:linal arxi concave-convex 
packi.n;J; dolanite (50-100 um), celestite, anhydrite, trace 
sul::.hedral pyrite; 12% cementation reduced interparticle 
porosity; micrite envelopes, dolanitized isopachous cement, 
intraclast ghosts in celestite. 
TS9310 Grainstone; anhydritic dolostone; intraclasts, peloids; 
well sorted; point arxi lon;,itudinal packirq; dolomite, subfelted 
laths anhydrite, celestite; no porosity; dolomitized 
intraclasts. 
9311.5-9312.5 Packstone-rudstone; pale yellowish brown; lilnestone; 
wavy thinly becxied; intraclasts, gastropods, ostracodes; anhydrite 
cement; tight; (LT-4) • 
9312.5-9314.7 Packstone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; thickly 
laminate:i, nudchips at 9313; intraclasts, ex>liths, peloids; 
. mia:ostylolites, stylolites (2.0-3.0 cm) at 9314-9314. 7; tight; (LT-
5). 
TS9314 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, clotted 
intraclasts. peloids, brachiopods, micritized ex>liths, 
gastropods, coralline algae, forams; poor sorted; lon;,itudinal 
ani concavo-convex packi.n;J; dolanite (<60 um), micrite, felted 
laths anhydrite, saddle dolomite, celestite; 10% cementation 
reduced ani solution enlarged rroldic porosity; dolomitized 
allochem cores. 
9314.7-9321.7 Mudstone; m:::x:ierate yellowish brown; limestone; 
massively bedded, thickly laminated at 9316-9317, Chorrlrites at 9320; 
microstylolites at 9319, ncx:lular chert bed at 9316.7-9317, stylolites 
(l.0-3.0 cm) at 9317.5 arxi (5.0 cm) at 9321; tight; (LT-5). 
TS9319 Mudstone; dolostone; ostracodes, crinoids; well sorted; 
no packirq; dolanite (<20-30 um), calcspar, anhydrite; no 
porosity; ostracode rrolds filled with anhydrite. 
TS9321.5 Mudstone-wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids; 
dolomite, calcspar, trace anhydrite, celestite; no porosity; 
dedolomite (corrcx:led dolanite in calcite). 
9321.7-9322.5 Packstone-rudstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; 
massive; ex>liths, pisoliths, intraclasts; tight; (LT-4). 
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9322.5-9332.8 Packstone; dark yellowish brc:Mn; limestone; massive; 
irx:listinctly 1:urrowed, <horx:lrites at 9324; crinoids, peloids, 
brachiopods (Schelwienella) at 9323; stylolites (2.0-4.0 cm) at 
9323.5; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9324 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; intraclasts, peloids, 
crinoids, brachiopods, trace calcisp,.eres; well sorted; 
lon;Jitudinal pa~; dolanite (<30 um), sul:nedral pyrite, 
saddle dolanite, trace anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9327 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
well sorted; point pa~; dolanite, calcspar; no porosity; 
recrystallized brachiopods, overgrowths on crinoids. 
TS9330 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
J:'Q.1l'rled intraclasts, foram.s; -well sorted; point packin:J; 
dolanite, laths of microc:rystallline anhydrite, trace celestite; 
6% cementation enlarged intercrystalline arx:l solution enlarged 
intraparticle (foram.s) porosity; micrite envelopes 
(brachiopods) • 
' 9332.8-9339 Packstone-rudstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; 
massive; intraclasts, ooliths; tight; interbedded with pale yellowish 
brown; limestone; bioturbated; packstone; peloids; cherty at 9334.8-
9335.1; tight; (LT-4). 
TS9339 wackestone-packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, 
rcx.tmed intraclasts, brachiopods; -well sorted; point pa~; 
microspar, micrite, dolanite, trace sul::hedral pyrite; no 
porosity; recrystallized bradti.opods. 
9339-9342.4 Wackestone-packstone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; 
bioturbated; crinoids, brachiopods (Schelwienella), corals; 
stylolites (<1.0 cm) at 9340; tight; (LT-3). 
9342.4-9354.4 Wackestone-packstone; brownish black; limestone; 
massive; crinoids, mral.s (Yesiculomyllum), brachiopods, bioclasts; 
microstylolites, spalled mral.s; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9350 Packstone; limestone; brachiopods arx:l spines (0.1-4.0 nm 
lon;J), crinoids (0.3-2.0 nm); poorly sorted; concavo-convex arx:l 
sutured pac.k:i.n:J; micrite, dolanite; no porosity; stylolites, 
microstylolites, dolanite rhanbs in stylolites. 
9354.4-9360.4 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; 1:urrowed 
(Chorx:lrites); peloids; stylolites (1.0- 2.0 cm) at 9355, (1.0 cm) at 
9358; poor intercrystalline porosity; oil stain; (LT-3). 
TS9357 M.Jdstone; calcitic dolostone; brachiopods; dolanite, 
trace anhydrite, pyrite; 3% cementation enlarged 
intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9358 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; bioclasts, dolanite, 
calcspar, trace sul:nedral pyrite; no porosity; recrystallized 
allochems, dedolanite. 
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TS9359 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite, trace sul:tledral pyrite; 9% 
cementation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9359.3 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (<30 tnn), calcspar, 
subhedral pyrite; 5% cementation enlarged intercrystalline 
porosity; dedolomite. 
TS9360 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (20-120 tnn), calcspar, 
sul:hedral pyrite; 6% intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9360.3 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (20-120 tnn), calcspar, 
trace pyrite; 5% cerrentation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
9360.4-9373 Wackestone-mudstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; 
corals (Yesiculodlylltnn, Syri,mopora, Sychnoelasma, stelechophylltnn 
banffense (at 9371.5), crinoids, bioclasts; stylolite seams (2.0 cm) 
at 9362.4 am (0.3 cm) at 9364, microstylolites; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9361 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, bioclasts, 
brachiopods; no packing; well sorted; dolomite, microspar, trace 
framboidal pyrite; no porosity. 
TS9361. 3 Mudstone-wackestone; calcitic dolostone; :Oioclasts; 
dolomite, microspar, pseudospar, trace pyrite, celestite; 5% 
cementation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9367 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
well sorted; point pac:ki.n;J; dolomite (20-100 tnn), microspar, 
trace oil stain; 5% cerrentation enlarged intercrystalline 
porosity. . 
TS9371 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids; well sorted; 
point am lorxJitudinal pac:ki.n;J; dolomite (cloudy, 40-120 tnn), 
microspar, trace oil stain; no porosity. 
9373-9383 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown am brownish gray; 
dolanitic limestone; irx:listinctly 1:m:'rowed; crinoids; pressure 
solution breccia at 9379, stylolite seams at 9380-9380.9, anhydrite 
ncxlules at 9375, 9379 am 9379.7; tight; Fryb.lrg Ganuna Ray Marker at 
938Q-9380.8; (LT-3). 
TS9376 Mudstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids; dolomite, 
microspar, saddle dolomite; 10% cementation enlarged 
intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9380 Wackestone; dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; dolomite 
(20-50 tnn), c::elestite (with dolomite inclusions), trace 
anhydrite; 5% cementation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
9383-9387.5 Wackestone-packstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; 
crinoids, coral fragments; chert ncxiules at 9386, 9387, stylolites 
(l.0-3.0 cm) at 9383-9384; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9385 Packstone-wackestone; dolomitic limestone; cri.noids (0.3-
1.0 cm), brachiopods (pseudopunctates); well sorted; point arrl 
longitudinal pac:ki.n;J; dolomite (30-100 tnn), microspar, chert, 
trace anhydrite, pyrite; no porosity; chert replacement of 
crinoids, microstylolites. 
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Texacota, Federal 1-2 (NrGS-5328) 
NW/NE 2-144N-102W Bill~s COUnty, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9290-9313 
Log Depths:9296-9318 
9290-9291.5 M.ldstone; IOOde.rate yellCMish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
thickly laminated (algal); light bluish gray anhydrite nodules; 
tight; 
(LT-5). 
TS9291.5 M.ldstone; dolostone; dolanite (10-30 um), laths of 
microcrystalline anhydrite, calcspar, trace bitumen; no 
porosity. 
9291. 5-9294. 6 MJdstone; dark yellCMish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
rurrowed (Chorrlrites); coral fragm:mts; poor intercrystalline 
porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9294 Mudstone; calcitic dolostone; brachiopods, discoidal 
intraclasts; no packing; well sorted; dolanite (10~120 um, 
average 40 um) , calcspar, microspar, dedolanite, bitumen; 5% 
cementation reduced intercrystalline porosity. 
9294.6-9297.8 Wackestone; dusky yellCMish brown m::,ttled with brownish 
black; dolanitic linert:one; packstone at 9295; brachiopods, 
bioclasts, corals; anhydrite cement at 9295; tight; (LT-4). 
TS9295 Packstone-rudstone; l.ilrestone; ra.in:ied to discoidal 
intraclasts (0.5-4.0 nm), crinoids, peloids, pellets, foram.s; 
poorly sorted; point ani concavo-convex packing; isopachous 
marine calcite, micrite, microspar, dolanite, blocky anhydrite 
laths; no porosity. 
9297.8-9299.7 Wackestone; dark yellCMish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
massive, irrlistinctly rurrowed, Zoctjlycos at 9298.5, Chorrlrites at 
9298; brachiopods, corals, crinoids; fair intercrystalline porosity; 
(LT-2). 
TS9298.3 wackestone; dolanitic linert:one; intraclasts, 
bioclasts, crinoids, corals, cx:xtiacean algae (tul::ul.ar rods), 
ostracodes, calci.sp1eres; well sorted; no packin;J; micrite, 
dolanite (20-30 um), blocky microcrystalline anhydrite, bitumen; 
no porosity; oil filled ostracode mlds. 
9299.7-9301 Wackestone; brownish black; dolanitic limestone; 
brachiopods, bioclasts, crinoids; chert nodule (b.lrrCM) at 9300, 
microstylolites, stylolites (1.0-4.0 cm); poor intercrystalline 
porosity; (LT-1) • 
TS9300 Packstone; cherty calcitic dolostone; ~ar ani 
discoidal intraclasts, pellets, brachiopods, crinoids, mlluscs, 
ostracodes; well sorted; no packing; micrite, dolanite (20-50 
um), chert; 5% solution enlarged interparticle porosity; chert 
nodule. 
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TS9300.8 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; bioclasts, crinoids, 
brachiopods; well sorted; no packing; micrite, dolomite; no 
porosity. 
9301-9305 Wackestone; light olive gray; calcitic dolostone; chert 
nodule (rurrow} at 9302.5, Teichichnus, 01.orxirites at 9320.5-9303, 
vertical l:::llrrow at 9304, brachiopods at 9303; brachiopods; anhydrite 
filled l:::llrrow ioolds at 9304; fair intercrystalline porosity; {LT-3). 
TS9302.5 Mudstone-wackestone; cherty dolanitic limestone; 
ostracodes, calciSpleres; well sorted; no packing; clotted 
micrite, chert, dolomite; no porosity. 
TS9303.3 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; angular intraclasts, 
bioclasts; well sorted; no packi.ng; dolomite, microspar, 
calcspar; no porosity. 
TS9305 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; rourrled intraclasts, 
bioclasts; well sorted; no packing; dolomite, microspar, 
calcspar; no porosity; stylolites {100 tnn). 
9305-9306.5 Packstone-wackestone; dusky yellowish brown;_ dolomitic 
limestone; graded bedd.i.rq at 9306, occassionally cross iam.ina.ted; 
bioclasts, intraclasts, brachiopods; isopachous marine cement, 
stylolite {10.0 an); fair vugular porosity; {LT-4). 
TS9305.5 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; rourrled intraclasts, 
peloids, crinoids; well sorted; point packi.ng; micrite, 
dolomite, laths of subfelted anhydrite; 5% solution enlarged 
i.ntel:particle porosity; dolomitized isopachous cement. 
TS9306 Packstone-wackestone; dolomitic limestone; angular 
intraclasts, bioclasts, crinoids, brachiopods; well sorted; 
point packi.ng; micrite, dolomite, laths of microcrystalline 
anhydrite; no porosity. 
9306.5-9311 wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
b.Jrror,.ied, Planolites, 01.orxlrites, vertical protrusive rurrow at 9309, 
halo 1:m:rows at 9310; bioclasts; cherty rurrow zones at 9307 an:l 
9310; microstylolites; 10% intercrystalline arrl vi:qy porosity; trace 
oil stain; {Ill'-3). 
TS9307.4 Packstone; cherty dolostone; bioclasts, pellets; well 
sorted; point packi.ng; dolomite, chert; no porosity; chert 
nodule. 
TS9309.5 Mudstone; dolostone; brachiopods; dolomite (20-40 tnn), 
calcspar, bitumen; no porosity; recrystallized brachiopods arrl 
calcspar filled bianolds. 
TS9310 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; bioclasts, ostracodes, 
codiacean algae, crinoids, brachiopods; well sorted; no packing; 
dolomite (15-40 tnn), chert; no porosity. 
TS9311 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; bioclasts, crinoids, 
brachiopods, intraclasts, codiacean algae, peloids; well sorted; 
point packi.ng; dolomite (20-70 tnn), micrite, microcrystalline 
anhydrite, bitumen; no porosity. 
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9311-9312.8 Wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
brachiopods, crinoids, bioclasts; anhydrite filled biarrolds, 
stylolites (2.0-5.0 an); poor intercrystalline porosity; (LT-2). 
Shell-Northern Pacific, Gov't 44-14 (NIX;S-4419) 
SE/SE 14-144N-102W Billin;Js County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9280-9331, 9375-9425 
IDg Depths: 9300-9350, 9393-9443 
9280-9283 Packstone-wackestone; dusky yellowish brown; 
limestone;corals (syri,mooora), crinoids, brachiopods; tight; Base of 
Midale; (LT-1) • 
9283-9286 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; thinly 
laminated; ab.u'rlant crystallotopic anhydrite; tight; (LT-5). 
9286-9289 Mosaic anhydrite; pale blue; tight; (LT-6).' 
9289-9290.3 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; thickly 
laminated; scattered crystallotopic anhydrite; tight; (LT-5). 
TS9289 :M.ldstone; anhydritic limestone; micrite, laths of 
microcrystalline anhydrite, subfelted anhydrite nodules (3.0 
an), trace fluorite; no porosity; thick wavy laminated. 
9290.3-9295. 7 Nodular ioosaic am distorted ncx:lular ioosaic anhydrite; 
pale blue; tight; (LT-6) • 
9295. 7-9301.4 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown am pale blue; 
limestone; thinly bedded; algal laminae, thin interbeds of distorted 
IOOSaic anhydrite, crusts with desiccation cracks, gypsum sarxi at 9300 
an:i 9300.8; tight; (LT-5). 
TS9300.3 wackestone; limestone; peloids, pellets; well sorted; 
no pack..i.n;; micrite, laths of microcrystalline anhydrite, chert; 
no porosity. 
9301.4-9311 Mudstone; light olive gray; thickly laminated; stylolite 
(8.0 an) at 9310.5, crystallotopic anhydrite at 9310.5-9311; good 
intercrystalline am pin-point porosity; oil stain; (LT-5). 
TS9307 Mudstone; dolamitic chert; chert, dolamite, sul:nedral 
pyrite; no porosity; thinly laminated; no porosity. 
9311-9313.5 Distorted IrOSaic, highly distorted IOC)Saic an:i nodular 
m:saic anhydrite; pale blue an:i pale yellowish brown; wavy dolamitic 
laminae; tight; (LT-6). 
9313.5-9317.5 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; laminated, 
distorted laminae at 9316, desication cracks at 9314; scattered 
crystallotopic anhydrite at 9314.6-9315.5; tight; (LT-5). 
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TS9316 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; pellets, calcispheres, 
bioclasts, ostracodes; poorly sorted; no packinJ; micrite, 
dolomite (<20 um), microspar, chert; no porosity; even wavy 
thinly laminated. 
9317.5-9323.8 Wackestone-ll'P.ldstone; limestone at 9317.5-9320.5, 
anhydrite at 9320.5-9321, dolomitic anhydrite at 9321-9323.8; pale 
yellowish brown arrl pale blue; laminated arrl algal laminated, 
distorted nosaic anhydrite at 9321-9322, bedded nodular anhydrite at 
9323-9323.8, gypsum sarrl at 9319-9319.6; peloids, intraclasts; tight; 
{LT-5, 6). 
TS9317.8 Wackestone; limestone; bioclasts, calcispheres, 
pellets, peloids; poorly sorted; no packinJ; micrite, laths of 
felted anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9318.4 Packstone; anhydritic limestone; ooliths, rourrled 
intraclasts; well sorted; longitudinal arrl concavo-convex 
pa~; laths of microcrystalline anhydrite, micrite; no 
porosity. 
9323.8-9325.4 Wackestone; pale yellowish brown; dolostone; laminated 
arrl disupted laminated, nodular anhydrite; peloids, intraclasts; 
tight; (LT-5). 
9325.4-9331 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; bJrrowed, bJrrc:,..,s 
disrupting laminations, Chorrlrites at 9327 arrl 9329; crystallotopic 
anhydrite, anhydrite nodules (0.2-1.0 an), stylolite seam at 9327 
(2.0 an); tight; {LT-5). 
TS9325.5 Wackestone; limestone; calci.sEneres, pellets, 
bioclasts, codiacean algae; well sorted; no pa~; micrite, 
laths of microcrystalline anhydrite; no porosity. 
9375-9378 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
crinoids, bryozoans; microstylolites; 10% IlX)ldic porosity; {LT-3). 
9378-9388 Mudstone; dark yellowish brown arrl brownish gray; dolomitic 
1.iJnestone arrl dolostone interbedded; b.lrrowed, Teic.hic.hnus at 9379 
arrl 9383, Planolites at 9383-9384, Zoophycos at 9383-9384; 
microstylolites at 9380-9381 with c.herty bourx:laries, stylolite at 
9383 ( 2. o an) , scattered anhydrite nodules ( 1. 0-3 • o an) ; 10% 
intercr:ystalline arrl V\XHf porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9380.5 Mudstone-wackestone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids; 
micrite, dolan.ite, bitumen; 4% cementation reduced 
intercrystalline porosity; stylolitic. 
TS9384.3 Mudstone; dolostone; trace forams; dolomite, 
dedolomite, calcspar, trace microcrystalline anhydrite, 
framboidal arrl sul::nedral pyrite; cementation filled 
intercrystalline porosity. 
9388-9398 Wackestone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; crinoids, 
c:x:>rals (SVc.hnoelasma, Syringopora), gastropod at 9396.5, brac.hiopcx:ls 
at 9394-9395; stylolites (0.7-3.0 an); 9% IlX)ldic porosity; (LT-2). 
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9398-9405 Wackestone-packstone; grayish black; limestone; corals 
(Yesiculophyllum, sychnoelasma, Siphonodedron oculinum (at 9302), 
Syr;irnopora), crinoids, brachiopods; tight; (LT-1). 
9405-9413.3 Wackestone; grayish black; limestone; bioclasts; 
stylolite (2.0 cm) at 9409; 12% tooldic porosity; (LT-1). 
TS9413 Packstone; limestone; crinoids, bioclasts; -well sorted; 
point packin;J; microspar, micrite; 2% solution enlarged 
intraparticle (corals, crinoids) porosity; stylolite. 
9413.3- 9423.5 Wackestone; brc1Niti.sh black an::l grayish black; 
limestone; crinoids, bioclasts, corals (Yesiculg::nyllum, 
Sychnoelasma, Syri.ngopora), gastropods; stylolites; tight; (LT-1). 
9423.5-9425 Mudstone-wackestone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; 
bioclasts; 9% intercrystalline porosity; (LT-2). 
Gulf Oil, Roughrider-Federal 1-21-30 (Nrx;s-9005) 
SW/SE 21-145N-100W lt::Kenzie COlmty, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9558-9569, 9571-9616 
Log Depths: 9584-9586.5, 9601-9647 
9558-9563.8 Mudstone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; b.lrrow 
It¥Jttled; stylolites (<3.0 cm), diagenetic mottlirg at 9558-9558.5, 
l:urrow replaced by anhydrite at 9562-9563; 5% intercrystalline 
porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9558.5 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; intraclasts, bioclasts, 
trilobite spines, crinoids, forams; -well sorted; trace sutured 
packin;J; microspar, dolanite, (20-30 um), calcspar; no porosity; 
dolanite rhants in cores of intraclasts, bladed intraparticle 
(foram) calcspar. 
TS9562 Mudstone-wackestone; limestone; calcispleres, 
dasycladacean algal turules, ostrac::odes, trace trilobite spines; 
-well sorted; no packirg; microspar, micrite, calcspar, 
pseu:iospar, microquartz (25 um) ; no porosity. 
TS9562.3 Wackestone; limestone; rourrled intraclasts (1.0-2.0 
mm) , double walled calci.spleres ( o .15 mm) , ostracodes, bioclasts 
(<0.2 nm); -well sorted; no packirg; micrite, laths of anhydrite 
(0.5-4.0 nm); no porosity; allochem ghosts in anhydrite. 
9563.8-9569 Wackestone-packstone; dark gray an::l yellowish brown; 
dolanitic limestone; b.lrrow mottled at 9566-9569; corals, 
brachiopods, crinoids; chert ncx:lule at 9569.3; 2% intercrystalline 
porosity; (LT-1). 
TS9564 Packstone; limestone; peloids, crinoids, intraclasts, 
forams, ostracodes, brachiopods; t.vell sorted; no packirg; 
microspar, clotted micrite, pseudospar, dolanite (10-30 um), 
microquartz, trace anhydrite, bitumen; 2% solution enlarged 
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intraparticle arrl biaroldic porosity; micritized crinoids, 
neaoorphosed peloids, corrcxied dolomite rhoml::s in calcite 
(dedolomite) . 
TS9567 Packstone; limestone; peloids, foram.s, crinoids, roun:led 
intraclasts (0.25-2.0 mm), IrOlluscs, calci~eres, ostraccxies; 
\¥ell sorted; point arrl lon;itudinal pac.k.irg; microspar, micrite, 
pseudospar, dolomite (10-30 um), bitumen, trace anhydrite, 
celestite; 5% cementation reduced IrOldic porosity; clotted 
intraclasts, geopetal micrite, recrystallized peloids, 
ostraccxies. 
TS9569 Packstone; limestone; intraclasts, crinoids, pellets, 
calci5Iileres, brachiopcxis; -well sorted; point packi.n;J; micrite, 
pseudospar, calcspar, dolamite, bitumen, trace anhydrite; no 
porosity; crinoid overgrowths. 
9570-9572.5 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolamitic limestone; 
b.lrrow 100ttled, Planolites; dolamite; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9571 Mudstone; dolostone; dolamite (10-40 um), calcspar, 
saddle dolomite, anhydrite, bitumen; 8% cementation reduced 
intercrys'talline porosity. 
9572.5- 9574 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; cross 
laminated, laminated; stylolites, microstylolites; tight; (LT-4). 
TS9573.6 Wackestone-packstone; dolostone; an;JU.lar intraclasts, 
crinoids, calci5Iileres; -well sorted; point arrl sutured packi.n;J; 
dolamite, micrite, trace clay, anhydrite, celestite; no 
porosity; microstylolites. 
TS9573.9 Wackestone; dolostone; bioclasts, calci5Iileres (0.2 
nm); well sorted; no packi.n;J; dolanite (10-100 um), saddle 
dolomite, trace bitumen; 8% cementation reduced intercrystalline 
arxi 100ldic porosity. 
9574-9577.5 Mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; irxlistinctly 
b.lrrc:,,Jed with Planolites, Olooorites; trace bitumen; scattered laths 
of anhydrite; 10% intercrystalline porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9574.5 Mudstone; dolostone; bioclasts;-well sorted; no packi.n;J; 
dolomite (20-30 um), dolamite (50-100 um), saddle dolamite, 
calcspar, dedolanite, trace anhydrite, bitumen; 7% solution 
enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9575 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolomite (10-30 um), 
dolanite (30-50 um), calcspar, saddle dolamite, bitumen; 7% 
cementation reduced intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9576 Mudstone; dolostone; dolamite (20 um), saddle dolamite, 
calcspar, trace anhydrite, bitumen; 8% cementation reduced 
intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9576.5 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (20 um), saddle dolomite, 
trace laths anhydrite; 2% cementation reduced intercrystalline 
porosity. 
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TS9577 Wackestone; dolostone; bioclasts, crinoids, brachiopods; 
dolanite, chert, framboidal pyrite; no porosity; silicified 
allochem.s arrl chert filled microfractures. 
9577.5-9583 Wackestone; brownish black; calcitic dolostone; b.lrrow 
mxtled, Planolites, <llomrites, cherty b.lrrow zones at 9579, 9580, 
9581.5 (filled with bioclastic packstones); crinoids, bioclasts; 3% 
intercz:ystalline porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9579 ?-uistone; dolostone; dolanite (20-50 mn), calcspa.r, 
bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9581 ?-uistone-wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids; 
dolanite (20-50 mn), microspar, calcspar, bitumen; no porosity, 
TS9581.4 Wackestone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
-well sorted; no pac.kin;; microspar, dolomite (20-80 t.nn), 
calcspar, trace anhydrite, bitumen; no porosity; anhydrite 
predates dolomite, late dedolomitization. 
9583-9591.2 Wackestone. local packstone; pale yellowish brown; 
calcitic dolostone; massive; brachiopods (Schelwienella) , (1.0- 6.0 
an}; 12% intercrystalline porosity; (LT-2). 
TS9583 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; roun:led intraclasts, 
crinoids, brachiopds; -well sorted; sutured pac.kinJ; microspar, 
dolanite (30-60 mn) , calcspar, bitumen, trace dedolomite; no 
porosity; tooth arrl socket stylolites (0.5 mm). 
TS9585 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; rourrled intraclasts, 
crinoids, brachiopods; well sorted; point packin;J; dolanite, 
microspar, calcspa.r, anhydrite, celestite; no porosity. 
TS9587.5 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods 
(2.0-10.0 mm), roun:led intraclasts, bryozoans, pellets, 
gastropcds, m:>lluscs, forams; variable sortin;; point pack.i.n;J; 
micrite, microspar, dolanite (30-70 t.nn) , pseudospar, saddle 
dolanite; no porosity. 
TS9588 Wackestone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
microspar, dolomite, pseudospar; 5% solution enlarged m:>ldic 
porosity; dedolomite. 
TS9591 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
m:>lluscs; well sorted; point pack.i.n;J; micrite, microspar, 
dolanite, trace microcrystalline anhydrite, bitumen; no 
porosity. 
9591.2-9595.5 Mudstone; dark yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
:bJrrow mxtled, Planolites; bioclasts; tight: (LT-3). 
TS9594 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolomite (cloudy 30-80 t.nn 
an:i clear 80-150 mn), microcrystalline anhydrite, bitumen; no 
porosity. 
9595.5-9603.4 Wackestone-packstone; grayish black, dusky brown; 
dolanitic limestone; thick wavy laminae; crinoids, bioclasts, corals 
(Syc.hnoelasma, Syringopora), brachiopods; microstylolites, stylolite 
(3.0 an} at 9600.3; tight; (LT-1). 
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TS9596 Wackestone-packstone; dolomitic limestone; brachiopods, 
crinoids, ostraccxies, trilobites; variably sorted; point 
packing; microspar, dolomite (30-80 tnn), calcspar, bitumen, 
microcrystalline anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9600 Packstone; dolamitic limestone; bioclasts, brachiopods, 
crinoids; well sorted; point packing; dolomite, microspar, 
calcspar, bitumen, trace anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9603 Packstone; dolamitic lbnestone; bioclasts (0.1-0.4 mm), 
brachiopods (<0.4 mm), crinoids, bryozoans; well sorted; 
lorqitudinal packing; microspar, dolamite (10-50 tnn), bitumen, 
trace anhydrite; 1% cementation reduce:i intercrystalline 
porosity. 
9603.4-9610 M..ldstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; rurrow 
trottled, inclined an:i horizontal rurrows; coral at 9604.5 
(SyringOJX>ra); stylolites (4.0 an) at 9604-9604.4; fair 
intercrystalline porosity; oil stain; (LT-3). 
TS9604.5 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (20-100 tnn), trace 
bitumen, microcrystalline anhydrite; 12% cementation enlarged 
intercrystalline porosity. 
9610-9616 Wackestone-It'lldstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolostone; 
. l::urrowed, Planolites, Teichi.chnus, Zoophycos; crinoids; zoned 
anhydrite nodules at 9612, 9616; stylolite (2.0 an) at 9613.5; fair 
i.ntercrystalline porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9611.5 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolamite (10-80 tnn), 
trace anhydrite, bitumen; 10% cementation reduced rroldic an:i 
.enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9614 M..ldstone; dolostone; dolomite (10-50 tnn), saddle 
dolomite, micrite, trace anhydrite; 8% cementation reduced 
intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9615.5 Mudstone; dolostone; dolamite (30-100 tnn), calcspar, 
saddle dolomite, subfelted nodular anhydrite (<10 an); 12% 
cementation reduced intercrystalline porosity; corrcxied 
anhydrite within calcite an:i saddle dolanite. 
Belco Petroleum, Burlirqton Northern 5-15 (NtGS-5383) 
SE/SW 15-145N-101W lt::.l<enzie County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9447-9477 
Log Depths: 9449.5-9480 
9447-9448.3 Packstone; dark gray; cherty limestone; rurrowed, 
packstone rurrow fills; bioclasts; chert replacement; stylolite (6.0 
an) at 9447.6; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9447 Packstone; dolamitic limestone; peloids, crinoids, 
pellets, brachi.opods, corals, rrolluscs, trace trilobites; well 
sorted; lon;Jitudinal packing; dolamite (10-25 tnn). micrite; no 
porosity; overgra,Jths on crinoids. 
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TS9448 Wackestone-packstone; cherty dolomitic limestone; rourrled 
intraclasts, corals, crinoids, brachiopods, trace forams; well 
sorted; point packi.n;J; cloudy dolomite (<20 tnn), microspar, 
chert, calcspar, framboidal pyrite; no porosity; early grain 
silicification (claldy yellCMish chert-dolomite mix), late 
interparticle silicification (clear chert). 
9448.3-9455.5 Mudstone; brownish gray; dolostone; rurrow m:Jttled, 
Chorrlrites, cross laminated packstone at 9454.5-9455.3; bioclasts; 
crystallotopic anhydrite at 9451.4-9454.4, concretionary nodule at 
9453.3, stylolite (5.0 en) at 9455; poor intercrystalline porosity; 
(LT-3,4). 
TS9452 Mudstone; dolostone; dolanite (<20 tnn), calcspar, trace 
framboidal pyrite, bitum:m; 7% cernentation reduced fenestral 
porosity. 
TS9455 Packstone; calcitic dolostone; peloids, intraclasts, 
crinoids, brachiopods, bryozoans, corals; well sorted; point 
packin;J; no porosity; sutured seam stylolite (>10 nun). 
' 9455.5-9458.9 Mudstone; pale yellCMish brown; dolornitic limestone; 
l:m:row ioottled, Zoophycos, Chorrlrites; brachiopods; good 
intercrystalline porosity; (LT-3). · 
9458.9-9461.5 Wackestone; dusky yellCMish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
bioclasts, corals; stylolites (2.0 en); corals cut by stylolites; 
tight; (LT-3) 
TS9459 Mudstone; limestone; micrite, microspar; no porosity. 
TS9461 Mudstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids; dolornite (20-50 
tnn), calcspar; 12% cernentation reduce:i fenestral porosity. 
9461.5-9463.4 M.ldstone; pale yellCMish brown; dolornitic limestone; 
l:m:row m:Jttled; tight; (LT-3). 
9463.4-9464.1 Wackestone; dusky yellCMish brown; limestone; corals, 
crinoids, bioclasts; stylolites (2.0 en); tight; (LT-1). 
9464.1-9467.3 Wackestone; pale yellCMish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
l:m:row nottled, Zoophycos; bioclasts, brachiopods, corals; fair 
intercrystalline porosity; (LT-2). 
TS9467 Wackestone; dolornitic limestone; crinoids, nolluscs, 
peloids; well sorted; no packi.n;J; micrite, dolomite (<40 tnn), 
microspar, anhydrite laths; no porosity. 
9467.3-9470 Wackestone; dusky yellCMish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
in:listinctly l:m:row nottled; bioclasts; tight; (LT-2). 
TS9469 Packstone; dolornitic limestone; crinoids (0.3-2.0 nun), 
brachiopods (<4.0 nun), bioclasts, ioolluscs, forams; poorly 
sorted; point packi.n;J; dolomite (10-30 tnn), calcspar, microspar; 
no porosity. 
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9470-9474.2 No core foun:i; (LT-4). 
TS9473 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
cxx:liacean algae, calcispheres, forams; well sorted; point 
packing; calcspar, dolomite (20-50 tnn), saddle dolomite, 
bitumen; cementation filled noldic porosity. 
TS9474 Packstone-wackestone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, 
(0.3-1.5 nm), coral fragments, trace ostracxxies; well sorted; 
point arrl longitudinal pack.mJ; microspar, dolomite (30-50 tnn), 
calcspar; no porosity; stylolites (2.5 nm), microstylolites. 
9474.2-9477 Mudstone; dusky yella.vish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
b.n:row irottled, zocpwcos, Teichichnus; fair intercrystalline 
porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9476 Mudstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
dolomite (10-30 tnn), calcspar; 5% cementation reduced 100ldic 
porosity. 
Shell- Northern Pacific, state 32-16-1 (ND3S-2584) 
fM/NF, 16-145N-101W McKenzie CO\mty, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9524-9587 (Core Unavailable) 
r.og Depths: unconfirmed 
TS9540 Mudstone; limestone; ostracodes, bioclasts; micrite, 
dolomite (10-20 tnn); no porosity; poor quality thin section. 
TS9544 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (5-15 mn); no porosity. 
TS9546 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (5-10 tnn), bitumen; no 
porosity; corroded centers of dolomite rhanl:s; (LT-3). 
TS9548 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, ostracodes, 
calcispheres, crinoids; well sorted; point arrl concavo-convex 
packing; micrite, calcspar, dolomite (10-40 mn), microspar, 
dlert; no porosity; (LT-4). 
TS9550 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, bioclasts; 
microspar, dolomite (10-35 mn), chert, bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9552 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, bioclasts, 
intraclasts; poor sortin;; no packin;J; dolomite (10-30 mn); 
micrite, calcspar; no porosity. 
TS9554 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; intraclasts, bioclasts, 
peloids; well sorted; no packin;J; dolomite, micrite; 10% 100ldic 
porosity; poor quality thin section; (LT-4). 
TS9556 Packstone; limestone; peloids, bioclasts, calcispheres; 
well sorted; point packin;J; micrite; 5% solution enlarged 100ldic 
porosity. 
TS9558 Packstone; limestone; peloids, intraclasts, ostracodes, 
calcispheres; well sorted; point packin;J; micrite, microspar, 
pseudospar, dolomite, anhydrite laths; 8% solution enlarged 
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interparticle porosity. 
TS9560 Packstone; limestone; peloids, bioclasts, intraclasts, 
crinoids, calcispheres, cx:x:liacean algae, forams; variably 
sorted; point packi.n;J; micrite, calcspar, celestite; no 
porosity; (LT-5). 
TS9566 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; peloids, crinoids, 
intraclasts; well sorted; point packi.n;J; micrite, dolanite (20-
40 um), calcspar, microspar; no porosity. 
TS9568 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; peloids, crinoids, 
foram.s, cx:x:liacean algae, pellets, m;)lluscs, brachiqods; poorly 
sorted; point packi.n;J; dolanite (20-60 um), microspar, calcspar, 
pseudospar, micrite, anhydrite, celestite; no porosity. 
TS9574 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; peloids, bioclasts, 
pellets, intraclasts, crinoids, ostracodes; well sorted; point 
packi.n;J; dolanite (10-70 um), calcspar, microspar, pseudospar, 
biturren; 5% cerrentation reduced interparticle an:l intraparticle 
porosity; (LT-5). 
Farmers Union, Northern Pacific 14-21 (NrGS-4088) 
SW/SW 21-145N-101W M::Kenzie County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9344-9394, 9407-9449 
IDg Depths: 9338-9387, 9404-9445 
9344-9347.8 Wackestone; light brownish gray; dolanitic limestone; 
interlaminated anhydrite arrl dolostone, dewaterin:J plmnes at 9346.5 
within massive anhydrite; intraclasts, peloids, bioclasts; massive 
anhydrite at 9344.3-9344.7, 9346-9346.5, ncxiular m:,saic anhydrite at 
9344-9344.3, 9346.5-9347; tight; (LT-5,6). 
TS9344 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; peloids, intraclasts, 
bioclasts, ostracodes, calcisµieres; well sorted; point packi.n;J; 
dolomite, celestite, anhydrite; no porosity; poor quality thin 
section. 
9347.8-9348 ?-hldstone; pale yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; wavy 
thickly laminated, stranatolitic, anhydrite ncxiules at 9347.5; tight; 
(LT-5). 
9348-9350 Packstone; pale yellowish brown; dolanitic limestone; 
current laminated; intraclasts, peloids; tight; (LT-4). 
TS9348.1 Packstone-wackestone; dolanitic limestone; peloids, 
calcispheres, ostracodes, foram.s; well sorted; no-point packi.n;J; 
dolomite (10 um), micrite, calcspar, saddle dolomite, 
microcrystalline laths of anhydrite, bitumen; no porosity. 
9350-9351 Packstone; pale yellowish brown; limestone; peloids, 
intraclasts; diagenetically nottled, microstylolites; tight; (LT-2). 
TS9350.5 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; intraclasts, peloids, 
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crinoids, iropunctate brachiopods; poorly sorted; point packin;; 
dolomite, microspar, micrite, pseudospar, blocky anhydrite, 
pyrite, microq:uartz (20-50 um); 5% solution enlarged noldic 
porosity. 
9351-9356.5 Mudstone; light olive gray; dolomitic limestone; rurrow 
nottled, Olondrites; diagenetic ioottling at 9354, 9355; tight; (LT-
3). 
'1'59354 Wack.estone-nudstone; calcitic dolostone; intraclasts; 
dolomite (10-20 um); no porosity. 
'1'59355 Wack.estone-nudstone; calcitic dolostone; peloids; 
dolomite (30-50 um), microspar, celestite, calcspar; no 
porosity. 
'1'59356 Mudstone-wack.estone; calcitic dolostone; peloids; 
dolomite (10-50 um), celestite, anhydrite; cementation filled 
fenestra. 
9356.5-9361 Pack.stone-wack.estone; brownish gray; dolomitic limestone; 
peloids, intraclasts; crystallotopic anhydrite; open vertically 
fractured, anhydrite closed fractures; (LT-4). 
'1'59360 Pack.stone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, intraclasts, 
trace forains; variably sorted; point packin;; dolomite (20-50 
um) , calcspar, anhydrite, celestite; no porosity. 
'1'59360.1 Pack.stone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, rourded 
intraclasts, forains, gastropods; poorly sorted; point packin;; 
no porosity. 
9361-9366 Pack.stone; light brownish gray; dolomitic limestone; 
thickly laminated, stranatolitic; peloids, intraclasts; anhydrite 
nodules at 9363; tight; (LT-5). 
'1'59363 Grainstone-pack.stone; dolomitic anhydritic limestone; 
peloids, intraclasts, forains, ioolluscs, gastropods; poorly 
sorted; point packing; dolomite, blocky anhydrite, celestite; 
15% cementation reduced interparticle porosity. 
'1'59364.5 Grainstone-packstone; cherty dolomitic limestone; 
intraclasts; cocliacean algal clasts, gastropods (L0-2.0 nm), 
forams (1.0-2.0 nm); well sorted; point packin;; dolomite (10-70 
um) , chert, celestite; no porosity. 
'1'59366 Grainstone-pack.stone; dolomitic cherty limestone; roon:ied 
intraclasts, peloids, gastrQ!X:ds, codiacean algae; well sorted; 
point packin;; chert, dolomite, celestite, felted anhydrite; 10% 
cementation reduced interparticle porosity. 
9366-9367 Packstone-:rudstone; light brownish gray; dolomitic 
limestone; brachiopods, intraclasts, algal clasts; tight; (LT-4). 
'1'59367 Pack.stone; dolomitic limestone; rourrled an:i discoidal 
intraclasts, peloids, forains, ostracodes; poorly sorted; !X)int 
an:i lon:;Jituclinal packing; dolomite, micrite, celestite, 
anhydrite; no !X)rosity. 
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9367-9368.5 Wack.estone; grayish black; limestone; c:rinoids; thinly 
laminated; mic:rostylolites; tight; (LT-1}. 
9368.5-9376.3 Wack.estone; brownish gray; dolostone; bioturbated, 
Planolites, cherty packstone nodules at 9372.5, 9374; brac.hiopc:x:ls, 
c:rinoids, spalled coral at 9375; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9372.5 Pack.stone; dolostone; peloids, bioclasts, forams, 
c:rinoids, gastropc:x:ls, cxxtiacean algae; w"ell sorted; point 
pack.in;; dolomite (10-30 um}, chert, carbonaceous matter; no 
porosity; silicified allochem.s. 
TS9373 Mudstone; dolostone; bioclasts; dolamite, chert, 
carbonaceous matter; no porosity. 
TS9374 Pack.stone; cherty dolostone; peloids; well sorted; p::,int 
pack.in;; chert, dolomite, carbonaceoos matter; no porosity. 
TS9376 Pack.stone; cherty dolostone; peloids; well sorted; point 
pa~; dolomite, chert, carbonaceoos matter; no porosity. 
9376.3-9377.5 Pack.stone; brownish gray; dolomitic limestone; c:ross-
laminated; intraclasts; tight; {LT-4) • . 
TS9377 Packstone; dolomitic linestone; anJUlar am "aiscoidal 
intraclasts, bioclasts, m:>lluscs; well sorted; point packin;J; 
dolomite, m.ic:rite, mic:rospar, trace bitumen, anhydrite; no 
porosity. 
9377.5-9390 Mudstone; brownish gray; dolostone; l:urrowed, <llooorites 
at 9380, Teic.hic.hnus at 9379; cherty pack.stone nodule at 9385; 
bioclasts, corals; cherty nodules, stylolites at 9377, 9379, 9385 am 
9387 (l.0-3.0 cm}; tight; {LT-3). 
TS9382 Mudstone; dolostone; dolanite (30-50 um), bitumen, 
carbonaceous matter; 10% cementation enlarged interc:rystalline 
porosity. 
TS9384.5 Mudstone; dolostone; cxxtiacean algae; dolomite, trace 
anhydrite, celestite; 2% cementation reduced intercrystalline 
porosity. 
TS9385 Mudstone; dolostone; bioclasts; dolanite (30-120 um}, 
blocky anhydrite, carbonaceous matter; 12% cementation reduced 
m:>ldic porosity. 
TS9385.2 Wack.estone; cherty dolostone; bioclasts, pellets; well 
sorted; no packin;J; dolcmite chert, carbonaceous matter; no 
porosity. 
TS9386.5 Pack.stone; dolostone; pellets, bioclasts, c:rinoids; 
w"ell sorted; point packin;; dolanite, trace anhydrite; 15% 
solution enlarged m:>ldic porosity. 
TS9387 Mudstone; dolostone; intraclasts; dolcmite (30-100 um}, 
felted anhydrite, celestite; 5% cementation reduced 
interc:rystalline porosity. 
9390-9394 Wack.estone; brownish gray; dolomitic limestone; rubble am 
fragments; c:rinoids; tight, possible fracture debris; (LT-1). 
TS9392 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; c:rinoids, bioclasts, 
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peloids; well sorted; dolomite (10-50 um), microspar, micrite; 
10% cementation reduced rroldic porosity. 
TS9392.5 Wackestone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, bioclasts; 
-well sorted; dolanite, microspar, micrite; 10% solution enlarged 
interparticle porosity. 
9407-9408.5 Mudstone; brownish gray; dolanitic limestone; cross-
laminated; tight; {LT-4). 
TS9407 Mudstone; dolanitic limestone; dolomite (30-100 um), 
calcspar, dedolanite; no porosity. 
9408.5-9419 Wackestone; brownish gray; dolostone; b.lrrowed, distinct, 
inclined to horizontal, Teichic.hnus, Planolites, Olorxirites, 
Corgiliodes; crinoids; concretionary halo b.lrrows at 9414; stylolite 
at 9410 (4.0 cm); poor intercrystalline porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9414 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
bioclasts; well sorted; point packin:J; micrite, dolanite, 
microspar; no porosity. 
9419-9425.3 Wackestone; brownish black; limestone; crinoids, corals 
(Yesiculophyllum, SVchnoelasma), Chrorrlrites b.lrrows at 9419.5; 
microstylolites, calcite filled microfractures; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9421 Packstone; limestone; bioclasts, crinoids, encrusting 
bryozoans, rrolluscs, brachiopods; variably sorted; sutured 
pack.in:J; micrite, dolanite; overpacked, stylolites. 
9425.3-9434 Wackestone; brownish gray; calcitic dolostone; rurrowed, 
inclined to vertical, Teichichnus; corals, crinoids; concretionary 
b.trrc:M at 9431; tight; (LT-3). 
TS9426.5 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, bioclasts, 
brachiopods; dolanite, calcspar; 15% cementation reduced 
intercrystalline am rroldic porosity. 
TS9427 Wackestone-packstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, 
bioclasts, corals, brachiopods; well sorted; point pack.inJ; 5% 
cementation reduced rroldic porosity. 
TS9431.5 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
-well sorted; no pack.inJ; dolanite, calcspar, subfelted nodular 
anhydrite, interparticle chert; 12% cementation reduced rroldic 
am interparticle porosity; early chert replacement of mud, 
metasomatic anhydrite. 
9434-9445 Wackestone; brownish gray; dolanitic limestone; 
inilstinctly b.lrrowed; crinoids, corals (Yesiculophyllum, 
Sydmoelasrna, Syringopora at 9442, stelechophyllum banffense at 
9444); stylolite (6.0 cm) at 9439.5; tight; (LT-1). 
TS9435 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, bioclasts, 
corals, rrolluscs, encrusting bryozoans, brachiopods; well 
sorted; point pack.in:J; dolomite, micrite, microspar; 10% 
cementation reduced roldic porosity. 
TS9437 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; crinoids, bioclasts, 
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corals; well sorted; point an::l lon:Jitudinal packin:J; dolornite, 
micrite, microspar, pseudospar; 5% cementation reduced 100ldic 
porosity. 
TS9443 f.h.ldstone; dolostone; calci5EX1eres; dolornite (20-100 um), 
celestite, trace bitumen; 10% cementation reduced 100ldic 
porosity. 
9445-9449 Wackestone; brownish gray; calcitic dolostone; l::urrow 
JOOttled; crinoids, brachiopods; anhydrite nodules (1.0-4.0 en); trace 
iooldic porosity; c:arpacted an::l replaced 1::urrows as anhydrite nodules 
an:l insolubles; (LT-3). 
TS9445.5 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; bioclasts, well sorted; 
no packin:J; dolanite, saddle dolanite, anhydrite; 15% solution 
enlarged nx:>ldic porosity. 
TS9446 f.h.ldstone; dolostone; bioclasts; dolornite, saddle 
dolomite, trace carbonaceous matter, biturcal; no porosity. 
Belco Petroleum. Roughrider/Federal 1-32 (Nrx:;s-5380) 
SE/NW 32-145N-101W 1-k::Kenzie County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9234-9260 
I.J:XJ Depths: 9241-9267 
9233.9-9234.8 Wackestone-packstone; dusky yellowish brown; dolornitic 
limestone; intraclasts, crinoids, coral; stylolite at 9234.8; 8% 
intercrystalline porosity; (LT-1). 
TS9234 Packstone; dolanitic limestone; intraclasts, crinoids; 
well sorted; point pack.in;; dolanite (10-50 um), calcspar, trace 
anhydrite, saddle dolornite; 10% cementation reduced 
intercrystalline porosity. 
9234.8-9238 Wackestone; light brownish gray; dolanitic limestone; 
massively bedded, cherty l::urrow fills at 9235, 9237, 9237.9, 
Teichichnus at 9236; brachiopods, crinoids; 8% intercrystalline 
porosity; (LT-3). 
TS9235 Packstone; dolanitic cherty limestone; peloids, 
bioclasts, forams, codiacean algae; well sorted; point packin:J; 
dlert, dolornite (<20 um), trace carbonaceous matter, blocky 
anhydrite; no porosity. 
TS9235.5 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
100lluscs; well sorted; no packin:J; dolanite (10-30 um), 
calcspar, anhydrite; 5% cementation reduced intercrystalline 
porosity. 
TS9236 Wackestone; dolostone; crinoids; dolomite (10-70 um), 
trace calcspar, anhydrite, bitumen; 5% cementation reduced 
intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9237 Packstone; dolornitic cherty limestone; peloids, 
intraclasts, bioclasts; well sorted; point packin:J; chert, 
dolomite, magnesite, anhydrite; no porosity, SEM reveals 
magnesite envelopes aroum peloids. 
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TS9237.1 Wackestone; cherty dolomitic limestone; brachiopods, 
crinoids; well sorted; no packing; dolomite (10-70 um), chert, 
magnesite; no porosity. 
9238-9242 Wackestone; pale yellowish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
b.lrrowed, laminated at 9241; brachiopods, algae clasts (Ortonella); 
laminae ben:i arourrl rurrows; 8% intercrystalline porosity; (LT-4). 
TS9238.1 Wackestone-mudstone; calcitic dolostone; bioclasts; 
dolomite (10-40 um), microspar, calcspar; no porosity. 
TS9240 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, peloids, 
brachiopods, coral fragnS1ts, ostracodes, gastropods; well 
sorted; point arrl concavo-convex packing; micrite, cloudy 
dolomite (30-100 um), bitumen, microspar, trace pyrite, 
anhydrite; cementation filled m::>ldic porosity; bitumen filled 
ostracodes; overgrowths on crinoid ossicles. 
9242-9247.4 Wackestone-packstone; dark yellowish brown; calcitic 
dolostone; rurrowed, O'lorrlrites, Zoophycos, halo rurrow at 9244.5; 
thin interbedded mud.stones; crinoids, bioclasts; stylolit;e (3.0 cm) 
at 924 7; 8% intercrystalline arrl m::>ldic porosity; (LT-3) ·. 
TS9242 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopcxls, 
codiacean algae, encrustin;J bcyozoans; pcx>rly sorted; dolomite 
(20-30 um), calcspar; 5% cementation reduced m::>ldic porosity. 
TS9244 Wackestone; limestone; crinoids, forams, brachiopods, 
encrustin;J bryozoans, intraclasts; well sorted; lon;itudinal, 
concavo-convex packing; microspar, micrite, pseudospar, 
dolomite, blocky anhydrite; 10% cementation reduced m::>ldic 
porosity. 
TS9245 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; bioclasts; dolomite (20-
50 um), calcspar; 10% cementation reduced m::>ldic porosity; th.in 
section across rurrow. 
TS9245.2 Mudstone; calcitic dolostone; bioclasts; dolomite (20-
50 um), calcspar, bitumen; 15% cementation reduced m::>ldic arrl 
intercrystalline porosity; calcspar occluded biaoc>lds. 
TS9245.5 Mudstone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopcxls; 
dolomite (30-70 um) , calcspar, bitumen; 10% cementation reduced 
~ldic porosity. 
TS9246 Packstone; dolomitic cherty limestone; pellets, m::>lluscs, 
brachiopods, crinoids; well sorted; point packing; chert, 
dolomite, calcspar, magnesite, pyrite; no porosity. 
TS9246.1 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (10-30 um), calcspar, 
bitumen, pyrite; 5% cementation reduced intercrystalline 
porosity. 
TS9247 Packstone-wackestone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, 
brachiopods, m::>lluscs, peloids; well sorted; point packin:J; 10% 
cernentation reduced-filled m::>ldic porosity. 
9247.4-9256 Packstone; pale yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
irrlistinctly rurrowed, concretionary 1::urrows at 9253.5; bioclasts, 
brachiopods (Schelwienella), corals (Syringopora, Syc.hnoelasma); 
stylolite (3.0 cm) at 9253; tight; (LT-1). 
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TS9247.5 Packstone; lilrestone; bioclasts, crinoids, intraclasts, 
pellets; well sorted; point aro. concavo-convex packirg; micrite, 
dolanite (10-20 um), microspar, pseudospar, saddle dolanite; 5% 
cementation reduced intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9251 Packstone; limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, peloids, 
fenestrate bryozoans, forains, gastropcxis; variably sorted; 
longitudinal aro. concavo-convex packirg; micrite, saddle 
dolanite, microspar, pseudospar; 1% cernentation reduced IrOldic 
porosity. 
TS9253 Packstone; dolamitic lilrestone; crinoids, peloids, 
brachiopods; well sorted; point aro. lon;Jitudinal packirg; 
microspar, dolanite (30-80 um); no porosity. 
'1'59254 Packstone; dolomitic lilrestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
ostracodes, bryozoans; poorly sorted; lon;Jitudinal aro. concavo-
convex packirg; micrite, microspar, dolanite, bitumen; 5% 
cementation reduced IrOldic porosity. 
TS9255 Packstone; dolanitic lilrestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
bioclasts, corals, ostracodes, calcisp1eres; poorly sorted; 
longitudinal packirg; micrite, dolcanite, bitumen; 8% cementation 
reduced IrOldic porosity. 
TS9256 Wackestone-packstone; dolcanitic limestone; brachiopods, 
bioclasts, crinoids, codiacean algae tul:ules; poorly sorted; 
point packin;J; dolcanite (30-60 um), microspar, micrite, 
calcspar, dedolanite, bitumen; no porosity. 
9256-9259.8 Wackestone; brownish gray aro. brownish black; limestoriei 
cherty a.irrow ncxiule at 9257.8; crinoids, corals (Vesicul.ophyllum}, 
brac::hiopods, gastropcxis; stylolites at 9257, 9258.4, 9259.5; trace' 
intercrystalline porosity; (LT-2). 
TS9257 Wackestone; dolcanitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
trilobites; dolanite (10-50 um), micrite, microspar, bitumen; 5% 
cementation reduced aro. filled porosity. 
TS9258 Packstone-wackestone; dolcanitic lilrestone; bioclasts, 
brachiopods, crinoids, pellets, peloids, fenestrate bryozoans; 
'Nell sorted; point packin:J; microspar, calcspar, pseudospar, 
. dolanite (15-25 um), celestite; 5% cernentation reduced IrOldic 
porosity. 
Tiger Oil, Roughrider-Federal 3-32 (NIX;S-5258) 
&'W/NE 32-145N-101W ?tk:Kenzie County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9274-9289, 9307-9352 
I£>g Depths: 9280-9295, 9306-9351 
9274-9284 Wackestone-packstone; dark yellowish brown; calcitic 
dolostone; massively bedded, turrowed includirq Zoophycos, 
Planolites, Olondrites at 9282.5; bioclasts, brachiopods, crinoids, 
ex>rals; microstylolites; poor VlXJC!f porosity; (LT-2}. 
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TS9274.5 Wackestone; dolomitic liirestone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
well sorted; no packirq; microspar, dolomite, pseudospar, trace 
bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9276 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; rourrled intraclasts, 
~-crinaid$, .bt:ach.iopods~ peloids,. trilobites , .. tr~~-moUu~; 
'-" IJ'dl."iab'ly "SOrted; ·· 1on;itudinal ·an:l concavo-a:,n\feX'·µicking; 
micrite, dolanite, bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9276.2 Wackestone; dolomitic liirestone; bioclasts, peloids, 
.crin:>.ids,, intraclasts, brad.u~., .corals; poorly ·sorted.; 
:micr.ite, ·dolanite? microspar, pseudospar, .bitumen; 5% 
<::ane:ntat-i.cn .. rsduca:l m:ildic ard ·solution enlaeged intrapavticl.e 
: .; 'p:r.os.ity; biblVlen tJ:·1is .niolds-.and cora1:i sept.a. 
· · · ·'t'S;277 P-ci\:kstone·;- · dolunl tic· ·l:htmtorie, ..:bracid:opods, · ctiinoids, 
.trilobi~; well sorted; lor¥:Jitudinal packing; micri te, dolomite 
(10-50 um), microspar, biturren; no porosity. 
TS9281.8 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; 
poorly sorted; no pa~; dolomite (10-30 urn), calcspar, 
bitumen; 3% cernentation fillE!d intercrystalline porosity. 
:'I'S9"2~ · :Packstone; ookm.itic 1.imest,..?ne; bioclasts6 -c;rinoi ds,, 
'~tracla:s.ts, bcyozoans~ ,trac'..e.· q:.,-traccxles; fOQriY ·sorted; ·.point 
aoo ·1or~i-tudinal packinq; ·dolomite, mic:rospar, micrite, saddle 
· ···dolani.te., ·biturren; .10% ·cementation reduc::s:i ~ld:ic porosit.y; 
. . ' ·, .~ ... ~ ... .,,.-,1,ci,.-- ', ,/"':l.N>. · ·-•. 
· - . . ~, .J(' .. ~..z-. ..1.~-w'\..C :">',~ ·.·NaU :- .. 
. ·,,.·. ': ;·::Y~ lt\~~ ·: pa~,-~~1.'Sh:'~ l~~F,~·c:,i,.aj~ 
' -"'. ;.:,/~ ~i,~;~ .g§,. ·~f~t :.'~ :·:~ 1'es •. 1Jt: :,:5J'2Bs , 9285.9 
·,; \ [~;~ ~.Hafu$;-:)fm.r ~..P-,?..;1.~..a1!.:~ ,-,l tJOr~ i:,y ~ '":{I!r-:-'3 ~ ' 
: .~~~ .~ :;::~..ne:i,:-tr..moizs~:,:--,es.tc:as::n:Je,..3 ; 
· -' -;'~ ~'\r-.,,P>--~~ .,_.,-,_~._.,r!- :,....._S;•_ ,......_ .. ~~ ··~"'."""'~r . 
· ,.r--,:.i..4 ~ -~ •t · .U:Al- .,I ,·.~~ , :.rn,M;.,_z~'\,,,46,IJ.,:t.t::,f• • ~• I 
'bitumen, celestite; "1.2% cementation reduced intercrystaliine an:1 
·nD.ldic ·por.osity. 
9307-9311 Wackestone-packstone; grayish black; limestone; massively 
bedded; crinoids, coral fragments, corals (Vesiculophyllurn, 
Sychnoelasma); microstylolites, stylolites (1.0-2.0 cm) at 9309, 
93l.0~5.;, aturx:l.ant .anhydrite filled vertical fractures; oo porosity; 
(LT-1) • 
. TS9309. 5 .. Paclcst.ore;. dolcmitic. J.inestone; .bioclasts., .cr:inoids, 
·.,. · · ~als, •:cooll~, , .ttadriqxxis; vcn+:iably-·sartal; · ·luqitufilnal am 
sutured pack.in;Jr micrite, dolanite, microcrystalline anhydrite, 
bi~..mien, -detri t.al m~artz, -cslestite; no por,osity. 
m59.310 · Packo,-tane; 'limestone;. bradl.iqxlds, .cci.noids, oorals, 
encrustirq bryozoans, ioolluscs; variably sorted; lor¥:Jitudinal, 
concavo-convex an:1 sutured packirq; micrite, dolanite, bitumen; 
,; · oo· ,F.9rosity. 
9311.-9316.8 Wackeston~packstone; dark yellowish brown; calcitic 
dolostone; b.lrrowed, Teichidmus; crinoids, corals; good vuggy 
p;,rosity; (LT-3). 
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TS9311.5 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, corals, 
brachiopods; well sorted; no packing; dolomite (20-120 mn), 
calcspar; no porosity. 
TS9314 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; corals, crinoids, 
brachiopods, molluscs; poorly sorted; no packing; dolomite (10-
30 mn), calcspar, bitumen; no porosity; microstylolites. 
TS9316.5 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; crinoids, bioclasts; 
-well sorted; no packing; dolomite (30-50 mn), calcspar, bitumen; 
6% cernentation enlarged intercrystalline porosity. 
9316.8-9321 Packstone; dark yellowish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
massively bedded, concretionary 1:urrows at 9317; crinoids, 
brachiopods, corals; conjugate microfractures associated with bJ.rrow 
concretion at 9317; poor~ porosity; (LT-2). 
TS9317 Wackestone-packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, 
brachiopods, corals, trilobites, trace molluscs; well sorted; 
lorgitudi.nal an::l concave-convex packing; micrite, dolomite (10-
30 mn); no porosity. 
9321-9331 Wackestone; brownish gray an::l grayish black; dolomitic 
limestone; massively bedded, retrusive Teichichnus b.Jrrow at 9323, 
concretionary bJrrows at 9330.4; corals (Vesiculophyllmn, 
Sychnoelasma, Syringopora, with stelechophyllmn banfense at 9329.6, 
crinoids, brachiopcxis; stylolites (2.0-4.0 cm); no porosity; (LT-1). 
TS9323 Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; brachiopods, crinoids, 
corals, molluscs; poorly sorted; no packing; dolomite, calcspar, 
micrite, bitumen; no porosity. 
TS9325 Packstone; dolornitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
corals, intraclasts, molluscs; poorly sorted; concave-convex an::l 
sutured packing; micrite, dolomite, microspar, pyrite; no 
poi:osity. 
TS9328 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
nolluscs; well sorted; point an::l lorgitudi.nal packing; micrite, 
dolomite, microspar, bitumen; 2% solution enlarged interparticle 
porosity. 
TS9331 Packstone-wackestone; limestone; brachiopods, crinoids, 
corals, bryozoans, codiacean algae, trace molluscs; poorly 
sorted; point packing; micrite, microspar; no porosity. 
9331-9342 Mudstone; dolostone; b.Jrrowed, Teichichnus, Planolites, 
b.Jrrows replaced with anhydrite nodules (2.0-5.0 cm), stylolite seam 
(3.0 an thick) at 9338.8, insolubles concentrated around nodules at 
9338; tight, vertically microfractured; (LT-3). 
TS9331.2 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, brachiopcxis, 
codiacean algae, ostracodes, coral fragments, encrusting 
bryozoans; well sorted; no packing; micrite, dolomite (20-70 
mn), calcspar, bitumen; 8% cementation reduced moldic porosity; 
microstylolites, compaction laminae arourrl corals, dolomitic 
chert nodules. 
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TS9332.5 Wackestone; dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods, 
ostracodes; poorly sorted; dolomite (10-50 t.nn), framboidal 
pyrite, bitumen; 15% cementation reduc.ed nDldic arrl reduc.ed 
intercrystalline porosity; saddle dolomite fills ostracode 
nolds. 
TS9336.5 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolomite {10-30 t.nn), 
calcspar, pyrite; 5% cementation enlarge:i nDldic porosity. 
TS9338 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolornite (<20 t.nn), 
anhydrite, saddle dolornite, framboidal pyrite; 11% cementation 
enlarge:i intercrystalline porosity. 
TS9338.l Wackestone; calcitic dolostone; bioclasts, crinoids; 
well sorte:i; dolomite {10-30 t.nn), calcspar, trace pyrite, 
carbonaceous matter; 12% calcite cementation reduc.ed arrl fille:i 
noldic porosity. 
TS9339 Mudstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, intraclasts; 
poorly sorted; no packing; micrite, dolomite, clay, insolubles, 
detrital microquartz, pyrite; no porosity; microstylolites; 
Frywrg gamma-ray marker bed. 
TS9340.5 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; crinoids, ,brachiop:xis, 
trilobite spines, coral fragments; poorly sorted; concave-convex 
am suture:i packing; micrite, dolomite; no porosity. 
TS9341 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolornite {10-30 t.nn), 
calcspar, bitumen, trace detrital microquartz; no porosity. 
TS9342 M.ldstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolornite {10-30 t.nn), 
ca.lcspar, bitumen; no porosity. 
9342-9352 Wackestone-mudstone; dusky yellowish brown; calcitic 
dolostone; t:urrow ItDttle:i (<llororites, Zoophycos, Planolites), 
co:rx::retionary l:::urrows; corals (Anplexizaphretis, Sychnoelasma), 
crinoids; cherty b.lrrow fills at 9342.5, 9347.8, anhydrite nodules 
9349, 9350; poor intercrystalline arrl ItDldic porosity; {LT-3). 
TS9346 Wackestone; cherty dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; well 
sorte:i; no packing; dolomite (20-30 t.nn), coarse dolomite (50-120 
1.nn), chert, carbonaceous matter, pyrite; no porosity; chert 
nodule preserves depositional fabric. 
TS9347 Packstone; limestone; crinoids, brachiop:xis, corals, 
trilobite spines; poorly sorted; lon;Jitudinal, concavo-convex 
am suture:i packing; micrite, pyrite, trace saddle dolomite; no 
porosity; stylolite laminae drape arourrl allochems. 
TS9349 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids; dolornite (10-30 t.nn), 
felte:i laths of anhydrite, saddle dolomite, pyrite, celestite; 
no porosity. 
TS9349.1 Mudstone; dolostone; ostracodes, calcispheres, 
crinoids; well sorted; dolomite, subfelte:i anhydrite nodules, 
calcspar, celestite, pyrite; anhydrite filled fractures. 
TS9351. 5 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids, brachiopods; dolomite 
(<20 t.nn), saddle dolomite; no porosity. 
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I.Dne star Producing, Burlington-Northern 1-33 (NJX;S-5346) 
NE/NW 33-145N-101W McKenzie County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9180-9205 
I.Dg Depths: 9172-9197 
9180-9184 Distorted bedded nodular I1¥JSaic anhydrite, massively bedded 
cloudy anhydrite; pale yellowish brown am brownish black; dewatering 
plumes at 9182, 9184; tight; (LT-6). 
TS9180 Wackestone; anhydritic dolostone; pellets, peloids, 
calcispheres (80-150 um), codiacean algae; well sorted; no 
packi.n;J; subfelted nodular anhydrite, dolomite, trace calcspar, 
clay; cementation filled fenestral porosity; calcisphere biorrold-
lined with bladed dolospar, late calcspar. 
TS9181 Mudstone; dolostone; dolomite (10-15 um), trace calcspar; 
no porosity. 
TS9183 Mudstone; dolostone; crinoids, calcispheres; well sorted; 
no packing; dolomite (10-30 um), microcrystalline anhydrite; 15% 
solution enlarged fenestral porosity. 
9184-9188 Packstone-wackestone; pale yellowish brown; dolostone; 
thickly laminated, bedded nodular anhydrite at 9185, 9186.5, rrudchips 
at 9187; peloids, intraclasts; stylolite (4.5 cm) at 9184; fair 
iroldic porosity; spotty brown oil stain; (LT-5). 
TS9186 Packstone; anhydritic dolomitic limestone; peloids, 
intraclasts, calcispheres, ostracodes; well sorted; point 
packi.n;J; microcrystalline anhydrite, isopachous dolomite, 
celestite; 15% cementation reduced fenestral an:l iroldic 
porosity. 
TS9187 Packstone; limestone; peloids, intraclasts, crinoids, 
calcispheres, ostracodes, m::>lluscs; poorly sorted; point an:l 
sutured packing; micrite, dolomite, microstylolites; no 
porosity. 
9188-9192.5 Wackestone-packstone; brownish black; dolomitic 
limestone; thinly interbedded; coral fragments; stylolites at 9188, 
9189 an:l 9191, microstylolites; tight; (LT-5). 
TS9189 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, angular 
intraclasts, calcispheres, pellets, codiacean algae, irolluscs, 
crinoids; well sorted; point pack.i.rg; micrite, dolomite, 
microspar, pyrite, trace carbonaceous matter; no porosity. 
TS9192.5 Wackestone; cherty dolomitic limestone; peloids, 
angular an:l discoidal intraclasts, foram.s, gastropods; well 
sorted; no packing; chert, dolomite; no porosity; section is 
across chert nodule, outside of nodule is overpacking of 
allochems, overgrowths on crinoids, microspar. 
9192.5-9193 Packstone-rudstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; 
intraclasts, gastropods, brachiopods; thin bed of Olorrlrites l:urrows 
at base; (LT-4). 
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TS9192.8 Grainstone; limestone; peloids, intraclasts, 
gastropods, molluscs, codiacean algae; well sorted; :point 
packing; isopachous bladed calcite, calcspar; no :porosity. 
9193-9205 Wackestone-packstone; dark yellowish brown arrl dusky 
yellowish brown; limestone; i.rrlistinctly b.lrrow mottled, rurrows 
ZocJphycos, Planolites, Corophiodes at 9198, th.in packstone beds; 
peloids, bioclasts, brachiopods, coral fragments (Vesiculophyllum at 
9198.3); chert nodule at 9195.8, microstylolites drape chert nodule, 
stylolites at 9194, 9196, 9197, 9200.2 arrl 9204 (1.0-4.0 an); tight; 
(LT-3). 
TS9193.2 Packstone-wackestone; cherty dolomitic limestone; 
peloids, intraclasts, forams, brachiopods, calcispheres; :poorly 
sorted; :point packing; chert, dolomite; no :porosity. 
TS9196 Wackestone-packstone; cherty dolomitic limestone; 
peloids, intraclasts, forams, gastropods, crinoids; :poorly 
sorted; :point packing; chert, dolomite, calcspar; no :porosity. 
TS9197 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, intraclasts 
(nud-chips), crinoids, brachiopods; :poorly sorted; :point 
packing; micrite, microspar, dolomite, anhydrite, trace bitumen; 
no :porosity; stylolites. 
TS9198 Packstone; limestone; crinoids, pellets, angular 
intraclasts, brachiopods, peloids, ostracodes, codiacean algae, 
calcispheres; :poorly sorted; :point arrl concavo-convex packing; 
micrite, microspar, pseudospar, dolomite; no :porosity; 
overgrowths on crinoids, intraclasts or algal clasts? 
TS9198.3 Packstone; limestone; bioclasts, peloids, crinoids, 
brachiopods, codiacean algae; :poorly sorted; :point packing; 
micrite, microspar, dolomite, trace anhydrite; no :porosity. 
TS9200 Wackestone; limestone; peloids, brachiopods, bioclasts, 
crinoids, forams, codiacean algae, calcispheres; :poorly sorted; 
no packing; micrite, microspar, dolomite, trace bitumen; no 
:porosity. 
TS9200.1 Wackestone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, rounded 
intraclasts, bioclasts, crinoids; :poorly sorted; no packing; 
micrite, microspar, dolomite, calcspar, celestite, blocky 
anhydrite, detrital micrcquartz; no :porosity; micrcquartz 
inclusions with.in intraclasts. 
TS9203.5 Packstone-wackestone;limestone; rourxied arrl discoidal 
intraclasts, bioclasts, crinoids, brachiopods, coral fragments; 
:poorly sorted; :point packing; micrite, microspar, dolomite, 
trace anhydrite; no :porosity. 
TS9204 Packstone; dolomitic limestone; peloids, angular 
intraclasts, bioclasts, codiacean algae, crinoids, brachiopods, 
calcispheres, trace gastropods; :poorly sorted; :point packing; 
micrite, dolomite (20-40 um), microspar, bitumen; no :porosity. 
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Texaco, Governrrent-M.Pace 1-14 (NIX;S-2667) 
SW/JIM 14-146N-101W McKenzie County, North Dakota 
Core Depths: 9426-9546, 9580-9638 
u:>g Depths: 9428-9548, 9582-9640 
9526-9530 Packstone; brownish gray; limestone; fenestral; 
intraclasts, peloids, algae; ab..lrrlmt crystallotopic anhydrite, 
pyrite; tight; (LT-4). 
TS9529.5 Packstone; anhydritic li.Irestone; aD:Jlllar am discoidal, 
calcispheres, ostracodes; p::x,rly sorted; lorxJitudinal packin;J; 
microcrystalline anhydrite, micrite, microspar, dolomite, 
celestite; no p::,rosity. 
9530-9546 Cloudy nodular irosaic am bedded nodular anhydrite; light 
olive gray am meditnn light gray; clayey distorted laminae, thin 
interbeds of dolamudstone at 9534, 9536 am 9546; tight; {LT-6). 
TS9532.5 Mudstone; cherty limestone; micrite, chert, calcspar, 
dolomite, pyrite; no p:::>rosity. 
9580-9583 Grainstone; dark yellowish brown; limestone; massively 
bedded, th.in muddy laminae at base; intraclasts, bioclasts, algal 
clasts (ortonella) ; anhydrite; tight; (LT-5) • 
9583-9586.5 Mudstone-packstone; dark yellowish brown; interlaminated 
nu:lstone am peloid packstone; peloids; tight; (LT-5). 
9586.5-9592 Mudstone; brownish gray; dolomitic lbnestone; 
irxti.stinctly bJrrow rrottled; stylolites (1.0-2.0 cm) at 9586.5, 9588, 
9589.7 am 9590.6; tight; (LT-3). 
9592-9595 Packstone; dusky yellowish brown; limestone; peloids, 
bioclasts, corals (Sychnoelasna); tight; (LT-1). 
9595-9599 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; calcitic dolostone; 
rurrowed (Olorrlrites, Teichichnus); brachiopods, bioclasts, corals; 
cherty packstones at 9596.4-9596.9; fair intercrystalline porosity; 
{LT-3) • 
9599-9603 Wackestone; dark yellowish brown; dolomitic limestone; 
irxti.stinctly rurrowed; cherty pack.stone at 9601. 5-9601. 8; 
brachiopod.s, corals (Syrirgopora); stylolite (6.0 cm) at 9601, 
anhydrite with.in stylolite teeth, fractured at 9598.7-9599.6; p::x,r 
intercrystalline p::,rosity; (LT-1). 
9605-9612.4 Packstone; dark yellowish brown am dusky yellowish 
brown; limestone; cross laminated, laminated; peloids; stylolites 
(0.5-2.0 cm), crystallotopic anhydrite at 9605, 9612; tight; (LT-4). 
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9612.4-9630 Wackestone-packstone; dusky yellowish brown with dark 
gray; limestone; massively bedded, b.lrrowed (Planolites at 9615); 
crinoids, corals, gastropod at 9617, brachiopod pack.stone zones at 
9617.3-9617.5, 9618-9618.3, 9622-9622.3, 9625.7-9625.8, an::l 9629.8-
9629.9; tight, closed vertical fractures; (LT-1, LT-3). 
9630-9638 wackestone-m..mtone; brownish gray; dolanitic limestone; 
b.lrrowed (Teidrldmus, Zoctjlycx>s, Cllomrites) ; corals (Syrilgax:ga, 
Sychnoelasma); poor intercrystalline porosity; anhydrite replacement 
of allochem.s; (LT-3) • 
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